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ABSTRACT
A good deal has been written about the history of the Scottish 
Church, about Scottish saints and about church dedications in Scotland. 
Much of this has, however, been written by antiquarians who have often 
had a denominational or theological axe to grind, and the results are 
not useful in terms of scholarly or historical content. This thesis 
sets out to clear away those claims made about certain aspects of the 
Mediaeval Scottish Church, yet which are grounded on little, if any, 
reliable historical evidence.
This is a regional study of that area of Scotland which was most 
active and influential in ecclesiastical terms throughout the Mediaeval 
period, I have tried, as far as is possible, to establish the identity
of all those saints connected in some way with the Church in Fife. A
careful study of pertinent extant sources has involved a personal
assessment of what is reliable historical record and what is legendary 
fancy. This process has necessitated the elimination of certain saints 
from any list that is deemed to incorporate only those holy individuals 
whose identity can be confirmed from dependable documentary survivals. 
In some cases we can be sure that the saint existed, but in many 
instances we are left wondering whether we are dealing with an
historical figure or an invented exemplar.
Church dedications are often useful as evidence of the antiquity of 
a saint's cult or of his association with a particular region, but for 
them to be useful evidence it is necessary to establish the veracity of 
claims made for ancient church dedications to particular saints.
This thesis tries to look at the role of a saint and at the 
content, management and function of a saint's cult. In focussing on 
ecclesiastical centres, and on particular pilgrimage centres, in one 
area of Scotland this thesis looks at saints, dedications and cults in 
their wider Scottish and European contexts. In specialising in one area 
it has been possible to note the wide geographical variety of influences 
on the Scottish Church whilst also emphasising the widespread influence 
which the Church in Fife had in the pre-Reformation era.
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CHAPTER I INTRODUCTION
The area of Eastern Scotland known as Fife, which is the setting 
for this study of Mediaeval saints, cults and dedications, has undergone 
a number of changes in the definition of its boundaries. It is 
necessary therefore for me to define what I shall be referring to as 
Fife in this study. I shall not, except in specific circumstances, be 
distinguishing between the two Mediaeval areas of Fife and Fothriff.(1) 
The Fife which is to be my subject is, basically, the land which lies 
East of a line drawn, roughly, from Newburgh by the Tay to Kincardine on 
the Forth. As a result of the readjustment worked by the Boundary 
Commissioners in Scotland in 1891 Culross and Tulliallan were 
transferred from Perthshire to Fife, part of Portmoak was transferred 
from Kinross-shire to Fife, and Abernethy, which used to be partly in 
Fife and partly in Perthshire, was transferred wholly to Perthshire. 
Considering the importance of Culross, Abernethy and Portmoak to the 
ecclesiastical history of the area, I shall include them in my 
discussions of Mediaeval Fife. Loch Leven and Scotlandwell, both in 
Kinross-shire, will also be included.
I hope that it will become increasingly obvious through the course 
of this work just why'Fife is a useful region for the hagiographer to 
study. Geographically, Fife is unspectacular. The land is fertile 
however, and that may be the reason for its popularity as a settlement 
area. Fife was a region of considerable political importance to its 
early Pictish inhabitants, and the appeal of the area extended to 
Christian missionaries of varying origins who travelled to and in Fife 
recommending their faith to Pictish leaders who, in turn, encouraged 
the, (gradual), conversion of their peoples. There are several stories 
of who the original apostles to the Piets of Fife were, but the 
consequences of Christian labouring in this area suggests a variety of
- 7 -
Influences. Columban monks from Iona, Irish religious on their travels, 
Ninian of Candida Casa(2), Northumbrian missionaries(3) and Continental 
evangelists have all, at various stages, been credited with the bringing 
of Christianity to Fife. The enduring testimony to those who preached 
the Gospel in Eastern Scotland in the early Mediaeval period was the 
profusion of churches and of religious communities all over Fife. Such 
was the influence of the Christian Church in Fife that, as the Middle 
Ages progressed, it formed a base of Christian witness which 
overshadowed Christian activity elsewhere in Scotland and, one might be 
so bold as to suggest, equalled the religious zeal and activity of 
Christian centres throughout Europe up to the time of the Reformation 
and beyond.
I had hoped to restrict my work to the study of saints before the 
twelfth century, but the scarcity of relevant surviving documents has 
made this an unrealistic aim. Instead, my time scale has to begin with 
the arrival of Christianity in Fife in the fifth century, and continue 
throughout the Middle Ages to the time of the Reformation in Scotland. 
I am still aiming, however, at producing the earliest possible dates for 
the existence of cults, the dedications of churches and the activities 
of individual saints, even though these can rarely be ascertained, with 
any sureness, before the twelfth century. Some of the sources for the 
ecclesiastical history of Fife, written at various times in the Middle 
Ages, make claims about the antiquity of churches and the saints 
connected with them. (4) One has to treat each claim individually and, 
after comparison with other sources of the period and after a careful 
analysis of the source in question, come to a decision about the 
likelihood of the veracity of the proposed details. I hope that this 
study will give as clear a picture as possible of the history of the 
saints, and their associated cults and church dedications, connected 
with Fife throughout the Mediaeval period.
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Different people, in different places, and in different ages, have 
had varying pictures of just what a saint is.(5) I hope to be able to 
show what the people of Eastern Scotland during the Middle Ages 
considered to be the necessary attributes of saintliness. As a 
background I think that it is worth looking at what emerges from the New 
Testament(6) as the attributes of a saint. After all. Mediaeval man, 
literate and illiterate, is likely to have been well versed in the
Scriptures and seems to have used them as the basis of much of his 
thought and actions. Suffice it to say that the Mediaeval picture of 
what constituted a saint must have been heavily tinged by the New 
Testament writings. It is in the Bible that we see the background 
thoughts which, as they were read or listened to, developed into the 
various complex historical and theological issues which have been the 
concern of the Church ever since.
It is really quite remarkable how historians of the Mediaeval 
period have had such a scant regard for the Bible as a useful 
source-book for the history of the Mediaeval Church and society as a 
whole. The teaching of Scripture was more widespread than any other 
form of teaching in the Middle Ages. The Bible was the one book which 
was read aloud and listened to frequently and regularly. This book was 
treated with great reverence and respect and its stories and its
doctrines were used as a guide for living. In some cases what people 
did or did not wear and did or did not eat was governed by what was 
written in Scripture. If such mundane matters were so governed, how 
much greater was the influence of Holy Writ on the thought and
motivations, and on the morals, ethics and religious practices of 
individuals and religious communities!
In studying something so overtly Christian as saints and their 
cults I hope that the importance of the Old and New Testaments as a 
source is quite obvious. The role of Scriptural writings is of
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unequalled Importance in Mediaeval thinking about such matters as saints 
and their associated cults. In Scripture we find indications of the 
underlying theology of the cult of saints. We learn what people thought 
about holy living, self-denial, martyrdom and life after death from the 
Bible. Moreover, the place to look for the lives of some of the saints 
who were venerated in Fife is not in some breviary or chronicle but in 
the New Testament itself.(7) Admittedly, legends about Biblical saints 
did arise subsequently, but the Bible has been considered the sacred and 
unalterable source for the lives of the Virgin Mary, the Apostles, and 
Saints Anne, John the Baptist, Martha, Mary Magdalene, Michael the 
Archangel and Stephen the Protomartyr. Whatever the historian may think 
about the reliability of the Bible as an historical source, he must 
always consider the way in which Mediaeval clergy and laity treated it 
as God-inspired and, with that in mind, one must always consider its 
consequent influence on the Mediaeval Church and on society as a whole.
The Greek word 'Hagios', (the root of such words as hagiography), 
is the word most commonly translated as 'Saint* in our English 
translations and as 'Sanctus' in the Latin Vulgate. Six of the New 
Testament writers use this word 'Hagios', namely St Matthew in his 
Gospel, St Luke in the Acts of the Apostles, St Paul in his Epistles, 
the author of Hebrews, Jude in his brief letter, and St John the Divine 
in the Book of the Revelation. Most of the references are in St Paul's 
Epistles but he was, of course, the most prolific of the New Testament 
writers. Jesus Himself is not credited with using the word. Indeed the 
only reference in the Gospels is the reference in Matthew's Gospel to 
holy people rising from the dead when Christ breathed His last on the 
cross.(8) The word 'Hagios' is rendered variously in English 
translations which have been produced in recent times. The New 
International Version has: 'Holy People' (Mt 27:52), 'God's Holy
People' (Eph 5:3), 'God's People' (Rom 12:13), 'His People' (Heb 6:10), 
'Holy Ones' (1 Th 3:13), 'Believers' (Acts 9:41) and, most commonly,
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'Saints’ (Rom 15:25-6).
Within the bounds of Christian doctrine and morals a saint is one
who is holy. With this in mind, it is clear that all saints must also
be believers in Jesus Christ. Contrary to the Mediaeval idea that only 
some believers and holy ones were saints, the writings of the New
Testament are quite clear in indicating that all those, alive and dead,
who believed in Jesus Christ were saints. This is apparent, for
example, when St Paul addresses 'the saints’ of a particular town when 
he is in fact addressing the Christian community of that place as a 
whole. (9) Saints may be male or female (Rom 16:2), rich or poor (Rom 
15:25-26), but they are united in their love for God (Eph 13:8).
However dispersed they were geographically, the saints of the New
Testament are portrayed as being bound by their love for one another
(Phm 4 and 5), by praying for each other (Eph 6:18), by the preaching of
some (Eph 3:8) and by helping one another (Heb 6:10). It is stated by 
St Paul that some of the saints had specific gifts and callings, but it 
is not suggested that all the saints should be performing these
functions:
"It was he who gave some to be apostles, some to be prophets, 
some to be evangelists, and some to be pastors and teachers, 
to prepare God's people for works of service, so that the body
of Christ may be built up..." (Eph 4:11-12)
These positions of particular responsibility were only intended for some 
individuals and St Paul does not imply that saints with these gifts were 
any more holy than those without; indeed he describes himself as "less 
than the least of all God's people" (Eph 3:8).
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The theological Issues of predestination, election and free will 
have been the cause of quite considerable division in the Church and 
they are matters of some complexity, and this is not the place for me to 
discuss them. St Paul states quite categorically on at least two 
occasions that people are not only loved by God but are also called by 
God to be saints (Rom 1:7; 1 Cor 1:2). What is more, the saints are in 
close communion with God in life as well as in death, as is stated in 
Col 1:25-26 for example. The Spirit is said to intercede for the saints 
(Rom 8:27) and the prayers of the saints reach God in heaven (Rev 
8:3-4).
The saints are said to have an inheritance with God in heaven (Eph 
1:8;Col 1:12) which is the reward for a faithful witness on earth. It 
seems to have been the teaching, or at least the assumption, of the 
Mediaeval Church that the saints were particular individuals, rather
than the whole body of believers, including all the early martyrs and 
certain others known as confessors(IO), who had lived suitably worthy 
lives or died in the cause of their faith. Such people were not 
referred to as saints in their own lifetime although cults sometimes
commenced immediately after a believer's death. Saints were deemed to 
have gained immediate access to heaven which was their reward and 
inheritance. The Biblical picture is that all the saints, i.e. all 
those who believed in Jesus Christ, went to be with God when they died.
The rising popularity of the dubious doctrine of purgatory(11) in the
Middle Ages resulted in the establishment of an obstruction to Immediate 
access to heaven which could only be avoided by those who were martyred 
and a few exceptionally worthy confessors; these became the saints of 
the Mediaeval Church. We know that many early Christians did die for 
their faith. St Paul himself persecuted and killed believers before his 
conversion (Acts 26:10). The rich imagery of the Book of Revelation 
makes it clear that saints might be defeated (Rev 13:7) and that some 
died for their faith (Rev 16:6;17:6;18:24). To die for a cause which
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one believes to be righteous is always deemed especially noble and in
view of this the subsequent rise of the cult of martyrs is not
surprising.
Some early Christians who were not martyrs, but who were 
outstanding in confessing their faith in Christ, were also termed saints 
by the Mediaeval Church. In such people was Christ glorified.
"...when he (the Lord Jesus) comes on that day to be 
glorified in his saints, and to be marvelled at by all 
who have believed..." (2 Th Is 10 - RSV).(12)
St Paul does not indicate that only particular believers will be vessels 
of Christ's glory, just as he does not state which of the saints are to 
be involved in the judgement of the world. (1 Cor 6:1-3).
The picture of what a saint is which emerges from a brief look at 
the New Testament references to 'Hagios' differs in many ways from the
Mediaeval cults of martyrs and confessors. The Mediaeval Church was 
well aware that the New Testament writers meant all Christian believers, 
living and dead, to be called saints. From the New Testament one is 
able to deduce certain criteria of saintliness and certain aspects of 
the underlying theology of the later Mediaeval cult of saints, notably 
that saints went straight to heaven - they did not go past purgatory and 
did not collect any indulgences. At some stage in the history of the 
early Church it was decided that not all believers would go immediately 
to heaven, indeed some might never enter into the Divine presence, 
because of failings in their earthly life. In the first few centuries 
after the writing of the books of the New Testament certain of the 
clergy must have decided upon the criteria on which to base their 
judgements of who was and who was not a saint. This is the hazy early 
stage in the development of the cult of saints. It seems that from the
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New Testament idea of all believers being saints, the first development 
was that only martyrs were to be called saints. In time, and in 
response to popular acclaim, certain confessors were also called saints. 
In due course, the process of papal canonisation emerged as the means of 
gaining the official recognition of the Church for some holy person to 
be deemed a saint. The process became increasingly complex and 
lengthy.(13) Much of this is based on involved theology and patchy 
history. What is clear however, is that the qualifications for being a 
saint in the New Testament are simpler than those for becoming a 
Mediaeval saint, for although the attributes of both were similar, being 
grounded in Scripture, the process of attaining recognition by the 
Church became increasingly complicated. I hope that a consideration of 
the saints honoured in one area of Western Christendom may provide some 
insights into the qualities required of saints, and into the ways in 
which they were venerated and in which their cults had some sort of 
effect on the Church and on the people it sought to serve.
The manifestation of the reverence and honour in which a saint is 
held is commonly called a "cult", a word derived from the classical and 
ecclesiastical Latin word "cultus” which was usually used to refer to
"worship" or to an "act of worship". (14) The prime function of a saint
seems to have been as an object for praise and as an example for 
imitation. This function developed during the Middle Ages so that 
saints came to be seen as intercessors whose prayers were particularly 
efficacious in obtaining benefits from God for those who venerated them.
Saints, both martyrs and confessors, were honoured on their 
anniversary days which were inscribed in lists on diptychs and in
martyrologies and calendars. Churches chose particular saints to be 
their patrons and intercessors. From the fifth century saints were
named in the hymns of the Office and prayers of the liturgy of the mass. 
Images of saints were made and venerated, and relics were produced and.
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similarly, adored. The increasing importance of saints resulted in 
further developments in the liturgy to accommodate their veneration, in 
processions and in festal masses. The resultant influence of this 
increasing prominence given to saints was noticeable on both art and 
architecture.(15) Churches and religious houses fostered the cults of 
individual saints often, though not invariably, with local connections, 
as we shall see. The promotion of a saint’s cult came to Involve laity
as well as clergy, as finances became increasingly important for the
maintenance of a respectable cult. The influence of saints' cults 
became increasingly pervasive and complex as the Middle Ages progressed, 
and a study of these saints, and of the dedications and cults associated 
with them, sheds light on all those involved with the life of the 
Mediaeval Church, whether or not they were in Holy Orders.
The region of Scotland now known as Fife seems to have attracted 
missionaries and ascetics from earliest Christian times. Although there 
are many question marks by the names and activities of several supposed 
holymen in Fife, as will become apparent in due course, we can be sure, 
from the evidence of such sources as do survive, that there was an early 
Christian presence in Fife. Moreover, judging by the later scale and 
complexity of the Christian Church organisation in Fife, these people
were both zealous and effective in their evangelising.
Having had mere glimpses of the sites in Fife associated with the 
early Church, by the twelfth century we begin to see hew a few simple 
cells and cave retreats(l6) along with the stone crosses(IT) and simple 
chapels(l8) which had been used for worship, had increased and 
multiplied into the complex system of religious houses and parish and 
collegiate churches which really made Fife the ecclesiastical centre of 
Scotland and put it on a par with similar regions in Northern Europe.
15 -
TCaves, hills and islands were popular haunts for early hermits and j
missionaries seeking solitude and spiritual refreshment, and this was 
true in Fife as elsewhere. As churches came to be built these !
associations were neither forgotten nor neglected, but missionary zeal 
and the need to be where communities were settled led to the 
establishment of churches all over Fife. From the founding of 
Dunfermline Priory in the second half of the eleventh century to the
first half of the sixteenth century somewhere between forty and fifty 
religious houses were founded in Fife.
There were Benedictine monks at Dunfermline(19) and the Isle of 
May(20), and possibly at Kilconquhar as well. The Tironensian monks had 
a house at Lindores(21). There were Cistercian abbeys at Balmerino(22) 
and Culross(23), and they had a preceptory at Gadvan.(24) There were 
Augustinian canons at Abernethy(25), Inchcolm(26), Loch Leven(27),
Pittenweem(28), and St Andrews(29). Trinitarians were at Scotlandwell 
from 1250/1 and may also have been at Cupar and St Andrews. Dominican 
friars settled at Cupar(30), St Andrews(31), and St Monans(32), and 
there were supposed foundations at Crail, Dysart, Inverkeithing and 
Kinghorn. Conventual Franciscans were at Inverkeithing(33), whilst the 
Observant friars were at St Andrews(34), where there may also have been 
Carmelites. From 1486 Franciscan nuns had a house at Aberdour and there 
may have been further convents of nuns at Crail and Kilconquhar. In 
addition to these there were thirteen hospitals(35), four secular 
colleges(36) and five academic secular colleges(37) in various parts of
Fife in the Middle Ages. Add to this collection of religious houses the
scores and scores of parish churches which are recorded from the
eleventh century on(38) and we have a picture of the variety of places
of Christian worship in Fife and the complicated network of churches 
which existed there. To cap it all there was the cathedral church of St 
Andrews founded in 1144 and raised to the status of an archbishopric by 
a bull of Pope Sixtus IV in 1472. This just confirmed what was already
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generally accepted, that St Andrews was Scotland's primatial see.
The Church in Fife had its origins in the Celtic Church but it kept
abreast of developments in the life of the Church Catholic. It is a
region which was open to external influences yet it did not dismiss its 
roots and traditions. Mediaeval Fife was populous and was active in 
politics and commerce. It was a major ecclesiastical and educational 
centre incorporating churches of all types. Above all, it was the 
people who made up the Church. It was the people of Mediaeval Fife who 
constituted the worshipping communities which adopted, nourished and 
needed saints and their cults. As the cradle of saints and as a major 
Northern European cult centre(39) Fife merits more than just a passing 
glance, but requires attention to the details of who these saints were, 
what they did and what the utility and function of their cults actually
was. We may dismiss the Middle Ages as an era of superstition but we
must first get to grips with the problems associated with a supposedly 
credulous, ignorant and largely illiterate people and the influential 
few who manipulated them until the destructive zeal, which was fired by 
new thoughts from the Continent, brought some semblance of relief. 
Before looking at the saints themselves, however, and at the stories and 
cults which grew up around them, we must survey the relevant material 
which has survived.
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Footnotes
1. These were two Mediaeval deaneries, whioh are described in
P McNeill and R Nicholson (eds), Historical Atlas of Scotland 
C.400-C.1600. pp 39-40 and maps 40, 41 and 43.
2. Bede's Ecclesiastical History 111:4 states: "The southern 
Piets who live on this side of the mountains had, so it is said, 
long ago given up the errors of idolatory and received the true 
faith through the preaching of the Word by that reverend and holy 
man Bishop Ninian..." and this has led to St Ninian being dubbed 
'The Apostle of the Piets'.
3. e.g. the links with Bishop Acca of Hexham.
4. More recently, of course, antiquarians have made similar claims.
5. A useful and concise introduction to Devotion to the Saints is 
to be found in F L Cross and E A Livingstone (eds). The Oxford 
Dictionary af tha Christian Church. London 1974, pp 1227-8.
6. Except where I state to the contrary, I use references from the 
New International Version, first published in Britain in 1979.
7. In the case of St Michael the Old Testament may also be deemed
a source. Moreover, the Old Testament is a useful source when 
one is considering certain liturgical practices and religious 
observances which, having been used by the Jews, were adapted 
for use in the early and Mediaeval Christian Church.
8. Matthew 27:52.
9. Romans 1:7; 2 Corinthians 1:1; Ephesians 1:1; Philippians 1:1; 
Colossians 1:2,
10. See, for example, 1 John 4:15 "Quiscuis confessus fuerit quoniam 
Jesus est Filius Dei, Deus in eo manet, et ipse in Deo.", in the 
Latin Vulgate.
11. This doctrine is based upon references in the apocryphal and non-
canonical Second Book of Machabees. e.g. 2 Me 12:39-45.
12. The Revised Standard Version of the Bible. First New Testament 
edition 1946.
13. The episcopal canonisation was practised from at least the tenth 
century. Papal canonisation added further authority and, in time, 
it became a papal prerogative. Further information is in
E.W. Kemp, Canonisation and Authority in the Western Church.
London 1948.
14. The acknowledged authority on the rise of the cult of saints 
is the Bollandist Hippolyte Delehaye whose works include The 
Legends of the Saints:An Introduction to Hagiography (London, 
1907), Sanctus; Essai sur le Culte des Saints dans l'Antiquité 
(Brussels, 1927), Les Origines Du Culte des Martyrs (Brussels,
1933), Cinq Leçons Sur la Méthode Hagiographique (Brussels,
1934), Les Legendes Hagiographiques (Brussels, 1955).
15. Developments had to be made in the construction of churches to 
accommodate processions and the veneration of relics, for example.
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16. There are caves associated with early saints at various points 
along the Fife coast from St Andrews to Wemyss.
17. There are fragments here and there but the best example is the 
Mugdrum Cross on the Mugdrum Estate by Newburgh which is discussed 
in Chapter 4 in connection with St Adrian.
18. St Andrews, for example, was founded with sevensmall churches 
according to the Legend of St Andrew which is discussed in 
the Non-Church Sources section of Chapter 2.
19. Founded as priory c1070 and as an abbey in 1128. %  authority
for these dates, and for those in the following footnotes, is 
D E Easson and I B Cowan, Monastic Religious Houses; Scotland. 
London 1957.
20. Founded as a priory by 1153 when it was granted by David I to the 
monks of Reading Abbey.
21. Founded as an abbey in 1191.
22. Founded C1227.
23. Founded by 1217.
24. Founded by 1475.
25. Founded as a priory in 1272.
26. Founded as a priory cl153 and
27. Founded as a priory 1152/53.
28. Founded as a priory by 1318.
29. Founded as a priory 1144.
30. Founded in 1348.
31. Probably founded sometime after 1274.
32. Founded in 1471.
33. Possibly founded as early as 1268, certainly by 1384.
34. Founded between 1463 and 1466.
35. Ardross, 3 in Dunfermline, Inverkeithing, Kinghorn, Loch Leven, 
Portmoak, North Queensferry, 2 in St Andrews, Uthrogle and 
Aberdour.
36. Abernethy, Crail, Strathmiglo and St Andrews.
37. The Pedagogy at St Andrews and the Colleges of St John, St Leonard, 
St Mary and St Salvator which made up the University of St Andrews.
38. See Ian B Cowan.The Parishes of Mediaeval Scotland. SHS 93, 
Edinburgh 1967.
39. St Andrews and Dunfermline were both important pilgrimage centres 
and there were lesser pilgrimage centres at such places as the Isle 
of May. The importance of St Andrews is discussed in Chapter 3,
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Dunfermline In Chapter 8, and of the cult of St Adrian on the Isle 
of May in Chapter 4.
CHAPTER ^ TEE SOURCES
SCOTTISH CALENDARS AND MARTYROLOGIES(1)
To ensure that particular saints were specifically remembered in 
the prayers and worship of the people on particular days, it was the 
practice of the Church from earliest times to keep lists of dates with 
the names of the appropriate saints attached. No doubt these calendars 
of saints were used, and saints* feasts celebrated, in different places 
and at different times, in a variety of ways. The priest would refer to 
saints’ feasts day by day in his celebration. In some cases the saint 
might just get a passing mention in the mass, whilst at the other end of 
the scale a particular church’s patron saint or a saint of national 
importance might have a whole mass said or sung in his or her honour, 
perhaps incorporating processions, litanies, the veneration of images, 
biographical readings and votive prayers.
A martyrology, although originally simply a list of holy martyrs, 
was usually a list of martyrs and confessors prefacing a collection of 
brief biographies of the saints included.(2) Most of the martyrs and 
confessors included in the martyrologies and calendars of each church 
were derived from certain standard calendars, based on the Roman 
Calendar of the whole Western Church, or followed the pattern of a 
standard and popular national calendar, like that of the Sarum Rite, the 
Irish martyrologiesO) and the later Mediaeval Aberdeen Breviary 
Martyrology. A church was permitted, however, to adapt these more 
standard lists of saints to accommodate local patrons and other regional 
saints whose cults were not so widespread. It is when such alterations 
are made that these calendars are of particular interest as one is able 
to assess which saints were esteemed suitably worthy and popular for 
inclusion in the calendar or martyrology of specific local churches. 
Sometimes local saints, (or saints whose cults had arrived from
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elsewhere), would be added to a church’s calendar in a different, (often 
later), hand, presumably that of the priest In charge. One also comes 
across mentions of the obits of special benefactors or members of a 
religious house. Sometimes the commemoration of the foundation or 
consecration of the particular church may be incorporated.(4)
Kalendars c£, Scottish Saints by A P Forbes, Bishop of Brechin, 
remains a classic work on Scottish calendars and martyrologies.(5) 
Although some documents and details have come to light since its 
publication, despite the fact that some of his notices of particular 
Scottish saints are occasionally fanciful, and although his approach to 
the calendars was not supposed to be analytical, Forbes’ Kalendars is 
still a most useful work of reference.
Alas, no early Scottish calendars or martyrologies are extant. One 
cannot assume from this, however, that such works never existed but, 
rather, that along with so many other documents of the early Scottish 
Church they have been lost or destroyed, Irish martyrologies, which do 
survive from the early Middle Ages, can be of use in the study of 
Scottish saints and cults, and these will be discussed later.
Forbes’ earliest Scottish calendar is the early fourteenth century 
’Kalendar of Herdmanston'.(6) This calendar relies heavily on the Sarum 
Rite, as did many of these Scottish lists. The inclusion of prominent 
Irish saints such as Patrick (17 March) and Brigit (1 February) cannot 
be taken as an indication of special Irish influence on this calendar as 
such saints are included in all calendars which follow the Sarum Rite. 
It is interesting to note that St Duthac of Tain is mentioned at 8 March 
as he had dedications at Newburgh(7) and at St Andrews(B), but I suspect 
that this is more an indication of some Aberdonian connection with the 
calendar’s production than of any special reverence for St Duthac in the 
diocese of St Andrews. What is of interest in connection with this 
calendar, used as it was in the diocese of St Andrews, is that two
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notable Fife saints are chosen for inclusion. Here we have the earliest 
surviving reference in a Scottish calendar to the feast of St Monan on 1 
March and to that of St Serf on 1 July. Although, as will be discussed 
later, St Monan of Inverie in the East Neuk of Fife may have had his 
identity confused with an Irish saint of a similar name, it seems likely 
that this is a reference to a prominent diocesan saint. The same may be 
said of St Serf who, if only by virtue of his links with St Kentigern, 
may be deemed one of Fife’s most important saints, as well as being one 
of the most popular patrons of Fife churches. (9) The ’Kalendar of 
Herdmanston* does also record the dedication festivals of certain 
chuches in Fife, but without reference to the dedicatory patrons.
St Serf also occurs in the ’Culross Calendar’ of the fifteenth 
century, which lists but three Celtic saints in all, the others being St 
Fillan and St Fyndoca.(IO) The reason for the remarkable dearth of 
Scottish saints would seem to be Queen Margaret’s attempt to bring the 
Scottish Church into line with the European Church as a whole. One way 
of doing this was to attempt to suppress the popular cults of local 
saints. One means of enforcing this policy may have been through 
Margaret’s Introduction of and encouragement of the Cistercians and the
Augustinians in Scotland. These orders came from England with their 
native English saints and with the English Sarum Rite. The calendar 
used by the Cistercians at Culross would seem to indicate that the
policy of Anglicanisation fostered by Margaret, her husband(H) and her
sons, had met with some success in this part of Scotland. I think that 
this apparent success was rather superficial, however. Later calendars 
do not suggest that the Scottish saints declined in popularity nor that
their cults ceased, and our other sources support this. That the
’Culross Calendar’ includes any Celtic saints Implies that some 
concessions had to be made, presumably to appease the local faithful. 
That St Serf had to be included should not surprise us as he was 
undoubtedly the local hero of Culross. It Is rather more remarkable
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that St Fillan was chosen in preference to some saint with more local 
connections. Nevertheless this is an early Scottish calendar reference 
to this Fife saint whose cult was certainly fostered a little further up 
the coast.(12)
The Scottish liturgical historian Rev David McRoberts noted a 
calendar-fragment in his Catalogue £f Scottish Medieval Liturgical Books 
and Fragments. (Glasgow 1953), which originated in the Town Church of 
the Holy Trinity, St Andrews. The fragment, which was found used as 
part of the binding of the Dundee Town Clerk’s Protocol Book, is now 
kept in the Dundee District Archive. The single vellum page, which is 
much mutilated and obliterated, is part of the calendar from January to 
April and is in a hand of the mid-fifteenth century. Some interesting 
details emerge from what I was able to decipher. For instance, St 
’’Phelain", abbot, (St Fillan), is deemed worthy of nine lessons on his 
feast of 9 January. In March we find the feast of St Regulus, bishop 
and confessor, and on the same day St 01 af is recorded. The inclusion 
of St Regulus is not surprising in a calendar from the Town Church of St 
Andrews, but it is worth noting that this is the earliest reference to 
him in a surviving Scottish calendar. St Olaf, who here shares his
feast, had an altar dedicated jointly with St John the Evangelist in the
collegiate church of St Salvator in St Andrews. At 28 April we find the 
evidence of the document’s provenance in an entry which reads: 
"dedicacio ecclesie trinitatis Sancti Andree". This fragment from Holy 
Trinity Church provides further evidence of the popularity of St Fillan 
whilst furnishing us with the earliest record of the feast of St 
Regulus, in a calendar which, for the most part, follows the Sarum Rite.
St Regulus also occurs in the late fifteenth century ’Calendar of 
Fe m e ’, but this time his feast date is given as 17 October. This
incongruity may be accounted for by some confusion as to the identity of 
St Regulus and as a result of a misinterpretation of earlier
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calendars.(13) Another prominent Fife saint, St Monan, is named at his 
feast of 1 March, and St Ninian, the so called ’Apostle to the 
Piets’,(14) is named at 16 September. St Margaret’s feast is given as 
10 June in this particular calendar. It is also worth noting that two 
feasts of the translations of saints which do not occur in other 
pre-sixteenth century calendars are incorporated in the ’Calendar of 
F e m e ’: that of St Andrew (9 May) and that of St Ninian (31 August).
The text of the Plavfair Book of Hours(15) follows the Sarum Use 
which, although the manuscript was produced in Rouen in the 1480s, 
suggests that it was commissioned by an English or Scottish customer. 
It is the calendar(l6) which prefaces the main text which implies that 
it was intended for use by a Scot. The feasts of St Kentigern and St 
Ninian are both written in gold to indicate their importance. Moreover 
various other non-Sarum Scottish feasts are incorporated in this 
calendar including St Fillan (9 January), St Monan (1 March) and St 
Adrian (4 March). This shows not only that the book was Intended for a 
Scottish owner, but also that someone in fifteenth century Rouen knew 
about the feasts of local Scottish saints. We do not know where this 
beautifully Illustrated manuscript was kept between the time of its 
production and the nineteenth century when it was in the possession of 
the Playfair family of St Andrews.(17) It seems most likely that it was 
in the hands of some devout Scotsman living in France.
The fifteenth century calendar described by Forbes as 'Kalendarium 
Quoddam Celticum’ is a Scottish calendar but has a bias towards Scottish 
West coast and Irish saints. It does not record any notable Fife 
saints.
The Mediaeval Missal of St Ternan’s Church, Arbuthnott,(18) 
described as 'Missale Secundum usum ecclesiae Sancti Andreae in Scotia’, 
has a good number of Scottish saints in its calendar, and there are some 
instances in the ’ Proprium Sanctorum’ where the contents differ from the
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Sarum Rite. St Fillan is remembered at 9 January, St Monan at 1 March, 
St Regulus at 30 March and St Ninian at 16 September. St Palladius, the 
’Apostle of the Scots’ who had an altar erected in his honour in the 
church of the Holy Trinity, St Andrews, does not feature in the Sarum 
Rite but is commemorated at 6 July in the Arbuthnott Missal. The patron 
of Glasgow, St Kentigern, who legend links with Culross, is remembered 
at 13 January. St Cainnech, who is linked with the foundation legends 
of St Andrews, is noticed at 11 October. The virgin companion of St 
Regulus, St Triduana, one of whose relics was to be found in the Town 
Church of St Andrews,(19) had her feast at 8 October. St Adrian, a 
saint with a strong Fife association, is remembered at 4 March. At 1
July, the feast of St Servanus, we find "S. Evani ep." which one can
safely assume was meant to refer to the patron of Culross. St
Margaret’s feast of 10 June and that of her translation on 16 November
are both recorded in the Arbuthnott Missal calendar, as is the
translation of St Andrew on 9 May, which is not in the Sarum Rite. This 
large number of Scottish saints, with particular Fife connections, would 
seem to suggest that this is an example of an unknown number of 
calendars produced at St Andrews for use in churches throughout the
diocese in the late fourteenth or early fifteenth centuries. This 
particular missal was paid for by Robert Arbuthnott of that Ilk, who 
died in 1506, for the church of St Ternan. Forbes notes, in particular, 
the inclusion ”on the 9th November a feast of S. Salvator,
commemorating the miraculous bleeding of a crucifix pierced by the Jews.
This occurs neither in the Sarum nor in the York nor in the Hereford. 
It has a fine Sequence beginning ’Christo vero Salvatoris’”.(20) St 
Salvator was, of course, the dedication of Bishop James Kennedy’s 
college in St Andrews, which adds still further to the evidence for a St 
Andrews provenance for this calendar. We simply do not know how many 
more of such calendars would have been produced in a place such as St 
Andrews.
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The collecting of saints* lives for the Aberdeen Breviary was quite 
some undertaking and we do not know what all the sources for this work 
were. Those whom Bishop Elphinstone(21) set to work at collating the 
details would presumably have been in contact with the archdiocese of St 
Andrews and, probably, with individual churches and religious houses 
within the jurisdiction of St Andrews, to gain details of saints 
venerated in the locality. That this happened is reflected in the 
contents of the calendar of the Aberdeen Breviary, printed in 1510,(22) 
This calendar was the earliest attempt to bring together all the 
Scottish national saints, and it was successful in doing so as may be 
witnessed by the comprehensive nature of the list. As far as Fife is 
concerned, not only are all the saints who had occurred in earlier 
Scottish calendars and martyrologies included, but others who had cults 
in Fife are mentioned for the first time. Both St Drostan (15 
December), to whom the church of Markinch was dedicated, and St Fergus 
(18 November), who had an altar in the Town Church, St Andrews, already 
had popular cults in Aberdeen. St Ethernan is commemorated at 4 
December which implies that this was the saint of Buchan and not the 
saint also identified with St Adrian of the Isle of May who would 
usually have bis feast at 4 March. The St Ethernascus whose feast is at 
22 December is probably the saint, whose name appears in different forms 
in different places, to whom the Fife churches of Leuchars and Lathrisk 
were dedicated. The saint commemorated at 30 January, St Glascianus, is 
something of an unknown quantity but may be the saint whose name forms 
part of the Fife placename Kinglassie.(23) St Constantine, whose cave is 
still to be seen at Fife Ness, has his feast in March, The feast of St 
Maelrubha of Applecross, to whom the chapel at Crail Castle may have 
been dedicated, is at 28 August in this calendar. St Mazota (23 
December) was one of the nine virgins who, according to the Aberdeen 
Breviary legend, helped St Brigit found the church of Abernethy. The 
feast of St Kentigerna (7 January), mother of St Fillan, and the feast
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of St Thenew (18 July), mother of St Kentigern, are also both recorded 
in this calendar, which really makes this the most comprehensive of 
Scottish calendars, at least with reference to Fife saints.
Sixteenth century Aberdeen was an important liturgical as well as 
ecclesiastical centre and so the existence of a martyrology of the 
mid-sixteenth century attributed to Aberdeen cernes as no surprise.(24) 
The parts of the manuscript relevant to the study of Scottish saints 
have been reproduced in PSAS vol ii, part 2, in Forbes* Kalendars and in 
the Appendix to the Preface of the Registrum Episconatus Aberdonensis 
printed by the Spalding and Maitland Clubs. At the beginning of the 
work there is a list of the obits of the prominent clergy and
benefactors which seems to link the book with the diocese of Moray, and 
notably with the cathedral church at Elgin. The book bears the
inscription "Per me Patritium Dunbar manu propria Amen. This buk 
pertinns to Alex. Gordoun. Per me Jacobum Spens manu propria" and 
Catherine R Borland has deduced that "Alexander Gordon (1516-74) was 
bishop-elect of Moray and administrator of the diocese of Caithness 
(1544)...James Spens maybe Sir James Spens of Wormiston 
(1571-1627)...".(25)
The actual list of saints is similar to that of the Aberdeen
Breviary calendar and incorporates, therefore, a number of local
Scottish saints who were obviously revered and invoked in the North of
Scotland. What is particularly interesting is that, about forty years
after the production of the Aberdeen Breviary, such local Fife saints as
Monan and Regulus continued to be honoured in a martyrology of Aberdeen
use which seems to have been used in the Northern diocese of Moray. A
few details of the life of each saint are included and this enables us
to rule out any connection, in this martyrology at least, between St
Ethernan of Buchan and St Ethernan or Adrian of Fife, as it says of him
"Quarto K. Decembris. - In Scocia apud Rathyn Aberdonensis 
diocesis Deo devotus Sanctus Ethernanus episcopus fame
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Celebris et conversatione sanctus."
Of further Interest, the entry for St Margaret is a good indication of 
the esteem in which she was held in Scotland just before the 
Reformation:
"xiii Kl*. Julii. - Natalis Sancte Margarite regine Scocie 
heredis Anglie de qua insigne cenobium de Dunfermling ubi 
continentie caritatisque sue almificia mérita adeo notabilia 
admirantur ut non solum pauperes alvit et vestivit sed et 
leprosies ex nimra compassions pedes lavit et obsculabatur.
Cuius studium erat pauperum inopie subvenire religiosorum 
cenobiis manus adiutrices porrigere operibus misericordie 
incessanter vacare. Ita ut miraculorum indiciis illustribus 
suis sequacibus sanctitatis preberet exemplum."
By the time that "Adam King’s Calendar" was printed in Paris in 1588 
most of the popular Fife saints had confirmed their places in Scottish
calendars as had some of the more obscure local saints.(26) "Adam King’s
Calendar" has Ethernascus at 22 December, Kentigerna at 7 January, 
Regulus at 17 October and Thenew at 18 July. That St Cainnech is
omitted at 11 October is obviously an oversight, whilst making St Serf(1
July) bishop of Orkney is evidence of some confusion.
The post-Reformation Scottish calendars of Dempster and Camerarius 
follow the earlier calendars in most respects, although there are some 
discrepancies. St Maelrubha, for example, is given two new feasts on 27 
July and 27 August, whilst St Monan is commemorated at 22 and 24 
December in Thomas Dempster’s ’Menologium’. Similarly, St Ninian, in 
Camerarius’s calendar, is alloted 18 September rather than the more 
usual 16 September. Evidently David Camerarius was aware of St Fillan’s
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Fife connections for he has, at 9 January in this calendar: "Sanctus
Fillanus seu Filanus Abbas Fifani illlus monasterll cui Pettinuimeura 
nomen". By the time the Scottish Service Book was produced in 1637 the 
Scottish national saints had been whittled down to a few of the more 
Important ones such as Palladius, Drostan, Kentigern, Ninian, Margaret 
and Serf, (who, incidentally, has his feast at 20 April rather than at 1 
July as is more usual).
The use of Scottish calendars and martyrologies as a source for the 
cult of saints in Mediaeval Scotland is, essentially, as an indication 
of the popularity of individual saints in particular places at 
particular times. Moreover, they may indicate the status of a saint, be 
it martyr, bishop, abbot or virgin, the saint's place of origin or 
death, as well as the date on which the saint would be held in special 
remembrance.
IRISH CALENDARS AND MARTYROLOGIES
We are fortunate in having manuscripts and copies of Irish 
calendars and martyrologies which are of much earlier date than the 
surviving Scottish examples. Moreover these Irish sources are of direct 
relevance to the study of Scottish saints. These lists seem to include 
the names of Scottish saints along with their feast dates, and they 
sometimes furnish us with a few further details as well. Early 
Mediaeval Irish clerics were great travellers and wherever they went 
they took their customs and their learning. What is more, when they 
returned to their churches in Ireland they came tack with the customs 
and learning of the places they had visited. Thus Irish churches and 
monastic houses in particular were greatly enriched by a diversity of 
religious practices and ideas froi a variety of regions. One surviving 
manifestation of this having happened is the content of Irish
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martyrologies and calendars which reflect a knowledge of saints from a 
whole host of places outwith Ireland, and most obviously from Scotland.
I think that another useful aspect of these sources for the study 
of Scottish saints is that some of the saints who are later identified 
as Scottish in later Scottish sources do, in fact, appear to be Irish in 
origin. One cannot say too much for certain in this respect but in some 
cases it seems evident that an Irish national or local saint has been 
used, in name at least, as a Scottish local saint in a later age.
The earliest of these Irish martyrologies is the Martyrology of 
Oengus the Culdee, sometime known as the Felire or Festology of 
Oengus.(27) This document, which is datable to about the year 800, 
survives in several later Mediaeval manuscripts. The compiler of this 
work was Oengus, son of Oengoba, who was a monk at Tallaght during the 
abbacy of its founder Maelruain, and who later became a bishop.(28) This 
martyrology was used as a source for later Irish martyrologies but we do 
not know the precise sources used by Oengus for his own work, except 
that we can assume that Irish clerics returning from their travels 
furnished him with stories which they bad gleaned elsewhere. Another 
such martyrology was the Martyrology of Tallaght(29) which is more or 
less contemporary with the Felire and which may have been composed 
jointly by Oengus and Maelruain. It survives in the twelfth century 
Book of Leinster and in a later Brussels manuscript and incorporates a 
list of saints very similar to that in the Felire. About two centuries 
later the Calendar of Cashel was compiled. Colgan assigns it to 1030 
but, although it was used as a source for the compilation of the 
Martyrology of Donegal, it does not survive. The Donegal martyrology 
also used the late twelfth century Martyrology of Maelmuire or Marianus 
O'Gorman, usually known simply as the Martyrology of Gorman (30) which 
Forbes, in his Kalendars.(31) dates to cl167. The author was Mael-Maire 
hua Gormain (Marianus Gorman), an Augustinian canon who was abbot of
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Cnoc na n-Apstol, 'The Hill of the Apostles', at Knock, near Louth. 
Whitley Stokes, who produced the Henry Bradshaw Society's edition in 
1895 says that "it is an historical document showing what soldiers of 
Christ the Mediaeval Irish Church especially revered.".(32) Some entries 
in the calendar of the Drummond Missal, (33) which is based largely on 
earlier Roman and Irish martyrologies are also worthy of note. Finally,
some of the entries in the Martyrology of Donegal(34) are of interest.
This work was written by one of ' The Four Masters ', the Franciscan 
Michael O’Clery, in the monastery at Donegal in 1630. It is a
collection of saints' feasts compiled from a variety of earlier Irish 
sources including: The Felire of Oengus, The Martyrology of Tallaght,
The Calendar of Cashel, The Martyrology of Gorman, The Irish Liber 
Hymnorum and a selection of Irish poems. Using all these early Irish 
sources we can, I believe, add something to our knowledge of the cults 
of certain saints who were honoured in Mediaeval Fife, and we can also 
possibly determine more precisely the identities of some of these early 
holy men and women.
The name 'Adrio', which occurs at 17 May in the martyrologies of 
Oengus and of Tallaght is not the Scottish St Adrian of May who was not 
supposed to have been martyred until the year 875. The saint intended 
is, as is stated, the Alexandrian martyr who is also recorded in the 
Roman and Hieronymian(35) Martyrologies. The 'Adrio' at 16 August in 
the Felire of Oengus has been identified by Whitley Stokes as being a
mistake for another Alexandrian martyr, Orion. Similarly the St Gaius
or Gagius recorded by Oengus at 20 February, and at various dates in the 
Martyrology of Tallaght and that of Gorman, cannot, because of the 
chronology, be confused with the companion of St Adrian of May of that
same name but is more likely to have been referring to the early pope of
that name. Another later ninth century companion of St Adrian in Fife
was said to be St Monan who settled at Inverie in the East Neuk of Fife. 
Moninn at 6 July and 16 September in the Felire of Oengus, and Monenn at
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16 September In the Martyrology of Tallaght, are Irish saints with whom 
the later Scottish St Monan must have become confused at a much later 
date.
St Regulus at 15 March in the Tallaght Martyrology is also an 
independent Irish saint whose name occurs in many guises in the Irish, 
as well as Continental, martyrologies. There is no obvious reason why 
the saint whose feast is in the Martyrology of Gorman at 3 May - St 
Conlaedh - has anything to do with the Fife placename Kilconquhar which 
has been thought to incorporate the name Conlaedh as an element. The St 
Moninne whom Michael O'Clery has included in his Martyrology of Donegal 
at 3 June and 6 July cannot be assumed to be the Scottish virgin St 
Monena without some sort of further evidence.
The dedicatory saint of the churches of Leuchars and Lathrisk in 
Fife, St Athernaise, could be identified with the Aithernaiss at 22 
December in the calendar of the Drummond Missal and with the lotharnasc 
in the Martyrology of Donegal at that date, as the date given for the 
"Scottish" saint in the Aberdeen Breviary is also 22 December. 
Athanasius at 13 October in the Martyrology of Tallaght and lothnasc of 
Achadha-ferta in the Martyrology of Donegal at 14 January are, however, 
separate Irish saints.
That these Irish martyrologies reflect local practices, feasts and 
saints, rather than what was common for the Church as a whole is 
witnessed by the fact that the Apostle Andrew does not just receive his 
feast of 30 November with his Translation on 9 May, but he is also 
allotted 6 February in the Felire of Oengus and several dates in the 
Martyrology of Gorman. Local variations in feast dates and, in stories 
of saints can add considerable confusion to the process of identifying 
particular saints and their cults. Hence, Mema, (24 January in the 
Martyrology of Tallaght), may or may not be the virgin saint Memma to 
whom the church of Scoonie in Fife was dedicated. Catulus, (23 April in
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the Martyrology of Tallaght), may or may not be the dedicatory St 
Catullus of the chapel at Lathrisk, and St Malina, (28 April in the 
Marytrology of Tallaght), may or may not be the St Malin of the chapel 
on the estate of Tyrie at Kinghorn. St Aubert(36) who had an altar in 
Holy Trinity Church, St Andrews, may or may not be the same person as 
the bishop and confessor Aucbertus named at 30 May in the Martyrology of 
Gorman. If Ceres in Fife were in fact to have been named after a saint, 
one of the various saints called Cyricius in the Martyrology of Tallaght 
may be a suitable candidate.
One can be more positive than this, however, in identifying some 
saints who had cults in Fife at their feast dates in these Irish 
calendars and martyrologies. St Fillan, whose principal feasts are 9 
and 20 June, is named at these dates in all the Irish sources as 
'Faelan' which makes one assume a direct link between the Eastern 
Scottish saint and the Irish saint. In the Martyrology of Gorman, St 
Moennan, bishop of Cluain-ferta(37) is given 1 March as bis feast and 
this is repeated in the Martyrology of Donegal. This provides a 
definite link with the Fife saint Monan who was also honoured on that 
date. St Cainnech with his feast of 11 October in all the Irish 
martyrologies may be identified with the supposed founder of the church 
at St Andrews. The saint who is commemorated at 27 August in the
Scottish calendars is the same St Maelrubha of Applecross who occurs at 
21 April in the Irish martyrologies and in the calendar of the Drummond 
Missal.
The incidence of saints’ names in the Mediaeval calendars and 
martyrologies of Ireland which are the same or similar to Scottish 
saints’ names is really quite remarkable. In fact I would suggest that 
the similarités are too frequent to be purely coincidental, at least 
with respect to the those saints who later had cults in Fife in 
particular. As the Irish lists pre-date references to these saints in
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Scottish sources, the implication would be that names occuring in these 
Irish martyrologies were chosen by later Scottish churchmen and used as 
names for Scottish saints and consequently for Fife church dedications. 
In some instances the references to saints appear in the Irish 
martyrologies before the Scottish saint of that name was supposed to 
have lived.(38) Of course it is possible, and sometimes very likely, 
that there were saintly people in both Ireland and Scotland at different 
times with similar names. It is also just possible, however, that an 
Irish cleric on his travels left a copy of one of these early Mediaeval 
Irish martyrologies in the church of some place such as St Andrews.
When, in time, a church was looking for a dedicatory patron, or a church
was looking for a name to give to a saint used in a legend to 
substantiate claims to an early Christian foundation, it is just 
possible that someone turned to one of these very full Irish lists of 
saints' names and made a selection. If this contention is acceptable 
then we may look to this as the source of the names of the following 
saints who had cults, or at least dedications, in Fife: Adrian, Aubert,
Cainnech, Catullus, Conlaedh, Fillan, Gaius, Regulus, Memma, Athernaise, 
Aneglas and Monan. Thus Adrian, Gaius and îfonan may be said in some way 
to have derived their origins from Ireland rather than Hungary as 
Wyntoun would have us believe. (39) Monan of Inverie may simply be a 
corruption of St Moenenn of Cluain-ferta. Regulus may not have come
from Patras but rather have been taken from the pages of the Martyrology
of Tallaght. The church of St Aneglas the deacon in St Andrews, where 
the three virgins of Colossia(HO) were buried, (41) may have been named 
after St Aneglus who is recorded in the same martyrology at 20 August.
These Irish martyrologies, which tend to be of earlier date than
their Scottish counterparts, may have been used in the church of St
Andrews or some such place, may be the source of the names at least of
some Scottish saints and Fife saints in particular, and may be put to
some use in the study of these same holy people.
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LITURGICAL BQCmg
Such liturgical documents as do survive from Mediaeval Scotland 
reveal that, although the Sarum Use was adopted in Scotland, it was used 
in a specifically Scottish setting. We have very little evidence of 
Scottish liturgical practices before the Sarum Use became the norm, but 
it seems likely that the settings of the services varied from church to 
church. The Scottish Church was open to a variety of influences from 
England, Ireland and from the Continent, and this is reflected in the 
liturgies of the Scottish Church at least from the fourteenth century. 
In spite of these influences, a distinctly Scottish Rite seems to have 
developed in the two centuries from about 1300, so that by 1507 James IV 
was able to refer to "our awin Scottis Use".(42)
Extant liturgical works include breviaries(43) (including the 
Aberdeen Breviary)(44), missals(45), psalters. Books of Hours, ordinals, 
a gradual, music books, the Rathen Manual(46) and sundry other scraps. 
Much of this is clearly Sarum Use or adaptations thereof, such as the 
late fifteenth century Rathen Manual which follows the Sarum Rite 
throughout, with the exception of the specifically Scottish Form of 
Excommunication. Having identified the modifications brought to
Scottish liturgies through contact with Continental, English and Irish 
clerics, pilgrims, soldiers, merchants, statesmen and scholars, one can 
find quite clear traces of distinctly Scottish liturgical practices. In 
calendars one finds Scottish local saints incorporated in an essentially 
Roman Calendar. In the text and rubrics of liturgical works we come
across forms and customs which are clearly and distinctly Scottish. 
When these things occur in connection with saints and their cults one 
can learn about specific Scottish customs and see them in the context of 
the life and worship of the people who made up the Mediaeval Scottish 
Church.
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Documents which do not owe their provenance to Fife can be of as 
much use and interest as those which do as they may reveal information 
about the extent of the cults of individual saints, and about the 
particular liturgical trappings associated with them. The missal used 
in the church of St Nicholas, Aberdeen(47), is one such non-Fife source. 
The missal itself was printed in Rouen in 1506. The essence of the text 
is Sarum but it is the manuscript additions to this text, made as the 
missal was in use in St Nicholas Church, Aberdeen, which are of singular 
interest in the study of Scottish saints. In addition to sequences for 
St Ninian and sundry rubrics, a whole host of Scottish local saints have 
been added to the calendar. Saints who one would have assumed to be 
very obscure and only of localised interest are incorporated, and not 
just Aberdeen saints. Feasts are noted for all the following who had 
some sort of Fife association: Kentigerna (7 January), Fillan (9
January), Kentigern (13 January), Monan (1 March), Adrian and his 
companions (4 March), Constantine (11 March), Margaret (19 June), 
Servanus (1 July), Triduana (8 October), Cainnech (11 October), Ethernan 
(2 December), Ethernasius (22 December). St Regulus is commemorated at 
17 October and on 31 March rather than at 30 March as in the Aberdeen 
Breviary. St Maelrubha is a notable absentee. I assume that the "S 
Kynnerie virgo non martir" named at 29 October must be the obscure 
virgin companion of St Regulus, St Cineria. Moreover, the "S Anglasii 
abbatis" at 3 Novanber may just have been the Deacon St Aneglas in whose 
church at St Andrews the aforementioned Cineria was supposed to be 
buried if the Legend of St Andrew is to be believed. It is clear that a 
large number of saints who one would not normally associate with 
Aberdeen are here listed in the calendar of a missal which was used in 
an Aberdeen church.
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The calendar is undeniably overcrowded and It is hard to imagine 
all the saints mentioned having had thriving cults in Aberdeen or even 
having been suitably commemorated at St Nicholas' Church. What is 
clear, however, is that before Bishop Elphinstone had produced his 
Aberdeen Breviary there was, in Aberdeen, a missal incorporating the 
names of many old Celtic saints. Presumably they were known before 1508 
and their names were inserted when the missal arrived from Rouen. 
Although this cannot be taken as evidence of the thriving cult of these 
saints we know that they were at least known about in geographically 
widespread areas.
The Epistolary is the liturgical book used at mass by the 
sub-deacon, before the various Individual liturgical works were brought 
together to form the missal. It was the sub-deacon's duty to sing the 
epistle at mass.
In response to the request of Gavin Dunbar, Bishop of Aberdeen from 
1518 to 1531, the so called 'Epistolare in Usum Ecclesie Cathedralis 
Aberdonensis' was produced at Antwerp in 1527.(48) It is a collection of 
epistles arranged for use throughout the Church's year in the same form 
as an epistolary of the Sarum Rite. The text itself was not like the 
Aberdeen Breviary, therefore, an expression of Scottish national 
identity, as it does not represent a uniquely Scottish liturgical 
collection but follows the most popular English rite. Aberdeen seems to 
have been a centre of quite some liturgical importance, although the 
plans for a national liturgy seem to have come to their peak under 
Bishop Elphinstone.
The calendar of saints which prefaces the main text of the 
Epistolary is the only part pertinent to the study of Scottish saints. 
The calendar does include Scottish saints, but it follows the Aberdeen 
Breviary's calendar in which local saints are Incorporated, without any 
additions or omissions.
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This Epistolary, which claims that it is "ad cathedralis ecclesie 
Aberdonensis usum et consuetudinem", is the only surviving example of a 
Scottish epistolary, and that makes it all the more disappointing that 
it is not uniquely Scottish in its order and content.
The liturgical book known as a ' pontifical ' is a collection of
those rites of the Church, or at least some of them, which could only be 
performed by someone in episcopal orders or, in exceptional 
circumstances, by a priest with an extraordinary and usually limited 
dispensation from a bishop.(49) A pontifical did not necessarily 
incorporate all the sacraments and services to be administered and 
performed by a bishop and nor was it, of necessity, exclusively confined 
to offices limited to the episcopal dignity. The pontifical would, 
doubtless, have been used along with the Scriptures and other liturgical 
books(50) at those rites at which the bishop alone could preside.
All bishops were required to perform certain ceremonies of the
Church and it would seem to be safe to assume that each diocese would
have its own copy of the pontifical which might be passed on from one 
bishop the next. In common with other liturgical works(51) one might
well expect to find local and regional influences in each individual 
pontifical. The most obvious manifestation of regional bias would seem 
to be in the saints selected for inclusion in collects, votives and 
litanies. Assuming that one knows to which diocese or particular bishop 
a pontifical belonged one might well expect it to be a useful source of 
information about the personal patrons of the bishop or those saints who 
had significant cults in the diocese. We do have several surviving 
English and continental pontificals, but only one which we know to have 
been used in Scotland.
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The small quarto manuscript of the Pontificale Ecclesie £ 
Andreae(52) written in a clear thirteenth century hand, which is to be 
found at ’Bibl. Nat., Paris, fonds Latin, 1218', was acquired by the 
Bibliothèque Royale in Paris in November 1740. Brothers Durand and 
Martens had seen it in the library of the seminary at Chalons in 1712, 
for we read in the account of their travels;
"Nous y trouvâmes un pontifical manuscrit a l'usage de quelques 
églises d'Angleterre, dans lequel cm trouve un dénombrement de 
toutes les églises que l'evéque David avoit consacrées; et nous 
en comptâmes cent quarente-quatre, dont il avoit fait la dédicace 
depuis 1240. jusqu'à 1249. inclusivement. Je doute fort qu'aucun 
evêque en ait autant consacré."(53)
I have been unable to trace the movements of this manuscript prior to 
this date.
The dating and provenance of the Pontificale have been deduced not 
only free the hand in which it is written, but also from the list of 
church dedications on two folios before the actual text of the 
pontifical. The list is headed "Bee sunt ecclesie quas dedicavit epc. 
David". The entries are of places consecrated, but not of the 
particular saints commemorated. Wordsworth(54) inferred, on seeing the 
manuscript, that entries had been made in groups of several at a time 
rather than individually.
The bishop David was undoubtedly Bishop David de Bernham of St 
Andrews.(55) The dates and places consecrated agree with de Bernhan's 
episcopate and diocese. De Bernham was the senior bishop in Scotland, 
although St Andrews did not at this time have official recognition as 
the metropolitan see of Scotland.(56) The list of dedications shows the 
geographical extent of his immediate influence but, more Importantly, it
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points to the remarkable diligence of this man who, in addition to his 
other episcopal duties, dedicated some 140 churches between 1240 and 
1249. Wordsworth(57) speculates that de Bernham was acting in
accordance with the requirements laid down by Cardinal Otho at the
Edinburgh Legatine Council of 1239. As the records of this synod have
been lost we cannot assume any more than that de Bernham was determined 
to exert his authority in all parts of his diocese and to carry out his 
episcopal duties with enthusiasm. This was certainly a policy which his 
successor(58) William Wishart began to emulate, for we read of two
churches and a chapel which appear in the dedications list under the 
heading "Hee sunt ecclesie quas dedicavit Eps. Wills." It seems rather 
unlikely that all these churches had never been dedicated but rather 
that the dedications were not known. Moreover the act of consecrating 
churches could easily be combined with the bishop's regular pastoral 
visitation of parts of his diocese. It is notable that the 
constitutions of Bishop David de Bernham do not voice any particular
concern over the consecration of churches.(59) Although Wordsworth
reproduces a certain Mr Gammack's list of the dedicatory saints for some 
of the churches on de Bernham's list, he does not cite his sources and
must, therefore, be considered of no real historical reliability. If 
the scribe who noted the churches which de Bernham and Wishart had
consecrated had done so with their dedicatory saints on the flyleaf of 
the 'Pontificale', the list would indeed have been a mine of information 
about the cults of saints in Mediaeval Fife and elsewhere in the diocese 
of St Andrews. Without these names, this list must be deemed useless as 
a source for the hagiologist.
The list of church dedications is not, it must be remembered, part 
of the 'Pontificale' itself but a jotting on the flyleaf of the book 
which a bishop going about his business of consecrating churches would 
have had to hand, and which was a convenient place to keep a record of 
the churches he bad consecrated. The 'Pontificale' which David de
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Bernham used is a collection of the offices, incorporating musical 
notation where necessary, for the Dedication of a Church, the 
Consecration of an Altar, a Cemetery and of a Holy Cross, and for the 
Reconciliation of a Church. One might expect these individual orders of 
service, from a book well used by a Scottish prelate, to have had at 
least a Scottish bias, if not one more localised. The sundry prayers, 
chants, hymns and lessons furnish us with no clues, but the litanies 
deserve careful consideration.
There are three litanies of saints incorporated in the orders of 
the 'Pontificale Ecclesie 8 Andreae' and all three differ in content. 
Two of these litanies occur in the office entitled "De Dedicatione 
Ecclesiarum" and one in that entitled "De Consecratio Altarium". The 
most complete is the first litany in the 'Pontificale' which names 57 
individual saints.(60) The second litany in the order for consecrating a 
church omits 20 of these and the litany in "De Consecratio Altarium" is 
of 23 of the saints listed earlier in the 'Pontificale' with the 
addition of St Bernard.
The saints who occur in these litanies and who had cults in 
Mediaeval Fife are the Blessed Virgin Mary, St Michael the Archangel, St 
Andrew the Apostle, St Nicholas, St Leonard and St Brigit. None of 
these is a saint with a cult exclusively in Fife nor exclusively in 
Britain. The only 'Scottish' saint to occur is St Kentigern. The Irish 
saints Patrick and Brigit are mentioned, but such Scottish favouites as 
Ninian and Columba are not. The litanies do not really include any 
saints who one would be surprised to find in any English litany, and the 
prevalence, (comparatively speaking), of 'English' saints such as Alban, 
Thomas Beckett(61), Augustine, Edmund and Dunstan, strongly implies that 
these orders were of an English rite rather than of a particularly 
Scottish rite. Quite possibly the bishop would have added his own 
personal patrons and popoular local saints to the litany when he read it
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in each place, depending on what was appropriate for where he was 
presiding, although there is no actual indication of this in the text 
itself. There is a rubric in the order for dedicating a church which 
enjoins the bishop to preach about the saints in whose name the church 
is dedicated. This is indisputable evidence that each church was 
officially given one or more dedicatory patron saints:
"...Post Evangelium autem habeat pontifex sermonem ad populum 
de dedicatione ecclesiae, de pace venientium ac rediuntium, 
de feriando anniversario ejusdem dedicationis die in eadem 
parochia, de concessa eidem ecclesiae légitima dote sine qua 
dedicari ecclesiam non oportet, de nominibus sanctorum in quorum 
honorem ecclesia dedicate sit; postea compleat missam."(62)
There is also a prayer in the office which specifically commends the 
church to a particular patron saint to be its particular guardian:
"Tibe sancte (vobis sancti) N. vel saneta (sanetae) N. commendamus 
hanc curam templi hujus quod consecravimus Domino Deo nostro; ut 
hie intercessor (intercessores) (vel interventrix) existas 
(interventrices existatis), preces et vota offerentium hic Domino 
Deo conféras, custosque pervigil et janitor (vel janitrix) 
insegregabiles) hujus domus Dominus Dei nostri perseveres 
(perseveretis); inimlcl huraani generis tentamentls scutum tuae 
(vestrae) interpellationis opponas (opponatis); ne preoum 
sanctarum et votorum hie fidelium, malitiae auctor efficiatur 
infector; sed te (vobis) praecipe cui (quibus) hanc curam 
commendamus interveniente (intervenientibus), omnibusque sanctis 
adjuvantibus, clypeo divini tutaminis, a laesione corporis et 
animae protecti, omnes hie orantes exaudiantur. Odoramentor 
quoque orationum plebis Christianae in libatorio vasls aurie
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angelloo comitatus (oomltatl) juvamine, ad Patrls thronum tu 
conféras (vos conférâtis) prae caeteris; quatenus jugi intuitu 
Dominus Deus noster, per virtutem sanotae crucis hic ingredientes 
et orantes tueri, et gubernare dignetur; Que vivit et régnât per 
omnia saecula saeculorum. Amen."(63)
The 'Pontificale Ecclesie S Andreae' is, therefore, a good example of a 
relatively rare liturgical book. The rite itself is almost certainly 
English, although Scottish and Irish saints are incorporated in the 
litanies. We can be sure that Bishops David de Bernham and William 
Wishart of St Andrews used this manuscript because of the list of their 
church dedications which prefaces the text itself. We can know 
therefore that the pontifical offices used by these particular Scottish
prelates followed an English rite. The list of consecrated churches is
evidence of de Bernham's, and to a lesser extent of Wishart's, diligence
in the execution of their episcopal functions. What we cannot tell,
however, is whether or not other bishops of the time were equally busy 
about the business of consecrating churches. Without any record of the 
saints to whom the churches were dedicated, however, the 'Pontificale 
Ecclesie S Andreae' is not of direct use in the study of the cult of
saints in Mediaeval Fife.
When the Aberdeen Breviary (64) was printed in Edinburgh in 1510 a 
liturgical milestone was reached. At last a very full national Scottish 
liturgical work had been produced. It was rx>t simply a calendar 
incorporating a few Scottish saints, nor was it just a Sarum book with a 
few minor alterations. It was indisputably a Scottish liturgy compiled 
by Scots for use in Scotland. Although it has the Sarum Rite as its 
basis, the feasts, lessons, prayers and hymns are predominantly
Scottish, and the feasts of Scottish saints enjoy positions of greater
prestige. Evidently, by about 1500 there was quite a general feeling
among Western churchmen that the worship of the Church was in need of
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reform and some sort of national uniformity of liturgy was seen as one 
means of bringing about that reform.
The Aberdeen Breviary was produced in two parts: the Winter
Part(65) in 1509 and the Summer Part(66) in 1510. It was masterminded 
by Bishop William Elphinstone of Aberdeen(67) and its compilation and 
production is referred to thus by King James IV:
"in tyme cuming, Mess bukis. Manual is, Matyne bukls, and Portuus 
bukis efter our awin Scottis Use, and with legendis of Scottis 
Sanctis, as is now gaderit(68) and ekit(69) be ane Reverend 
father in God, and our traist consalour, Williame, Bischope of 
Abirdene and utheris, be usit generally within al our Realme 
alsoon as the sammyn may be Imprentit and providit, and that na 
maner of sik bukis of Salisbery use be brought to be sauld 
within our Realme in tym cuming, and gif ony dois in the contrair, 
that they sal tyne the sammyne."(70)
Thus it is evident that the Breviary was a national enterprise which 
must be seen in the context of a nationalist reforming movement within 
the Church as a whole. In producing this work, with royal approval, 
Elphinstone was declaring that Scotland was independent in matters of 
liturgy, not just from England but from all other regions of Western 
Christendom. The intention was, presumably, for this one national 
liturgy to be used in all Scottish churches thus bringing uniformity of
worship into the field of national propaganda.
The Breviary, which as I have said is divided into two halves of
the year, consists of the Calendar, Psalter, Litany, Common of Saints, 
Proper of the Seasons and Proper of the Saints. The contents of the 
Breviary witnesses an increasing devotion to national saints and it is 
evident that nationalism in the Church found its clearest and strongest
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expression in the revival and fostering of the cults of Scotland’s 
saints. In the calendar Scottish saints are inserted where English 
saints formerly had a place and the status of some Scottish saints’ 
feasts is increased. It is in the legends of Scottish saints found in 
the Proper of Saints that the Aberdeen Breviary stands out as preserving 
something of Scotland’s Church heritage which is not to be found 
elsewhere.
In many cases the offices for particular Scottish saints are our 
only surviving sources of information for details of the lives of these 
saints. It is difficult to know Just what Elphinstone's sources 
were.(71) No legendaries survive in Scotland although they must have 
existed and may have been an important source. James IV stated that 
Elphinstone and others had collected existing legends for saints* feasts 
from local legendaries and breviaries and inserted them into this new 
national breviary. According to the colophon to the ’Pars Estivaiis' 
the work incorporated, among other documents, "diversorum sanctorum 
legendis, que antea sparsim vagabantur",
Aberdeen was an important academic(72) and ecclesiastical centre 
and it would seem safe to assume that a good number of earlier Scottish 
liturgical books were available for consultation and eventual inclusion. 
In some instances such lives of saints as did exist will have been usee 
and some saints will have had persistant oral as well as written 
traditions. The geographical diversity of the saints included suggests 
that Elphinstone either sent people to different churches and shrines in 
Scotland, or alternatively requested the individual bishops, abbots or 
other prominent local clergy to let bin nave details about the lives of 
their local saints for inclusion in his work. This is obviously when 
some details of saints’ lives occurred for the first time as attempts 
were made to provide information which was grounded in some vague 
tradition and which emphasised the sanctity and efficacy of a local
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patron. Where all else failed in trying to find evidence of a saint’s 
life it is possible that Elphinstone and his co-workers produced a story 
of their own to suit a saint about whom nothing more was known than bis 
or her name and area of missionary endeavour.
It is quite obvious on many occasions that the legends of the 
saints have been based on themes which are common to folklore and to the 
Bible. This is, of course, true of many saints’ lives outwith the 
Aberdeen Breviary although at times it excels itself in the absurdity of
its claims. Such is the case in the story of the three bodies of St
Baldred appointed to be read on his feast of 6 March, Leaving the 
ridiculous to one side, the essence of most of the Breviary's stories of 
saints fulfils what is necessary in any story of a saint, that is that 
certain Christian virtues, be they of faith, humility, courage or 
whatever, are upheld and personified so that they can be understood and 
imitated by the, perhaps somewhat credulous, faithful. It was not, 
after all, Elphinstone’s aim to produce a reliable history or an 
authoritative work of hagiography, but rather a uniform, national
Scottish liturgy which would be used in churches throughout the realm in 
their daily worship.
The Aberdeen Breviary contains a number of feasts with associated 
lessons, the information for which may well have been derived from Fife 
churches. St Monan (1 March) is named as a confessor and as a companion 
of St Adrian from Hungary and information is supplied about his relics 
and shrine. It is recounted how the relics of St Monan cured all kinds 
of infirmities, pilgrims visited his chapel and shrine, and barren women 
were made fertile by his intercession.
The story of St Adrian's arrival from Hungary and his missionary
work in Fife is recounted at 4 March. Certain of his companions are
named: Glodianus, Gayus, Monan, Candidus and Stobrandus. It is stated
that there was a stone monastery on the Isle of May and that the
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cemetery of the saints and martyrs of the May was on the island.
The popular legend of St Thenew, passing the Isle of May, and 
landing at Culross is recorded at her feast In July, We are told of how 
she produced St Kentigern and gave him over to the holy St Servanus at
Culross to be baptised and brought up in the faith. At 1 July in the
Breviary we read the famous account of St Servanus ’ encounter with 
Satan, with its obvious Biblical overtones.(73)
At his feast in October St Regulus is portrayed as a patron of the 
whole diocese of St Andrews, whilst at 15 March we read of how an angel 
charged him to take the relics of St Andrew to sea and build a monastery 
to his honour wherever he lands. It is said, moreover, that the cult of 
St Andrew and of St Regulus persisted. It is not really surprising that 
the compilers of the Aberdeen Breviary deemed such saints as Regulus, 
Thenew and Servanus worthy of inclusion because of their links with 
saints of national importance. The Isle of May was a popular place of 
pilgrimage, and so we can understand why the saints connected with that
place had their lives recorded in the Breviary. What is rather
surprising, however, is when an obscure local saint about whom very 
little is or was known is included. Such is the case with St 
Glascianus, bishop and confessor, at whose feast on 30 January there are 
simply rubrics and a collect. His association with Fife is recorded 
thus: "...qui apud Kinglassie in fif pro patrona h a b e t u r . I t  is
possible that Elphinstone was simply seeking to be as comprehensive as 
possible.
The Aberdeen Breviary is of particular interest in the study of 
saints and their cults in the entries for the feasts of St Andrew and of 
St Margaret, two saints of widespread national popularity. For the 
feast of the national apostle, Andrew, on 30 November an elaborate and 
lengthy order of service is given with details for a full procession 
with incense, choir and full liturgical honours. At the feast of the
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Translation of St Margaret, 19 June, we read of the position of the 
relics and of the feretory and the considerable ceremony for the 
translation is described in detail including the trappings associated 
with such an important liturgical occasion including cross, thurible, 
lights, wax candles and a solemn procession with bells ringing, organ 
playing and singing. An entry such as this stands out as being of 
particular importance in the study of a saint's cult as it goes into 
considerable detail in describing a major national liturgical ceremony 
and the associated veneration of a saint's relics.
Bearing in mind that the legends of saints which form such a large 
part of the Aberdeen Breviary are late in composition and are often pure 
invention this document remains a valuable source. It tells us of the 
important position in which saints were held by Church and State, and 
reveals a strong association between the cult of local saints and 
Scottish national identity. It undoubtedly records such traditions of 
individual saints as bad persisted until the early sixteenth century. 
Using these legends in conjunction with earlier sources, a believable 
picture of the history of some saints emerges. We learn of the 
liturgical trappings of major cults and of the lack of information by 
1510 about more local saints and lesser cults. The Aberdeen Breviary 
was a Scottish liturgical work for which Elphinstone envisaged a wide 
circulation which it was not to achieve. It is not an history and nor 
was it intended to be used as an hagiographioal authority. As a 
national liturgical enterprise we must admire it, as an historical 
source we must treat it with considerable caution.
Bishop Forbes, in his Kalendars of Scottish Saints.(74) refers to a 
breviary owned by the Marquis of Bute. Although he notes certain points 
of interest to the Scottish hagiologer in his Preface, he does not 
reproduce the calendar of saints, which is part of the breviary, in the 
main body of his text. The whole text of this Breviarium Bothanum,
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which probably dates from the second half of the fifteenth century, was, 
however, published by Longmans as Breviarium Bothanum Sive Portiforium 
Secundum Usum Ecclesiae CuJusdam In Scotia in 1900. The text is not 
edited however, apart from a very brief preface and a few short 
footnotes. On the whole the text follows the Sarum Use although there 
is evidence of Scottish influences.(75)
The following feasts are of particular interest with reference to 
Fife saints: St Monan, bishop and confessor(1 March), St Adrian,
martyr(4 March), St Constantine, king and martyr(11 March), Translation 
of St Andrew(9 May), St Serf, bishop(1 July) and St Triduana, virgin(8 
October). These feasts are all recorded in the 'Kalendarium' although 
"Adrian! Martiris" and "S' Triduane v(irginis)’ are not named elsewhere 
in the breviary. The nine lessons appointed to be read on the feast of 
St Monan are recorded, however, in the Breviary's 'Commune Sanctorum' 
under the heading "In natali sancti Monani confessoris non pontificis". 
The readings relate how St Monan was a companion of St Adrian, who was 
martyred on the Isle of May, and how he settled at Inverie. A collect 
for St Monan is also recorded in the 'Proprium Sanctorum':
"Deus qui beatum Monanum confessorem tuum variis infirm!tatibus 
sanitatem prestas concede propicius ut ejus meritis et precibus 
associari mereamur in celestibus Per..."(76)
The 'Proprium Sanctorum* also includes collects for St Constantine 
and St Servanus. It is as evidence of the popularity of the cult of St 
Monan and of the importance attached to his feast, that the Breviarium 
Bothanum is of special value as a source for our study of Fife saints 
and their associated cults.
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IThere are no biographies of Fife saints other than those |
Incorporated in liturgical works or in chronicles. That is to say there 
is no equivalent of Allred’s Life of ^  Ninian(77) or the Lives of St 
Kentigern(78). for such saints as Fillan, Monan or Serf. Moreover, the 
lives of saints from outwith Fife but who were venerated in Fife do not 
generally make reference to the activities of saints in Fife or to the 
operation of their cults.
One saint we do read about as having visited St Andrews, among 
other holy places, is St Godric of Finchale:
"Sanctum Andrem in Scotia orationis gratia devotus 
petivit, nec minori devotione ductus Romam perrexit.
Inde demum reversus, quibusdam negotiatoribus adjunotus 
est, et cum eis navigio aggressus est mercaturam. Et 
divitias congerens, unius navis dimidium et alterlus 
quartern (partem) habebat. Erat autem corpora robustus 
et animo strenuus; unde per regiones diverses navigando, 
loca sanctorum multa visitabat, et eorum se patrocinio 
commendabat."
This account of St Godric's visit to St Andrews occurs in the Chronica 
Ma.1ora(79) of Matthew Paris in the context of the voyaging of St Godric. 
This version is abridged from the Life of St Godric(80) by Reginald of 
Durham.
MONASTIC RECORDS
Although there are few liturgical survivals from the Middle Ages in 
Scotland, we are fortunate that the chartularies of many Scottish 
monastic houses are extant. These collections of the records of
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individual churches were carefully preserved as they incorporated the 
written proof of claims to rights, lands and privileges. Such documents 
were almost invaluable and, consequently, great care was taken to 
preserve them, often in secure charter chests. Although there are 
doubtless forgeries among these collections, the sort of details which I 
am interested in are unlikely to have been affected.
The records of St Andrews Priory, Balmerino Abbey, Coupar Angus 
Abbey, the Collegiate Church of Crail, Dunfermline Abbey, Inchcolm 
Abbey, Lindores Abbey and the Priory of the Isle of May all contain some 
information of relevance to the study of saints and their cults in 
Mediaeval Fife. There are further interesting details in other church 
records including the Chronicle of the Abbey of Melrose, the Rental of 
the Altar of St Fergus in the Town Church, St Andrews, and in the Papal 
Registers, Most of the information is in the form of references to 
particular Fife church dedications. Usually the saint or saints in 
whose honour the particular church, chapel, hospital, altar or 
topographical feature is dedicated is mentioned by name. Further pieces 
of incidental information in these Church records are pertinent to the 
study of saints and, together with the references in surviving 
liturgical books, they help us to build up a more complete picture of 
the cults of saints in Mediaeval Fife. It will be useful to look at 
scane of these collections of charters to see just how they may be of 
value.
The Register of the Charters of the Priory of St Andrews is now 
housed among the Dalhousie Muniments in the Scottish Records Office at 
Edinburgh. SRO. GD 45/27/8. It was printed by the Bannatyne Club as 
Liber Cartarurn Prioratus Sancti Andree in Scotia(81) and was published 
in 1841. This is the sane collection of charters of all sorts 
pertaining to St Andrews Priory, which was consulted by Andrew of 
Wyntoun, Prior of St Serf's, Loch Leven, in December 1413.(82)
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There are many references to the dedicatory saints of individual 
churches in the charters contained in the Register, which makes it a 
valuable source for identifying churches, chapels and hospitals in Fife 
and the saints associated with them. There is a number of references to 
saints and churches which are well documented and in these cases the 
usefulness of these documents is as supplementary evidence, as is the 
case, for example, in the several references to the chapel of St 
Regulus, St Andrews, and to the church of St Serf on the island of that 
name in Loch Leven. In respect of dedicatory saints, the "Memoranda" 
printed on page 348 of the Bannatvne Club edition is of special 
interest. In a list of the dedication dates of various churches in the 
diocese we find the dedication of Holy Trinity Church, St Andrews, in 
July, rather than in April as it occurs in the calendar fragment from 
that church. The following three double dedications of Fife churches 
are also recorded: St John the Baptist and St Modhrust(83) at Markinch,
St Stephen and St Moanus(84) at Portnoak, and St John the Evangelist and 
St Athernaise at Lathrisk.(85) In all three churches we find a 
dedication combining a Scriptural saint and a Celtic saint.
Some references provide more detailed information as to the exact 
geographical location of particular churches. The chapel of St Peter in 
St Andrews, about which verj' little is known, is a case in point. On 
page 285 of this Register we find one of the few references to it, in a 
charter of Hugo of "Kidin", and this enables us to locate its site quite 
exactly.
Occasionally one cones across details which add to our knowledge of 
hew cults were pursued. We have an insight into the practice of the 
cult of St Andrew in a Bull of Pope Alexander. He stipulates that the 
Te De un and Gloria may be sung at the time of the feast of St Andrew (30 
November):
". . , 5t atui mus etiam ut quocumque -errpore festum beati andree
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fuerit llceat vobis te deum laudamus et gloria in excelsis 
deo cantare..."(86)
This detail adds a little bit to our picture of what went on at the 
patronal feast of a major Scottish church.
Further snippets of information arise in various documents
incorporated in the Register of the Priory of St Andrews and I shall
make reference to these in the notices of individual saints.
The abbey of Balmerino(87) was founded in 1229 with Cistercian 
monks from Melrose Abbey, jointly by King Alexander II and his mother 
Queen Ermengard, widow of William the Lion. The abbey was dedicated 
jointly to St Mary the Virgin and St Edward the Confessor.
As is the case with other similar double dedications,(88) the 
Virgin Mary is named in charters more frequently than the other patron. 
There are, however, at least a dozen references to St Edward the
Confessor in such forms as "... conventum de Sancto Edwardo de
Balmurinach..."(89) and ..monachorum et fratrum de sancto 
e d w a r d o . (90) The charters do, of course, refer to feasts of the 
Virgin, including the Assumption and the Purification, as well as feasts 
of other saints from the Calendar, for dating purposes. Charters 46 and 
47 in the Liber Sane te Marie de Balmor inach (91) mention a chapel of St 
Gregory and charter 73 refers to "...capella sancti All...". Just who 
St All was remains uncertain and the sites of both these chapels have 
not been Identified with certainty.(92)
The Abbey of Coupar Angus(93) bad a little influence in North Fife 
and consequently, in the Book of its Charters, we find occasional 
references to churches in Fife. The introductory remarks to the second 
volume of the Scottish Historv Society’s edition: the Charters of the
Abbey of Coupar Angus (1389-1604) refer to information contained in the
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Register of the Secret Seal which states that "A man called John Lamb 
has presentation of a chaplainry of St Christopher in the 'chapell of 
the aid kirkyard of the kirk of Coupar’(94) 12 April 1498".(95) If this 
is a reference to a chapel of St Christopher at Cupar in Fife then this 
is a unique dedication in Fife to this saint. The other notable 
reference is to a landmark at Balmerino refered to in Charter XCV(96) as 
"fontem sancti Johannis",(97) which is mentioned without further 
elaboration.
The information contained in the Register of the Collegiate Church 
of Crail(98) indicates that this collegiate church of St Mary was 
flourishing at the beginning of the sixteenth century. Not only was the 
high altar richly endowed but there were eight further altarages 
dedicated to various saints and suitably serviced by chaplains. Here we 
have further evidence of the popularity in Fife of the cults of the 
following saints: The Blessed Virgin Mary, St Katherine the Virgin, St
Michael the Archangel, St James the Apostle, St John the Baptist, St 
Stephen the Protcsnartyr, St John the Evangelist and St Nicholas. There 
are also mentions of some of the dedications in the episcopal city of St 
Andrews, namely the altars of St Bartholocew, St Stephen and St Ninian 
in the Church of the Holy Trinity. Moreover we read of someone "sitting 
in judgement in the chapel of St Ann, in the city of St Andrews"(99) on 
23 September 1529, thus indicating that the churches were put to 
practical use by the church justices at this time.
The charters of Dunfermline Abbey have been printed by the
Bannatyne Club as Registruc de Dunfermelvn Liber Cartarum Abbatie
Benedictine SS Trinitis et B Margarete Racine.(100) The documents have
been discussed by Ebeneezer Henderson in The Annals of Dunfermi ine and
Vicinitv 1069-1878.(101) In an abbey church of such size and importance,
and with so many noble and royal patrons, it is perhaps not surprising 
to find evidence of varied and active cults of saints in the 
south of Fife amongst its records. Henderson found no less thar
twenty alters
named in the Burgh Records between 1488 and 1500. These are:
The High or Great Altar 
Our Lady’s Altar 
The Holy Blood Altar 
The Holy Rood Altar 
St John’s Altar 
St Peter’s Altar 
St James’s Altar 
St Thomas’s Altar 
St Michael’s Altar 
St Salvator’s Altar 
St Lawrence’s Altar 
St Margaret’s Altar 
St Ninian’s Altar 
St Mary’s Altar 
St Nicholas’s Altar 
St Cuthbert’s Altar 
St Stephen’s Altar 
St Trunzean’s Altar 
St Katherine’s Altar 
The Parish Altar (102)
Not surprisingly the royal saint Margaret, patron of the church and, in 
time, patroness of Scotland, was the object of the dominant cult at 
Dunfermline. There are references to her altar,(103) and the Burgh 
Records for 1493 refer more specifically to the lights on St Margaret’s 
Altar. The entry reads: "John Kellock has a cow quilk gifts to St
Margaret’s Altar half ane pound of vax yeirly",(104) Henderson also 
includes references to Margaret’s canonisation, miracles and shrine(105) 
and to places named after her.(106) Similarly in the Burgh Records we 
find a reference to the lights of Our Lady’s Altar in the 1490 "Rentall 
of Our Lady’s Licht Silver" in which it is noted that "the landis of
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David Couper, beneith the Tolbuith, paid the annual sum of 7 shillings, 
or else he must uphald ye litill herss of wax".(107) The Abbey’s altars 
of St Peter,(108) St Salvator,(109) St James,(110) and St John,(111) 
which was in the patronage of the Town Council of Dunfermline, are all 
noticed in the Burgh Records.
The Dunfermline Register has a confirmation charter of 1323 in 
which William Lamberton, Bishop of St Andrews, grants St James’s Chapel, 
North Queensferry, to the monks of Dunfermline Abbey who are expected to 
provide two chaplains and to furnish it with a chalice, vestments, books 
and other suitable ornaments.(112) Detailed provision is made for a new 
chaplainry at St James’ Chapel, North Queensferry, in a document of 1479 
in the Dunfermline Register.(113) A charter of 1526 mentions the garden 
of St Cuthbert,(114) and the garden and the altar of St Lawrence are 
mentioned in 1455.(115) Other dedications which we come across in the 
Register of the Charters of Dunfermline Abbey include the Chapel and 
Almshouse of St Katherine(116) and the Chapel and Hospital of St 
Leonard(117) - both in Dunfermline. The reference to St Rynan's teind 
sheaves, in a brief charter of 1457, may be a corruption of "St 
Ninian".(118)
No foundation charter survives for Inchcolm Abbey, although the 
date of its foundation is recorded in the Scotichronicon as cl 123.(119) 
Charters from the first half of the thirteenth century onwards refer to 
it as "Ecclesia Sancti Columbe de Insula" and to "Abbas et Conventus de 
Insula Sancti Columbe".(120) Links between the abbey and the cult of St 
Columba are strong, although some sugges: that the name of both island 
and abbey is derived from an early and otherwise unheard of hermit 
called St Colm.(121)
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Amongst the Inchcolm charters we come across references to the 
hospital of St Martha at Aberdour in a charter of 1474, (122) the church 
of St Melinus in Tyrie, Fife, in a charter of 1178/9,(123) and the 
beacon of St Ethernan on the Isle of May.(124)
The most interesting references in charters pertaining to Inchcolm 
Abbey are, of course, those to St Columba and to his persistant cult on 
the island. These charters, which have been edited for the Scottish 
Historv Societv(125) by D E Easson and Angus Macdonald, provide us with 
documentary proof of the existence and endurance of the cult of St 
Columba at Inchcolm.
The abbey of Lindores which was founded by David, Earl of 
Huntingdon about the year 1178, was occupied by Tironensian monks from 
Kelso, and was dedicated to St Mary the Virgin and St Andrew the 
Apostle. In the charters printed for the Abbotsford Club(126) there is 
a number of references to saints’ feasts and to other churches including 
St Mary’s, Dundee(127) and "ecclesie Sancte Marie civitatis Sancti 
Andree apostolice". ( 128) f'^lany of the charters make reference to the 
Virgin Mary(129) as one would expect. Only a handful, however, also 
mention St Andrew(130) who may have taken a back seat partly because 
Lindores Abbey was in a diocese under the patronage of the apostle 
Andrew and partly because of the particular monastic fondness for the 
Virgin.
Dr Stuart’s collection of the Records of the Priorv of the Isle of 
May(131) has a lengthy preface which makes reference to quite a number 
of saints and their haunts in Fife,(132) Only one of the charters which 
he includes makes mention of a saint with particular Fife associations. 
This particular charter is a grant of Alexander Cornyn, Earl of Buchan, 
which refers to the lights of St Ethernan on the Isle of May.
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As Balmerino Abbey was founded with monks from Melrose it is 
perhaps not surprising that in the Chronicle of Melrose Abbey(133) we 
find three references(134) to Balmerino Abbey all of which refer to its 
dedication to St Edward rather than to its joint dedication with the 
Virgin Mary.
OTHER CHURCH SOURCES
There are two further Church sources of information about saints and 
their cults which may be of interest in studying the Church in Mediaeval 
Fife; one of these is a document known as the Rental of the Altar of St 
Fergus which comes from the Church of the Holy Trinity in St Andrews, 
and the other is the collection of Papal Records.
There is at MS36281 in the University Library, St Andrews, a 
manuscript of the Rental of the Altar of St Fergus in the town Church of 
the Holy Trinity, St Andrews, which is dated 1525. This inventory is 
described by Dr F C Eeles in the Scottish Historical Review vol il, 
pp.260-265 where it is also printed.(135) It is further discussed by Dr 
Eeles in SHR vol 11, pp478-480 and by J Ffeitland Anderson in SHR vol ill
pp108-110.
The document is entitled "Rentale altaris Sancti Fergusii situati 
infra ecclesiam parochialem Sancti Andree anno domini M quingentesimo xx 
quinto", and it is of particular value in the details it gives us about 
saints and their cults as centred on this important parish church up to 
1525. Various dedications connected with the church and the town are 
named including the land of All Saints,(136) the land and garden of the 
Blessed Virgin Katherine,(137) the tenement of the Blessed Abbot 
Columba,(138) the Parish Church altars of the Blessed Virgin Mary,(139) 
and of the Holy Blood,(140) the lands of the College of St Leonard,(141) 
and the several dedications mentioned in this section.(142)
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There were three saints particularly associated with the "altare 
Sancti Fergusii epioopi"(143)î St Fergus himself, St Triduana and St 
Bonoc, The Inventory is of gifts made to the Altar of St Fergus in the 
way of lands and of church furnishings. The two benefactors named are 
the altar's founder William Caims and a later chaplain, Sir James 
Braid. The record it provides gives us a good insight into the 
operation of what appears to have been just one of many thriving cults 
in St Andrews, as will be discussed in due course.
The records of charters, grants, confirmations, elections and the 
rest collected in the Papal Registers do contain some, admittedly rather 
scanty, information which may be of use in trying to establish the cult 
of a saint in Fife, or in adding or confirming details about local 
saints' cults. On the whole the only items of direct reference are 
mentions made of particular church dedications. Records kept by the 
papacy may vary in their reliability but particular references to 
dedicatory saints of specific churches in Scotland are unlikely to have 
been fabricated. Such information as follows is somewhat bland and 
factual, and yet it adds something to our knowledge of dedicatory saints 
in Fife churches. These references are examples of those found in the 
Calendars of Papal Registers of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, 
but there are doubtless more.
The collegiate church of Abemethy was founded in honour of St '^5ary 
the Virgin and St Brigit(l44) but was usually referred to as if it were 
solely dedicated to St Brigit.(145) It contained an altar dedicated to 
St John the Evangelist.(146) Lindores Abbey on the other hand was 
usually referred to as the Abbey of St î'iary(147) although the full 
dedication was also to St Andrew.(148) The abbey at Balmerino is 
referred to as being St Mary's,(149) Loch Leven priory was St 
Serf's,(150) and Dunfermline Abbey is refered to by its dedication to St 
Margaret.(151) Nearer St Andrews there was the hospital of St
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Nicholas,(152) whilst in the city itself there was an oratory or hospice 
of St Mary(153) which was owned by the Friars Preacher who wanted it to 
be called a conventual house. This order also had a similar 
establishment at Inverie, which had formerly been a chapel royal, which 
they also wanted to be known as a conventual house.(154) The chapel at 
Inverie was dedicated to the saint after whom the village was to be 
named; St Monan.(155) Further down the coast at Aberdour there was a 
poor hospital of St Mary the Virgin which had been founded by John Scot, 
canon of St Columba's monastery, who was also the hospital's rector or 
master.(156) Whilst on the matter of such records, a letter printed by 
Robert Somerville in Scotia Pontificia(157) is of interest in the study 
of cults in Fife. In this letter of Pope Alexander III, which 
Somerville dates to the 1170s,(158) various rights are granted to the 
priory of St Andrews including "the right to sing the Te Deum and Gloria 
on the Feast of St Andrew.".(159) These are the sort of glimpses we can 
find in Papal Records.
NON-CHURCH SOURCES
One of the most useful printed sources of documents relating to the 
early history of Scotland has, for over a century, been Chronicles of 
the Piets. Chronicles of the Scots and other Early Memorials of Scottish 
Historv.(160) brought together and edited by the noted antiquarian and 
historian V? F Skene. In the Preface Skene sets out his aims(l6l):
"The object of this work therefore is, to form and bring together 
into one volume as complete a collection as possible of the 
fragments which still remain of the early chronicles and memorials 
of Scotland, prior to the publication of Fordun's History."(162)
Of the many documents reproduced in Skene's CPS several are of
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particular interest in connection with the study of the Mediaeval 
ecclesiastical history of Fife, whilst others provide useful details for 
substantiating information found elsewhere. The various versions of the 
Legend of St Andrew, whilst seemingly sparse on historically reliable 
facts, are useful in that they show us what ideas were accepted in the 
later Middle Ages, relating to the foundation of St Andrews and the 
promotion of the apostle’s cult. One Appendix(l63) in Skene’s CPS is 
the legend of St Serf which Skene found in a Dublin manuscript,(164) and 
which he believed to be the source for Wyntoun’s version of the legend. 
Further pertinent details may be gleaned from the various Chronicles of 
the Piets and Scots, from the Annals of Ulster and from the Irish and 
Pictish Additions to Nennius’ "Historia Brittonum" which Skene includes.
The Legend of St Andrew lists the seven churches built at Kilrymont 
after the relics of St Andrew had been brought there, and it names their 
patron saints.(165) Also named are the holy men and women who, with St 
Regulus, are credited with bringing the relics of St Andrew to 
Kilrymont. Although late in date and historically unreliable, this 
source is an important repository of names which became popular as 
dedicatory saints and cult figures in other circumstances. I have 
already suggested that Irish calendars and martyrologies were used in 
selecting suitable saints to attribute to the foundation legends of 
particular churches, and I think that the saints named in this Legend of 
St Andrew may also fall into this category. Leaving aside the 
Scriptural saints Mary the Virgin and Michael the Archangel, all the 
other dedicatory saints of these early churches of Kilrymont may have 
their origins in earlier calendars and martyrologies. St Damian occurs 
in almost all calendars from earliest times, whilst Regulus, Aneglas, 
Brigit and Muren could all be revamped Irish saints selected from some 
Irish martyrology. Although the popularity of Aneglas and Muren did not 
endure, the cult of St Regulus was sustained in St Andrews and 
elsewhere.(166) St Brigit has other Fife connections(167) and is
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frequently associated with the foundation of the church of Abernethy in 
particular. The Irish and Pictish Additions to the "Historia 
Brittonum", included in Skene's CPS, link King Nechtan of the Plots with 
the establishment of Abernetly in honour of God and of St Brigit.(168) 
Skene's CPS also includes the Irish Version of the Pictish Chronicle 
which makes the same connection. One other name which occurs in The 
Legend of St Andrew is also linked with a prominent later cult. 
Triduana, one of the three virgins of Collosia who accompanied St 
Regulus with the relics of St Andrew, and who was buried in the church 
of St Aneglas, St Andrews, became the object of a persistant Scottish 
national cult.
Such documents brought together by W F Skene prove useful to the 
study of local Scottish saints in a variety of ways. Each source needs 
to be used in a different way, however, to assess its reliability and 
worth, not just as a source for details pertinent to later developments 
in the cult of a saint. Skene's CPS remains a useful reference work and 
the sources which it incorporates will be used at various stages as 
evidence of details about Fife saints and their cults.
The Scottish Church was so involved with all aspects of Mediaeval 
life that it is no great surprise to learn that various documents which 
are not really Church records do contain references to church 
dedications and information, albeit incidental, about saints' cults. 
Royal and Burgh acts and charters as well as legal books and charters 
all have something to add to our knowledge of saints, dedications and 
cults in Mediaeval Fife,
Royal acts and charters incorporate various dedications of churches 
and of topographical features, and they have the added advantage that it 
is usually quite easy to date them with reasonable accuracy. In the 
Register of the Great Seal of the Kings of Scotland, for example, we 
come across an exemption from various duties and services granted by
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Alexander II to the leper hospital of St Nicholas near St Andrews.{169) 
There are further references to "infirmis fratribus hospitalis Sancti 
Nicholaii de Sancto Andrea" in charters of William I, King of Soots, 
from around the year 1195.(170) Indeed, there are many references to
such dedicatory saints in royal records and I shall draw upon such as is
necessary in the following study of individual saints, dedications and 
cults.
J Bain’s Calendar of Documents Relating to Scotland. preserved in 
the PRO. London.(171) includes references which reveal an English 
interest in the Scottish cult of St Andrew. A letter patent of Edward 
I, which is dated 23 August 1273, grants safe conduct to three men who 
"have gone to Scotland to visit the threshold of St Andrew the
Apostle".(172) Moreover, a document of 1303-4 records royal donations
made to the relics of St Andrew at St Andrews and to those of St 
Margaret at Dunfermline.(173) Although such references may indicate the 
widespread popularity of Scottish shrines and saints one may also deduce 
that these are signs of rising English royal interest in and influence 
over the Kingdom of Scotland.
Burghal charters, like royal charters, can provide us with 
occasional and dateable snippets of relevant information. In the 
records of Dysart we find a mention of the chaplainry and altarage of St 
Michael in the parish church of Kirkcaldy in 1545.(174) In 1546 there is 
a mention of the altarage of St James in Dysart(175) whilst in 1554 we 
learn of the parish church of Dysart, dedicated to St Serf, containing 
altarages of St James and St John and a chapel of St Katherine.(176) 
There is also an interesting reference in a charter of the Royal Burgh 
of Cupar, of 30 October 1436, in which James I grants the Provost, 
Baillies and community of Cupar the right to hold an annual public fair 
on the feast of St Martin as it had formerly been held in 
Strathmiglo.(177)
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There are relevant references in two surviving legal books from 
Fife, namely the ^  Andrews Formulare and the Regality of Dunfermline 
Court Book, both of which date from the first half of the sixteenth 
century. In the Formulare the church of Inverey is referred to as the 
church of St Monan.(178) There are mentions of legal proceedings taking 
place in a chapel dedicated to St Anne in St Andrews, (179) and there are 
references to an obscure St Eligius having an altar in the parish church 
of the Holy Trinity, St Andrews, referred to as "altari et capellanie S 
Eligii episcopi". (180) By the time that the Dunfermline Court Book was 
being compiled the abbey church of St Margaret was well established as 
the most important church in Southern Fife. Entries in this book give 
us some insights into saints and their cults in that part of Fife. As 
patroness of Scotland as well as being the local patron, St Margaret bad 
a thriving cult in and around Dunfermline. There is a reference in 1493 
to St Margaret’s altar in St Margaret’s Church.(181) There was a picture 
of St Margaret by the abbey's high altar and a wax candle was burnt
before it.(182) From the beginning of the sixteenth century a handbell
called St Margaret's Bell is recorded as being in use.(183) There is 
also a mention of St Margaret's "Stane". (184) Dunfermline’s fair was
held on the feast of St Margaret - 19 June - and pilgrims who visited
the relics of St Margaret in Dimfermline were granted a papal indulgence 
of a year and forty days by Pope Nicholas IV.(185) Other altars were 
dedicated to St Ninian(186), Andrew(187) and jointly to St Mary the 
Virgin, St Michael and St Katherine.(188)
Confusing entries in the Dunfermline Court Book point to the 
existence of at least one chapel of St Katherine and probably also of a 
garden, dovecot and hospice,(189) perhaps for the use of the pilgrims, 
thus providing suitable facilities for visitors to the centre of the 
cult of Scotland's patroness. There are also references to a hospital 
and chaplaincy of St Leonard, (190) and a croft and yard of St 
Lawrence, (191 ) as well as to the chapel dedicated to St James at North
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Queensferry.(192)
One other, although very different, non-church record which I think 
it is worth mentioning here is Roger of Hoveden's Chronicle which has an 
interesting reference to the relics of St Margaret at Dunfermline in
connection with King William being warned in a dream not to invade 
England :
"Eodem anno cum Willelmus rex Scottorum asset in proposito 
veniendi in Angliam cum exercitu, accessit ad feretrum 
Sanctae Margaretae, quondam Scottorum reginae, quod est 
apud Dunfermiin, et pernoctavit ibi et Divino oraculo in 
somnis monltus, ne Angliam cum exercitu invaderet, permisit 
exercitum suum domum redire.".(193)
It has not been my intention here to record sill references to 
saints in Fife which are to be found in secular sources. Rather, I have 
tried to give some idea of what these sources are and what sort of
information they can contain. Further references will be cited when I 
deal with particular saints and dedications associated with them.
We cannot learn a great deal about saints and their cults in Fife 
simply from the few remaining artefacts which survive from the 
pre-Reformation churches. There are however some hints of information 
to be gleaned which, when placed with the evidence of our surviving 
written sources, do help in adding something to the picture we are 
trying to create of who some of the saints were, or rather who the 
Mediaeval Church saw them as being. Moreover, we get some glimpses of
the structure of a Mediaeval cult.
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The very architecture of surviving Mediaeval churches can be of
interest if one can look beyond subsequent alterations and envisage a 
church in its actual Mediaeval form. It is clear from some churches 
that the very layout was designed with the cult of a saint in mind. 
Churches were sometimes designed with consideration shown for where a 
saint's reliquary, altar and image would be, and in recognition of the 
need for processions to pass by those parts of the church. Objects more 
directly related to saints and their cults have not survived from Fife 
churches. Statues which adorned the outside of churches, and images 
from within, have been lost as a result of time and reform. We know 
that such things did exist(194) along with other trappings of the
worship of saints such as reliquaries, the relics themselves, bells and 
suchlike objects associated with saints. In certain cases we can look 
to surviving examples from other parts of Scotland such as the Monymusk 
Reliquary(195) and the relics associated with St Fillan,(196) and assume 
that similar trappings existed in Fife churches. Most of these thing 
were lost at the time of the Reformation. So great was the zeal of
these reformers, and so effective were they in the pursuit of their
aims, that little survives for us to study. The reformers attacked
those failings in the life of the Church which were most widespread and 
most well-established. That the trappings of the cult of saints were so 
thoroughly destroyed may be seen as an indication of just how popular
the devotion to the saints had become by the middle of the sixteenth
century.(197)
Sometimes we come across topographical features,(198) incised
crosses in caves(199) and free-standing stones(200) which are associated 
with particular saints in Fife and these will endure as long as the
stories associated with them survive.
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Among the most interesting survivals are the artistic impressions 
of saints which survive on seals from the religious bouses and burghs of 
Fife. Henry Laing has done a comprehensive survey of Scottish seals and 
has identified the figures of saints on many of them, often by the 
symbols associated with them.(201) Usually the seals of churches feature 
the dedicatory patron, and St Andrew is a common example of this. The 
counter-seal of the Chapter of St Andrews, dating from 1251, has the 
figure of St Andrew on the cross.(202) The seal of John Haddington, 
Prior of St Andrews, of 1292, is described as "A figure of St Andrew, 
with the nimbus, extended on the cross. At each side is an ornament, 
something like a candleabrum with a candle. In the lower part of the 
seal, beneath an arch, is a monlc kneeling in prayer,.,"(203) St Andrew 
also features on the pre-Reformation seals of Culross Abbey,(204) John 
Hepburn, Prior of St Andrews,(205) the Vicar-General of St Andrews,(206) 
the University of St Andrews,(207) the Official of St Andrews(208) and 
the Burgh of St Andrews.(209) The 1270 seal of Thomas, abbot of 
Lindores, features both patrons of that monastic house and is described 
as having "...a figure of the Virgin and infant Jesus... four figures 
binding St Andrew to the cross, and in the lower part a figure of a monk 
kneeling in prayer.”(210) The earlier thirteenth century seal of 
Lindores Abbey features the Virgin Mary alone, with the words "SIGILLUM 
SANTE MARIE (DE LUK)DORES".(211) The sixteenth century seals of the 
Dominicans of St Andrews also feature the Virgin and child.(212) The 
seal of Abbot George Durie of Dunfermline has the figures of the Virgin 
and Child, of St Andrew holding his cross and of the particular 
patroness of Dunfermline, St Margaret holding a sceptre in her left 
hand.(213) St Margaret is also represented on the seal of the 
Dunfermline Chapter, described thus by Henry Laing;
"This is a fine round seal of an extremely interesting and 
curious design, perhaps intended to represent the Monastery.
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A section of the lower part is given, divided into three 
arches, supported by spiral columns. Beneath the first arch, 
on the sinister side, is a priest, attended by an acolyte, 
consecrating the chalice; in the next or centre arch, is a 
female figure, probably St Margaret, holding an open book 
in her hand, standing before a lectern..."(214)
One of the figures on the seal of the Abbot of Inchcolm may be the 
patron Columba. (215) The counter-seal of Abemethy has St Brigit, the 
patroness of that monastery, with her symbol, a cow. (216) The burgh seal 
of Dunfermline has St Margaret, (217) whilst that of Kinghorn has St 
Leonard (218) and that of Pittenweem has that of St Adrian standing in a 
boat.(219)
The seals of individual bishops of St Andrews have pictures of 
saints identifiable from their symbols, James Bonnet’s seal of 1329 has 
St Andrew,(220) whilst that of Henry Wardlaw has St Andrew with St Peter 
and St Paul.(221) William Schevez’s seal incorporates St Michael holding 
a pair of scales in one hand and a crozier in the other.(222) The seal 
of James Stuart is described thus:
"In the sinister niche is a figure of St Giles, crowned with 
the nimbus, a small crozier in the right hand, a branch or 
ragged staff in his left. A fawn or kid is playfully leaping 
up to his left hand."(223)
Andrew Forman has St Peter with a key and St Paul with a book and a 
sword on one of his seals, and the Virgin and Child and St Mary 
Magdalene with her jar of ointment and a branch on another.(224) James 
Betoun has St James,(225) Cardinal David Betoun has St Peter and St 
Paul, (226) and John Hamilton has St John with the paschal lamb in his 
arms.(227) Why these various bishops selected these particular saints
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for their seals cannot be deduced with certainty but I suspect that it' 
was often simply a matter of personal preference for particular patrons.
It would be very wrong to assume from the evidence of one seal that 
there was a flourishing cult of St Giles in that place. Similarly we 
cannot take the existence of crosses incised in the walls of the Caiplie 
caves as evidence that St Adrian lived there because of a tradition 
recorded by later writers that he had his dwelling place in that rough 
area. What we can use such non-writ ten sources for, however, is as an 
indication of the extent, form and popularity of the cult of a 
particular saint in Mediaeval Fife. Indeed, little survived the 
Reformation of 1560, but the thoroughness of the reformers in their 
destruction suggests that what does survive is just the tip of the 
iceberg and, in fact, by the sixteenth century, the devotion to both 
Scriptural and local saints was widespread and popular in the churches 
of Fife.
Placenames have often been used as evidence, often the only 
evidence, of the presence of a saint at a particular place, or at least 
of a church or cult associated with a saint. In using placenames as 
evidence one must exercise the utmost caution. It is safest never to 
use the evidence of a placename if it is not supported by some other 
source. If a known saint has a topographical feature dedicated to him 
or her - as in St Fillan*s Cave at Pittenweem or St Brendan’s Well at 
Abemethy - then that may be of interest. When, however, a feature is 
named after a saint who is otherwise unknown - as in St Muggin’s Seat 
near Newburgh or St Bunnow's Well at Leuchars - then suspicions should 
be aroused and the information treated with due caution.
It sometimes appears that a saint’s name has been used as an 
element of a placename. In other words it seems likely that 
Eglismartene(228) may indicate that there was a church of St Martin at 
Strathmiglo, whereas we know of no St Magirdle who could have had a
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church at Exmagirdle in Dron parish.(229) Places beginning with pit-, 
kil-, kin-, and bal-, should be regarded carefully. We have to pick out 
the genuine saints, cults and churches from the inventions and 
confusions in such cases as Pitcolme,(230) Kllrenny,(231) 
Kinglassie,(232) and Balmerino.(233)
Further discretion is called for when using as a source the names 
of saints to whom fairs are dedicated. Sometimes a fair may have been 
held around the feast of a particular saint, but, more often than not, 
it became customary for a town or village to hold its fair at a 
particular time of year and, in course of time, a saint whose feast 
happened to fall at that time was adopted as the fair's patronal saint. 
Although Mediaeval fairs were common, we have few surviving references 
to saints' fairs prior to the Reformation. The earliest references to 
saints' fairs in Fife before 1560 are as follows: St Adrian's Fair,
Pittenween (1541), St Clement's Fair, Pitteneem (1526), St Maelrubha's 
Fair, Pitlessie (1541), St Matthew's Fair, Culross (1490), St Nicholas' 
Fair, Anstruther Wester (1541), SS Peter and Paul's Fair, Burntisland 
(1541), SS Philip and James' Fair, Pitlessie (1541) and St Serf's Fair, 
Auchtermuchty (1517).
There is no Scottish equivalent of Bede's Ecclesiastical Historv 
although there is a fine tradition of Scottish historical writing from 
the later Mediaeval period. It was not until the late fourteenth 
century that the first formal history of Scotland was compiled by John 
of Fordun.(234) Between 1420 and 1424 Andrew of Wyntoun wrote his verse 
chronicle, the Orvcvnale Cronvkil of Scotland.(235) In 1441 Fordun's 
work was continued, as what is called the "Seoticronicon". by Walter 
Bower. The tradition set by these writers was continued by such later 
historians as Hector Boece or Boethius, David Camerarius and Thomas 
Dempster, Much of the writing is invention or exaggeration, whilst at 
other times the writers are preserving traditions which had been passed
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on previously by word of mouth. We have no way of testing the veracity 
of much of what is contained in these chronicles so it is necessary to 
treat what they say with due suspicion. Having said that, sometimes 
incidental pieces of information may be both accurate and useful. 
Moreover, it may be rash to dismiss all traditions as unhelpful as they 
may have their roots in historical fact and such stories must have been 
recorded on the assumption that some people would believe them.
Fordun records the story of St Regulus bringing the relics of St 
Andrew from Greece to Mucross. In this stor^ Fordun is recounting a 
tradition of the foundation of St Andrews which was presumably current 
in the fourteenth century, and which has its roots in the earlier 
Legends of St Andrew. The story is interesting from the hagiographer*s 
point of view in that it records a list of the names of saints who were 
supposed to have accompanied St Regulus and some of these holy men and 
women recur in other contexts and sources.
Andrew of Wyntoun was a canon-regular of St Andrews Priory which 
had the priories of St Serf’s, Loch Leven, Portmoak, Pittenweem and the 
Isle of May under its jurisdiction. He was prior by 1395 of the Priory 
of St Serf's, Loch Leven, and sometime between that date and 1426 he 
composed his metrical Chronicle. In his work Wyntoun records the 
legends of St Serf(236) and of St Adrian(237) and his companions in 
quite some detail. It is interesting and useful that he associates 
these and other saints with particular places and puts them in some sort 
of historical context by naming bishops, popes and kings whose dates we 
know. We gain some interesting insights into the operation of a saint’s 
cult in the vivid and detailed description which Wyntoun gives of the 
translation of the relics of St Margaret at Dunfermline.(238) He records 
how King Alexander stood before the high altar of St Andrews and granted 
a gift of money to God and to St Andrew. (239) The placename "St 
Margaret’s Hope" is used by Wyntoun when he describes Edward Atheling
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and Margaret as having arrived in Scotland at St Margaret’s Hope because 
of inclement weather. (240) Of course much of what Andrew of Wyntoun 
preserves for us cannot be verified and cannot be relied upon too 
heavily as historical fact. He does, however, preserve traditions which 
we do not come across elsewhere, and which enable us to see what Wyntoun 
and his contemporaries believed about local saints and their function as 
the focus for the reverence of the people. Such insights are valuable 
and add some colour to the somewhat hazy picture of the cult of saints 
in Mediaeval Fife which is created by a study of our scanty and varied 
surviving sources.
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1. Two useful works on calendars are F Wormald English Kalendars 
Before A D 1100. BBS 72 (1934) and F Wormald English 
Benedictine Kalendars After A D 3100. 77 and 81 (1939
and 1946), although the promised Introduction to the first of 
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is Dorn Jacques Dubois Les Martyrologes Du Moven Age Latin in 
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3. Notably The Martyrology of Tallaght, The Felire of 
Oengus the Culdee and The Martyrology of Gorman.
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5. A P Forbes, Kalendars jqf Scottish Saints, Edinburgh 1872.
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of the Church as well as Irish saints with such similar names 
as Riagail.
14. Bede Ecclesiastioal History 111:4.
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Hours. A late 15th centurv illuminated manuscript from Rouen. 
London: X and A, 1984.
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19. See MS 36281 in St Andrews University Library - The Rental 
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20. A P Forbes (ed). Liber Eoclesie Beati Terrenani De Arbuthnott.
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1985.
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(1905).
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SMETERl BIBLICAL MINTS
Of all the texts which were produced and circulated in the Middle 
Ages the Bible was that which was most copied, most read, most listened 
to and most trusted. Saints whose names occur in Holy Writ have enjoyed 
a particularly special status and have been set aside for particular 
devotion. It is to these Biblical saints that I shall turn first in 
this study of saints, dedications and cults in Mediaeval Fife. The way 
in which I shall categorise the saints follows, broadly speaking, the 
method employed by J M MacKinlay.(1) That is to say I shall refer to the 
dedications and cults of the Blessed Virgin Mary, St Anne, The Family of 
Bethany, The Apostles, The Evangelists, The Martyrs and The Archangels. 
At least one representative of each of these groups had some sort of 
cult in Fife in the Middle Ages.
Most churches would have had an altar of the Blessed Virgin 
Mary,(2) although I have only come across specific references to the 
Lady Altars in St Andrews,(3) Crail,(4) and Dunfermline.(5) The number 
of dedications to St Mary in Mediaeval Fife bears witness to her 
popularity not only as a personal patroness but as a mother figure for 
the whole Church. There were churches or chapels of St Mary at 
Gateside,(6) Abercrombie,(7) and Dairsie.(8) There were probably two 
hospitals dedicated to her at Aberdour(9) and a further one at Loch
Leven.(10) At St Andrews there was the secular college of St Mary on the
Rock as well as the academic St Mary ' s College founded in 1537 .(11) 
There were also secular colleges dedicated to St Mary at Abernethy(12) 
and Crail.(13) The monastic fondness for having the Blessed Virgin Mary 
as a patroness was as evident in the monastic foundations of Fife as 
elsewhere. The Cistercian monasteries at Balmerino and Culross were, 
like Citeaux itself, under the patronage of St Mary. The Dominicans at
St Andrews and Cupar, the Augustinian Canons at St Andrews and
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Pittenweem and the Tironensians at Lindores Abbey also had Marian 
dedications.
It has to be said that many churches which were dedicated to St 
Mary were jointly dedicated to another saint, sometimes a local Celtic 
saint or some other saint with particular local connections.(14) Usually 
the local saint was the first saint to be associated with a particular 
church and the dedication to the Virgin Mary was probably added at some 
later official consecration(15) and dedication, but we cannot be sure of 
this from the surviving evidence. The churches of Loch Leven, 
Abercrombie, Culross and Abernethy were jointly dedicated to important 
saints connected with the locality: St Serf, St Margaret and St Brigit.
Lindores was jointly dedicated to St Mary and the diocesan patron St 
Andrew. Pittenweem was probably also dedicated to St Adrian because the 
priory was the successor to that on the Isle of May. The monastic house 
at Balmerino was dedicated to St Edward as well as St Mary, and the 
Dominicans at Cupar had St Katherine as a patroness. The two hospitals 
at Aberdour were double dedications with St Mary as patroness and St 
Martha and St Peter as the other associated saints.
Beyond the evidence of dedications which is usually in the form of 
stark references to particular churches, there is little evidence of the 
cult of the Virgin in Fife. The only other particular reference is to 
the lights of Our Lady’s Altar in the 1490 "Rentall of Our Lady's Licht 
Silver" in the Dunfermline Burgh Records. This is hardly startling 
evidence as all such altars would have been furnished with wax candles.
There is no account in the Bible of the birth of the Virgin Mary 
but the popular tradition is that she was born of Joachim and Ann. The 
tradition is based on a story in the apocryphal Protoevangel ion of James 
the Less:
"Then an angel of the Lord stood by her and said,
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Anna, Anna, the Lord hath heard thy prayer; thou 
shalt conceive and bring forth, and thy progeny 
shall be spoken of in all the world ,.. And when 
nine months were fulfilled to Anna, she brought 
forth ... Then Anna said, the Lord hath this 
day magnified my soul; and she laid in her bed.
And when the days of her purification were 
accomplished, she gave suck to the child, and 
called her name Mary."(16)
The story has obvious links with the account of Hannah’s giving birth to 
Samuel(17) and with the account of the birth of Christ in Luke’s 
Gospel.(18) The references to St Ann’s Chapel in St Andrews indicate 
that it was used by the Church lawyers. There is a reference in the 
"Summons and inhibition in an appeal to Cardinal Betoun against the 
vicar general of Caithness, who had refused to give collation to a 
vicarage", in the St Andrews Formulare, to "oapella beate Anne infra 
no8tram civitatem S Andree".(19) The Register of the Collegiate Church 
of Crail has a similar reference as well as indicating that someone was 
sitting in judgement in the chapel of St Ann, in the city of St Andrews 
in 1529.(20)
The Family of Bethany is described in the New Testament as 
consisting of the sisters St Mary and St Martha and their brother St 
Lazarus whom Christ raised from the dead.(21) Later legends link them 
with the South of France and, in particular, with Marseilles. The St 
Mary of Bethany has commonly been identified with St Mary Magdalene 
although the New Testament does not make it clear that they are one and 
the same person. For the sake of convenience and order however, I shall 
follow MacKinlay and others in grouping St Mary Magdalene with the 
Family of Bethany. There are no known dedications to St Lazarus in 
Fife. The only known Scottish dedication to St Martha is the hospital
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at Aberdour founded by James, Earl of Morton, In 1474, In honour of the
Blessed Virgin Mary and St Martha, It was run by nuns, from October
1486, who were refered to as the sisters of St Martha as they, like 
their patroness, were actively involved with helping those in need. 
There are no early Mediaeval dedications to St Mary Magdalene. The
earliest reference is in an Instrument of Sasine dated 5 April 1508 
which refers to a new church to be built at Newburgh in honour of St 
Duthac, St Katherine and St Mary Magdalene. (22) She had an altar in Holy 
Trinity, St Andrews and there ms^ also have been a pre-Reformation altar 
and chapel of St Mary Magdalene in the cathedral at St Andrews but the 
earliest reference to it is cited in a charter of 1571, and she had an 
altar in St Leonard’s College Chapel.(23)
Pre-eminent among all the saints venerated in Scotland is the
apostle St Andrew. The New Testament does not give much Information
about Andrew. He is mentioned in the Gospels of Matthew, Mark and John, 
and in the Acts of the Apostles. Andrew was one of the fishermen called 
by Jesus to become a fisher of men. (24) He seems to have been a close 
disciple of Christ. Legends about what he did after the Ascension 
became popular in the Middle Ages, but cannot be considered historically 
reliable. He is linked with Scythia and Epirus and is said to have been 
crucified at Patras in Achaia. Other stories make St Andrew the first 
bishop of Constantinople and tell of his crucifixion on a diagonal cross 
known as a saltire. Unlike most of the other saints discussed here
there is a wealth of information and of scholarly material on St Andrew 
and his cult in various parts of Europe.(25)
Scotland has its own legends of St Andrew and, in particular, of 
how his relics came to Pictland. The oldest legend is the twelfth 
century story which records how the relics of St Andrew were brought 
from Greece, under Divine guidance, and deposited at Kilrymont. The
names of those responsible for carrying the relics to Kilrymont are
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given as follows:
"Haeo sunt nomina illorum sanctorum virorum qui sacras 
reliquias Sancti Andreae Apostoli attulerunt in Scotiam.
Sanctus Regulus ipse, Gelasius diaconus, Mattheus heremita,
Sanctus Damianus presbyter, et Merinachus frater ejus.
Nervius et Crisenius de Nola insula. Mirenus et Thuluculus 
diaconus. Nathabeus, et Silvius frater ejus. Septem 
heremltae de insula Tiberis, Felix, Juranus, Mauritius,
Madianus, Philippus, Eugenlus, Lunus; et très virgines 
de Collossia, scilicet, Triduana, Potentia, Cineria..."(26)
The Legend of St Andrew which Skene dates to 1165 starts by relating how 
Andrew was the first apostle to be called by Christ. The writer then 
records the legendary details of Andrew's missionary labours in Greece 
and his crucifixion at Patras. The translation of his relics to 
Constantinople is described and we are then told of how he appeared to 
Hungus King of Piets in a vision saying:
"Ungus, Ungus, audi me Apostolum Christi, Andream nomine, 
qui missus sum ad te defendendum, atque custodiendum, 
sed vide signum crucls Christi, quod stat in aiere, atque 
procédât contra inimicos tuos. Verum tamen decimam 
partem heredltatls tue, partem et elemosinam Deo 
omnipotenti, et in honore Sancti Andree ejus, offer."(27)
Needless to say all this came to pass. Next we read of how the 
custodian of the relics of St Andrew at Constantinople brought the 
relics to Kilrymont under Divine guidance. The town attracted pilgrims 
from all parts of Christendom and Regulus continued to serve God "in 
loco isto in monachica vita".(28)
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These legends may be interesting as foundation stories for the 
great monastic cathedral of St Andrews. They may have been believed by 
the Mediaeval faithful and by the pilgrims in particular. That such 
stories were written down as the official accounts of the establishment 
of St Andrews would have added further glory to the new bishopric of St 
Andrews which had its prestige enhanced already by the presence of 
apostolic mementos. Just when and bow the bones which were so widely 
believed to have been the relics of St Andrew actually came to Kilrymont 
is another matter altogether. I think that a clue to the answer may lie 
in Bede’s Ecclesiastical History;
"Wilfrid's successor as Bishop of the church of Hexham
was his priest Acca, a man of great energy and
noble in the sight of God and man. He greatly
beautified and enlarged the structure of his
church which was dedicated in honour of blessed
Andrew the Apostle. He devoted much care, as
he still does, to obtaining relics of the blessed
Apostles and martyrs of Christ from various places,
and builds altars for their veneration, placed for
this purpose in recesses within the walls of his church..."(29)
Acca, bishop of Hexham, died in 740 and it is quite possible that he 
gave some relics of the Apostle Andrew to King Angus MacFergus of the 
Piets who then took them to Kilrymont where they were kept by the 
culdees and later used for particular veneration in the twelfth century 
cathedral church. If this did happen the early date attributed to the 
twelfth century legends is given some support, but it does seem strange 
that there is not more evidence of a more persistant cult of St Andrew 
at Kilrymont prior to the establishment of the cathedral.(30) The legend 
does claim that King Angus gave Kilrymont to God and St Andrew for
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churches and oratories to be built. He walked In procession with the 
relics of St Andrew round the town seven times. Twelve stone stone 
crosses were erected and we read that seven churches were built in 
honour of St Regulus, St Aneglas, St Michael, St Mary, St Damian, St 
Brigit and St Muren.
With the foundation of the monastic cathedral and priory of 
Augustinian canons in St Andrews in the twelfth century, the cult of St 
Andrew and, more specifically, the position of St Andrews as a cult 
centime rapidly developed making St Andrews one of the most Important 
places of pilgrimage in Northern Europe. The very size of the cathedral 
building and the foundation of other churches and hospitals in the town 
bear witness to this. What is more it maintained its importance in the 
ecclesiastical organisation of Scotland throughout the Middle Ages. The 
various churches and hospitals would have serviced the pilgrims* needs 
for worship and hospitality. Moreover, when pilgrims left the town they 
often took with them a small souvenir of their visit to the shrine of 
the apostle in the form of a small metal token embossed with a picture 
of St Andrew. These pilgrim tokens have been found in a variety of 
places although not in great numbers.(31)
Just what form the cult of St Andrew took at the site of his shrine 
in Scotland is difficult to ascertain. No early account of pilgrimages 
survives in any chronicle. What we do have, however, is the entry at 9 
May for the Feast of the Translation of St Andrew contained in the 
Aberdeen Breviary which gives various stories of movements of the 
apostle's relics and also a vision in which St Andrew appeared. 
Probably more useful still, and also in the Aberdeen Breviary is the 
entry on 30 November for the Feast of St Andrew. Although this Breviary 
is a late Mediaeval compilation and although it was designed at Aberdeen 
it has very detailed Instructions and services for celebrating the feast 
of St Andrew who was, after all, the national patron. If services of
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such splendour were being held in the apostle's honour at such churches 
as Aberdeen one can assume that the celebration in St Andrews will have 
been even more elaborate. In respect of the cult of St Andrew the 
rubrics given for his festival in the Aberdeen Breviary are of 
particular interest. Guidelines are laid down, for example, for an 
elaborate procession to take place;.
"...post omnes memories que habentur ad altare 
sancti andree si habeatur cum cerorerario(32) et 
thuribulis et puero librum deferents ante sacerdotem 
sine oruce choro sequente habitu non mutato 
Cantando R. Vir Iste cum suo v. Restores 
simul dicant v. Dum v. canitur sacerdos 
thurificet illud altare et postea dicat v.
In omnem terram. R. Et In fines ..."
The information supplied in the Breviary for the processions of clergy 
and choir with the liturgical trappings of incense, lights and 
vestments, along with the Verslcles and Responses and the lengthy and 
elaborate order of service, gives us an insight into the working of the 
cult of an Important national saint.
Although Elphinstone's helpers must have looked to St Andrews for 
information about the way in which they honoured the saint on his 
festival day, the entry in the Aberdeen Breviary probably gives us a 
mere glimpse at what would actually have happened at the cathedral 
church of St Andrews on 30 November. The sense of celebration and the 
complexity of the liturgy must have approached the paschal rituals at 
the Scottish seat of the apostle.
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The Orygynale Cronykil of Scotland by Andrew of Wyntoun does not 
record the bringing of St Andrew's relics to Kilrymont although it does 
mention an earlier translation of the saint’s relics;
"In the tyme of Constantyne the Empriour, 
the baynnls of Sanct Andro war brocht 
to Sanct Revill in Scotland. Thai war 
ressavit with the King of Pychtis Gurgust, 
on the kirk month new callit Sanct Andreis, 
be King Hungus, King of Pychtis ..."(33)
The work of John of Fordun provides us with much more detailed 
information about the relics of St Andrew. Fordun's account of the 
legend of the arrival of St Andrew's relics in Scotland and of the 
foundation of St Andrews is clearly based on the twelfth century legend 
which is part of the Historia in the Register of the Priory of St 
Andrews.(34) Fordun explains how an angel appeared to the abbot Regulus, 
keeper of the relics of St Andrew at Constantinople, and commanded hir 
to take some relics of St Andrew - "toiles inde dextrae manus tres 
digitos, et os brachii dependens ab humero, dentem unum, et genu 
patellem ,.."(35) - and set sail. In due course, and under Divine 
guidance the boat caune to the Kingdom of the Piets after about twc 
years. At Mucross Regulus dedicated a cathedral and deposited the 
relics of St Andrew. Fordun is adamant about the popularity and 
efficacy of the apostle's relics;
"In que loco reliquiarum attactu multa fiebant, 
etiam hactenus stupenda fiunt miracula, qualia 
post fidei susceptionem in insulis visa nequaquam 
eatenus vel audita sunt, utpote caecis ab utero 
daretur visus, multis sermo, gressus ciaudis, et
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omnibus pie suffraglum apostoli petentibus, a 
quaoumque tenebantur infirmitatae, medela protinus,
Deo miserante, largiretur. Crebrescentibus hujusmodi 
quotidie miraoulis oeourrunt undique nationum 
populi cum muneribus, immensas Deo laudes, 
oomplosis manibus, de tanto patrons supplioiter 
extollentes ..."(36)
In a way this description of the miracles which were experienced at the 
shrine of St Andrew and the consequent praising of God, may be seen as a 
fulfilment of a prophecy. In the previous chapter of Fordun' s work we 
read that the angel who appeared to Regulus foretold the popularity of 
St Andrew;
"Venientium igitur ibidem peregre diversis 
ex mundi finibus, ut corporis salutem et 
animae recipient, catervae crebo fidelium, 
adeptis mlrifice petitis, ad propria gaudentes 
redient, et Deum in apostolo, qui semper 
in suis gloriosus est sanctis, voce magnifies 
collaudantes ..."(37)
The popularity and importance of St Andrew as patron in St Andrews and 
in Scotland as a whole is not in dispute. It meant a great deal to have 
the relics of a senior apostle, and to have him as patron. The record 
of legends associating St Andrew with Scotland added weight to the 
clergy's claims and boosted the status of the bishopric. So important 
was the cult of St Andrew in the town of St Andrews that few local 
churches seem to have adopted St Andrew as their own dedicatory patron 
although he had an altar at Holy Trinity. At Lindores Abbey the 
dedication to the Blessed Virgin Mary is cited more often than that to
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St Andrew. Whilst at Forgan Church the dedication to St Andrew is the 
later addition of a saint from the Roman Calendar to the already
current, and more popular dedication to the local Celtic saint
Fillan.(38)
At first it seems that the linking of St Andrew with Kilrymont 
served the purpose of enhancing the status of the bishopric before the 
other churches of Scotland, and beyond, I think that one should look
further than this however, and see the adoption of St Andrew as a sign
of spiritual one-upmanship on the part of the Scottish Church. Having
an apostle as national patron put Scotland ahead of England, Ireland,
Wales and most other Continental countries, putting Scotland into a
position rivalling Rome in terms of saintly patronage, which is perhaps 
not very surprising when one considers the special relationship between 
the Scottish Church, centred on St Andrews, and Rome, the seat of St 
Peter, brother of St Andrew and Prince of the Apostles.
Needless to say no other apostle's cult in Fife rivalled that of St 
Andrew. There was an altar of St Bartholomew in the Town Kirk of the
Holy Trinity, St Andrews. There is a document in the Crail Register 
which refers to the "chaplain serving at St Bartholomew's altar within
the parish church of St Andrews".(39) The Rental of the Altar of St 
Fergus in the Town Kirk refers to the chaplain of St Matthew celebrating 
in St Bartholomew's aisle in the Parish Church.(40)
The apostle St James the Greater, who has his feast on 25 July, had 
at least four dedications to him in Mediaeval Fife. Easson states that: 
"A charter of Robert Peirson, burgess of Kingdom, 20 July 1476, makes, 
in supplement of the maintenance of the poor in the new hospital and a 
chaplain in the chapel of St James, a grant of land on which the chapel 
and hospital are built".(41) The Register of Dunfermline makes mention
of "capella Beatissini Jacobi apostoli in le Nortbfery" - the chapel of 
the most blessed James in North Queensferry - in the fifteenth
century. (42) The third dedication is an altar of St James in the 
collegiate church of Crail mentioned in the Crail Register. One such 
reference is to the "prebendary of the altar of St James the Apostle, in 
the college kirk of Carail ..."(43) The fourth dedication was an altar 
in Holy Trinity Church, St Andrews.
The special links between St Andrews and the papacy in "the Middle 
Ages might lead one to suspect a particular devotion to St Peter in 
Fife, This devotion to St Peter was probably overshadowed by that to 
his brother St Andrew, and this is reflected in the dedications. There 
was certainly a chapel of St Peter in St Andrews for it is recorded in 
the Register of the Priory of St Andrews: "... Que scilicet iacet
inter terram ricardi manipeni ex una parte iuxta capellam Sancti Petri 
in via qua itur ad castellum ..."(44) North Castle Street, St Andrews, 
would seem to be a possible location from this evidence, although Hay 
Fleming may be correct in locating the site of St Peter’s Chapel in a 
garden at the end of Gregory’s Lane, St Andrews. (45) It has been 
suggested that a hospital at Aberdour and the churches at Inverkeithing 
and Kirkcaldy were also dedicated to St Peter but I have failed to find 
references in Mediaeval sources to substantiate such claims.(46) There 
was an altar of SS Peter and Paul in Holy Trinity Church, St Andrews, 
where there was also an altar of St Peter with an associated chaplainry 
of SS Simon and Jude, Blaise Martyr and St Giles the Abbot.
St Thomas, known as Didymus, may have had Mediaeval churches 
dedicated to him at Portmoak (47) and at Seamy 1 ne by Newport in Fife but 
the earliest reference I have encountered is in the seventeenth 
century.(48)
St John the Apostle and Evangelist whose feast is celebrated on 27 
December seems to have been a rather more populsir patron. A "prebendary 
of the altar of St John the Apostle and Evangelist in the college kirk 
of Carail" is mentioned in an entry for 1518 in the Crail Register.(49)
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Alexander Laing, in his book Lindores Abbey anSl Ü &  Burgh sZ Newburgh 
writes that "On the 12 April 1522, Isabella Hadingtone conveys a rood of 
land in Newburgh to the baillies and council and community ... to the 
altar of St John in the monastery of Lindores ..."(50) Although Lalng 
does not cite his source and although I have found no other reference to
this altar, it seems too specific to be pure invention. At Garvook,
near Dunfermline, there was a chapel of St John as early as 1390.(51) In 
St Andrews, the Faculty of Arts was meeting at the Chapel of the College 
of St John, in South Street, as early as 1416. The pedagogy was endowed 
in 1419 as "’a College of Theologians and Artists in honour of Almighty 
God and especially of the Blessed John the Evangelist and All Saints’" 
by Robert of Montrose who also named Laurence of Lindores as the first 
"’Master, Rector, and Governor of the said college'".(52) Also in the 
University of St Andrews, by 1475 there was an altar of St John in the 
Collegiate Church of St Salvator,(53) and another in St Leonard's 
College. Another dedication in St Andrews was an altar in the Town 
Church, The only other reference to a dedication to one of the Four
Evangelists is to the chaplain of St Matthew aforementioned in
connection with St Bartholomew's aisle in the Town Kirk, St Andrews.
The two Biblical martyrs who were adopted as patrons in 
pre-Reformation churches in Fife are St John the Baptist and St Stephen 
the Protomartyr. St John the Baptist, who was remembered on his feast 
day of 24 June and on the feast of his Beheading,(54) was the joint 
patron of the church at Markinch.(55) The Crail Register records an 
altar of St John the Baptist in the collegiate church there(56) and he 
had an altar in Holy Trinity. Easson notes that a Mediaeval hospital at 
Uthrogle in North Fife had been designated the chapel of St John the 
Baptist.(57)
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St Stephen was the first martyr of the Christian Church and Luke I 
wrote about him In chapters 6 and 7 of the Acts of the Apostles. The 
Crall Register mentions the presence of an altar of St Stephen In the 
collegiate church of Crall(58) and another In the parish church of the 
Holy Trinity In St Andrews.(59) There was one further dedication to St 
Stephen at the church of Portmoak.(60)
The only other Biblical saint who was used as a dedicatory patron 
In Fife was St Michael the Archangel. We read of the chaplalnry and 
altar of St Michael the Archangel In the college kirk of Crall.(61) A 
charter translated and Included In Lalng's Llndores Abbey and Its Burgh 
jQf Newburgh reads s
"...Mr Henry Quhlt, Canon of the Church of Morray 
has shown to us by his petition that he has 
In honour of the Saints, St Michael the 
Archangel, St Andrew the Apostle, Nicholas 
and the blessed virgin and Martyr Katharine 
endowed a certain church or chapel founded 
and built In the burgh of Newburgh near the 
monastery of Lundores with certain lands and 
annual rents for the support of a chaplain 
therein who shall celebrate divine service In 
all time coming..."(62)
In addition to this church dedication to St Michael, Lalng cites a 
charter of King David II of 1365 which mentions an altar of St Michael 
In the monastery church of Llndores.(63) Bishop James Kennedy called one 
of his ships the "Great Michael" and his foundation of St Salvator's 
College, St Andrews, had an altar of St Michael. Three further 
dedications to St Michael were In Dunfermline Abbey, In Holy Trinity, St 
Andrews, and In Dysart.
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The fourteen Scriptural saints who had dedications In Fife churches 
which we know about today seem to have varied In their popularity as 
patrons. Their dedications were widespread In Fife although the bigger 
churches which had several altarages did tend to have a fondness for 
particular saints like the Virgin Mary and St Michael. Often joint 
dedications were to a local saint and a Biblical saint. We cannot 
assume that because a particular apostle or Evangelist was not used as a 
patron he was not venerated. Nor Is It necessarily correct to assume 
that a dedication to a Biblical saint Is evidence of a thriving cult of 
that saint In the locality. Care would have to be taken to ensure that 
a suitably festive mass was sung on the patronal feast, but only In the 
case of St Andrew Is thei*e auy evidence of a major thriving cult of any 
Scriptural saint In pre-Reformatlon Fife. This cult of St Andrew was 
both popular and enduring, to the extent that It looked Impressive even 
in comparison with other major European cults.
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FOOTNOTES
1. James Murray MaoKinlay, Ang.leat. Church Dedications In Scotland. 
Scriptural Dedications. Edinburgh 1910.
2. There is a wealth of scholarly writing on the cult of the Virgin 
Mary and it is a subject which has provoked study by scholars 
from a variety of disciplines, A useful and concise background 
is to be found in D H Farmer, The Oxford Dictionary of Saints. 
Oxford 1978, pp 267-270 and in F L Cross and E A Livingstone (eds), 
-The Oxford Dictionary of the Christian Church. London 1974,
pp 882-884.
3. See Rankin, The Parish Church of the Holv Trinity. St Andrews 
There was an altar of the Blessed Virgin in the chapel of
St Leonard’s College and a chapel in the College of St Salvator,
4. For example, we read in the Crall Register on page 101 of:
" ... the college kirk of St Mary the Virgin of Caraill ... and 
the chaplalnry of our Lady belonging to the high altar ... the 
provostship of St Mary the Virgin of the said college kirk of 
Caraill ... prebend of the Aisle of St Mary the Virgin, in the said
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Aisle ..."
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8. MacKinlay. Scriptural Dedications p96.
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13. Crall Register 1877.
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17. 1 Samuel I and II.
18. Luke I and II.
19. ^  Andrews Formulare vol II pp145 and 149.
20. Crail Register 100 and 114, This was presumably the altar of 
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St Salvator's .
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21. John 11*1-44.
22. Lalng. Llndores p512.
23. George Martene. Bel-laulae Dlvl Andreae pi 9.
24. Matthew 4:18-20.
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McRoberts "The Glorious Rouse of St Andrew"
26. Legend of St Andrew In Skene's Chronicles af the Plcts and 
Scots, pi87.
27. Legend of St Andrew In Skene's CPS, pi39.
28. Skene's CPS, p140.
29. Bede, M  V:20.
30. Then again, the extant sources for the period are very few and far 
between.
31. Some of these pilgrim tokens are preserved in the Royal Museum of 
Scotland in Edinburgh.
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33. Wvntoun III, p323.
34. Skene's CPS. ppl83ff.
35. Fordun I, p75.
36. Fordun I, p77.
37. Fordun I, p76.
38. MacKinlay, Scriptural Dedications. p210.
39. Crall Register 33.
40. Rental of the Altar of St Fergus, fol 5-
41. Easson 1957, p148.
42. Registrum de Dunfermelyn. p359.
43. Crail Register 51.
44. Bannatvne Club 69, pp284-5.
45. Hay Fleming. Guide to St Andrews 1910: "...the end of Gregory's 
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Immediately beyond that lane Is a garden In which there Is reason 
to believe St Peter's Chapel once stood ...".
46. MacKinlay, Scriptural Dedications. p231.
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49. grail 54.
50. Lalng, Llndores, p195.
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53. There was also a dedication to St John at Lathrisk, as the
Registrum Prloratus Sanctl Andreae refers to "ecclesla
sanctl Johannls evangelists et Sanctl Athernlscl confessorl 
de Losceresch ..." on page 348 of Bannatvne Club 69.
54. 29 August.
55. Bannatvne Club 69, p348.
56. Crall Register 53.
57. Easson 1957, pi59.
58. Crail Register. p4.
59. Crall Register 43.
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Club 69, p348.
61. Crail Register 1-10,
62. Laing, Llndores. pi94.
63. Laing, Llndores. p477.
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CHAPTER i EASTERN SAINTS
Some Eastern saints featured In the standard calendars of the Roman 
Church and were widely acknowledged and honoured. Others of this group 
of saints are supposed to have travelled to the Fife coast from the 
East. That the stories pertaining to these saints are historically 
reliable Is highly unlikely as I shall try to show. Some of them would 
be better classified as Scottish or Irish saints but by virtue of the 
legends associated with them I have Included them In this category of 
Eastern saints.
St Nicholas, whose feast Is celebrated on 6 December, was bishop of 
Myra In a province of Asia Minor called Lycia, and tradition has it that 
he was a bishop at the Council of Nicea In 325. He Is a popular patron 
of seafarers and, consequently It is no real suprise to find that St 
Nicholas was.the patron saint of Aberdeen In the Middle Ages.(l) The 
dedications to St Nicholas in Fife bear out his association with fishing 
ports. The list of altars in Dunfermline Abbey in 1500 Includes ^  
altar dedicated to St Nicholas.(2) The Crail Register mentions the 
"prebendary of the altar of St Nicholas, in the college kirk of Carail" 
as early as 1520.(3) A short way down the coast at Anstruther-Wester 
there was a St Nicholas Fair at least as early as 1541.(4) At St Andrews 
there was an altar of St Nicholas In the Town Church of the Holy Trinity 
and there was a leper hospital on the outskirts of the town from the 
twelfth century which was dedicated to St Nicholas.(5) This hospital has 
recently been rediscovered and partly excavated. One further dedication 
In Fife is the church at Newburgh founded in honour of St Michael, St 
Nicholas, St Andrew and St Katherine.(6)
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The patron saint of travellers, St Christopher, who had his feast 
on 28 April was removed from the Roman Calendar In 1969 because of the 
lack of reliable historical evidence about him.(7) The only reference to 
him In connection with a Fife church Is from the Fife Retour of 1614 
which makes him joint dedicatory patron(8) of the church of Cupar. It 
Is possible that the same dedication was used In the period prior to the 
Reformation but there Is no evidence of this.
The Fife placename Ceres has provoked a variety of explanations as 
to Its derivation. One persistant explanation given by antiquarians Is 
that It Is the corruption of a saint's name. This saint Is given 
variously as St Cyr, St Cyrus,(9) St Cyrlc or St Cyrlous. Even Bishop
Forbes(IO) suggests that the parish of Ceres in Fife Is perhaps named
after the Eastern martyr St Cyrlous. There Is no reference In any 
extant source, however, to any dedication to this saint In Fife, not 
even In Ceres Itself. It would be rash to suggest that there Is any 
evidence of a local cult of this saint simply on the evidence of one 
placename which is open to various interpretations.(11)
The fourth century St Barbara was a popular Mediaeval patroness. 
As virgin and martyr she is generally associated with Nlcomedla. The 
only indication of her cult In Fife was an altar dedicated to her in 
Holy Trinity Church, St Andrews.
Another virgin and martyr, St Katherine, whose feast is on 25
November, was the object of veneration in churches throughout
Christendom. Her date and her very existance may be In doubt but she 
was respected as an exemplar of Christian virtue and constancy. There 
are churches dedicated to her all over Britain and she was no less 
popular in Fife. There were altars dedicated to St Katherine in the 
collegiate churches of Crall(12) and of St Salvator In St Andrews, and 
In the cathedral and Town Church in St Andrews. Muir mentions a chapel 
of St Katherine In the parish church of Dysart, (13) and there may have
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been a pre-Reformation dedication to her at Kirkcaldy. There was a 
chapel and associated lands In her honour at Llndores,(14) and there was 
a St Katherine’s Chapel at Invertlei In Klnghorn parish.(15) The house 
of Dominican friars founded at Cupar by Duncan, Earl of Fife, In 1348, 
Is said to have been under her patronage.(16) The place In Fife where 
there Is most Information about a foundation honouring St Katherine Is 
Dunfermline where there was a chapel and hospital of St Katherine the 
Virgin. St Katherine’s at Dunfermline seems to have served as the 
abbey’s almshouse. (17) There Is a reference of 10 March 1327 to " ... 
our almshouse outside the gate near the Chapel of St Catherine the 
Virgin ... to the said almoners the Chapel of St Catherine with the 
garden and houses belcw the bridge ...".(18) Later Mediaeval records 
refer not simply to the "capella" of St Katherine but to the "hospltlo, 
sacello, et horto",(19) It seems to have continued in use as a hospital 
after the Reformation. Webster and Duncan state that:
"There Is little room for doubt that from 1327 onward this building 
was a monastic hospitium for the reception of pilgrims and others 
who had no claim to admission to the Guest Chambers."(20)
That there was a need for such a hostel at the site of the shrine of 
Scotland’s national patroness, St Margaret, is almost indisputable. Why 
it was dedicated to St Katherine and, indeed, why so many other places 
came under her patronage, remains a mystery. It is just to be assumed 
that her legend was read and was received well as the faithful saw in 
Katherine an example of Christian courage, faith and endurance combined 
with the womanly virtue of purity which St Margaret lacked.
There are only two known dedications to St Athernalse and they are 
both Mediaeval Fife churches. The fine Norman church at Leuchars, which 
was dedicated by Bishop David de Bernham in 1244,(21) was under the 
patronage of St Athernalse. The second Athernalse dedication was the
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church of Lathrisk(22) which was jointly dedicated with St John the 
Evangelist. The Registrum Prloratus Sanctl Andreae records this 
dedication thus: "ecclesla sanctl Johannls evangelists et sanctl
Athernlscl confessorl de Losceresch".(23) All that Is known about this 
saint Is that he was a confessor. As no further details are supplied In 
Scottish sources we must look elsewhere for the possible Identity of 
this elusive saint. He Is named at his feast of 22 December as 
"lotharnase" In the Martyrology of Donegal and as "Ithernalse" In the 
Fellre of Oengus, This would seem to suggest that the Identity of the 
Fife saint Athernalse Is bound up with an Irish saint with a similar 
name. What seems to be Immediately obvious from the name Athernalse and 
Its Irish variants Is that It Is a corruption of the name Athanasius. 
This would seem to be a particularly unusual dedication, possibly unique 
In the Western Church, because we do not hear of St Athanasius being 
venerated elsewhere in the West. Just how this cult could have come to 
Mediaeval Fife and why only to these two churches remains a mystery. 
What may have happened is that St Athanasius, the great fourth century 
doctor of the Greek Church, came to be confused in calendars and assumed 
a separate identity as a Celtic saint who was, in time, adopted as 
patron of these two Fife churches. The confusion that arose would 
explain the absence of any information about St Athernalse In any extant 
Scottish sources. Even the Aberdeen Breviary has no legend for him, but 
simply has the following collect for his feast, which is no help in 
providing details about him:
"Deus qui anlmam beati ethernasci confessoris tul sydera 
etherea penetrare volulstl concede propiclus ut elus 
veneranda natal Ida oelebramus Ipslus Intercesslonibus 
ad gaudia bite preclare per merltls sibl concessls miserlcorditer 
valeamus ascendere per dominum nostrum."(24)
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Although it cannot be proven that St Athernalse of Fife Is In fact St 
Athanasius of the Eastern Church by dint of some confusion, It seems a 
likely enough assumption to classify him with the Eastern saints.
The real identity of the saint who Is attributed with bringing the 
relics of St Andrew to Scotland and to whom the large square tower In 
the precincts of St Andrews Cathedral Is dedicated, has been a matter of 
controversy for many years. Antiquarians and historians have weighed up 
the evidence and put forward various suggestions and conclusions. Of 
the various Ideas that have been proposed over the years perhaps the 
most honest and possibly most reliable Is that we simply cannot know or 
say who St Regulus was. What I propose to do Is to look at the sources 
which refer to him, extract from them the Informiatlon about St Regulus 
and his attributes, and suggest possible origins for this saint.
There are two surviving legends which recount how the relics of St 
Andrew came to arrive at Kilrymont. One of these is mid-twelfth 
century(25) and the other dates from the latter part of the thirteenth 
century.(26) Both of these accounts name Regulus as the custodian of the 
relics of St Andrew and as the saint responsible for their arrival in 
Scotland. The legends have some details in common whilst also 
preserving blatant contradictions In the somewhat differing stories.
The older legend, dated by Skene to 1165, is headed:
"Qualiter accldere quod memorla Sanctl Andree Apostoli 
ampllus in reglone Plctorum, que nunc Scotia dlcitur, 
quam in ceteris reglonlbus sit; et quomodo contlgerlt 
quod tante abbatie ibl facte antiquitus fuerint quas 
multi adhuc seculares vlvl jure heredltarlo possldent."(27)
This legend then tells us something of the work of the apostle Andrew In 
preaching In Greece, before telling of how King Hungus of the Plcts(28)
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was victorious in battle having seen St Andrew in a vision.(29) Hungus 
gives a tenth part of his inheritance to God and St Andrew. Next we
read of how the custodian of St Andrew’s relics in Constantinople is
told in a vision that he must leave heme. Under the guidance of an 
angel he arrives at "Rigmund".(30) Meanwhile Hungus is directed, under 
Divine guidance, to meet Regulus "ad portam que dicitur Matha".(31)
Having pitched their tents "Rex vero Dngus hunc locorum, et hanc
civitatem, Deo omnipotenti, Sanctoque Andree Apostolo, ea saaper 
libertate dedit, ut sit caput et mater omnium ecclesiarum, que sunt in 
regno Pictorum".(32) Regulus spent the rest of his days in that place,
serving God night and day as a monk, and there he died. So much was
wrought through the intercession: of Andrew that this legend reports
that: "virtutes, et signa, et innumerabilia prodigia per suum Sanctum
Apostolum Andream, Dominus fecit hie, facit et facturus est, que hic non 
possint scribi."(33)
The later Legend of St Andrew is dated to 1279 by Skene and is much 
longer than the twelfth century legend. In this story a bishop called 
Regulus is instructed by an angel to remove certain of the relics(34) of 
St Andrew from the sarcophagus to avoid having them taken by 
Constantine. Again we read of Hungus and his vision of St Andrew. An
angel tells Regulus to sail North with the relics of St Andrew and to
build a church in the apostle’s honour in each place his boat comes to
rest. Regulus does this for a year and a half after which he arrives at
Kilrymont where he erects a cross which he had brought from Patras.
Having spent a week at Kilrymont he leaves two of his ccxspanions, Damian 
and Merinach, in charge and moves on to Forteviot where he meets the 
sons of King Hungus. He later meets Hungus at Chondrochedalvan. Hungus 
goes to Kilrymont with Regulus and his companions, where be walks round 
the town and grants it to God and St Andrew "ad edificandum ibi 
basilicas et oratories". An interesting ceremony follows:
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"Locum vero Ipsum, nota évidente deslgnatum, ex magna devotione 
septles clrcumlerunt, Rex Hungus et ipse Eplscopus Regulus, et 
viri oaeteri, clrcuitone et perambulatlone ita disposita septena 
praeoessit Eplscopus Regulus, super caput suum cum omni 
veneratione reliquiae Sanctl Apostoli deferens, suo saoro conventu 
episcopum cum comitibus humnidlcis sequente. Illos vero devotus 
secutus Rex Hungus est pedentim, Deo intimas preces et gratias 
fundens devotus. Regem vero secuti sunt viri optimates totius 
regni nobillores. Ita locum ipsum Deo commendarunt, et pace 
regia munierunt. In slgnum vero regiae commendationis, per 
loci circuitum division 12 cruces lapideas viri sanctl erexerunt; 
et Deo coeli humiliter supplicabant, ut omnes in illo loco mente 
devota, et intentlone pura, orationis suae petitionis effioaciam 
obtinerent."(35)
The legend then details exactly what Hungus is granting in honour of St
Andrew and then we read of a further ceremony in which:
"Regulus vero eplscopus Deo cantavit orationem Alleluj. 
ut Deus locum istum in eleemosinam datum in sempiternam 
prategeret, et custodlret in honorem Apostoli. In memoriale 
datae libertatis Rex Hungus cespitem arreptum, coram 
nobilibus Pictis, homlnibus suis, usque ad altare Sanctl 
Andreae detulit; et super illud cespitum eundem obtulit."
We then read of the royal Pictish witnesses to this event who Skene says 
were "apparently taken at random from the earliest part of the list of 
Pictish kings".(36) Afterwards we read that seven churches were built at 
Kilrymont in honour of various saints including St Regulus. The writer
also names those responsible for bringing the holy relics to Fife,
starting with "Sanctus Regulus ipse".
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It is almost Impossible, having examined the content of these 
twelfth and thirteenth century legends, to extract any unequivocally 
reliable data about St Regulus. Both legends were written many 
centuries after the recorded events are purported to have taken place 
and the accounts conflict in the detail they provide. Both writers 
state that St Regulus was Greek and that he was the keeper of the relics 
of St Andrew. Both give supernatural Intervention as the guiding 
influence which made Regulus leave Greece and arrive in Scotland, The 
earlier legend says that Regulus was a monastic abbot, whereas the 
thirteenth century legend claims that he was a bishop, although, like an 
Irish bishop, without a see. Although the stories vary when describing 
what happened when Regulus arrived in Scotland they both record his 
meeting with Hungus King of Piets and the subsequent donation of land by 
Hungus in honour of St Andrew. The second legend is longer than the 
first and is far more detailed in describing the ceremonies associated 
with the foundation of St Andrews, the people involved, and the churches 
built there. Of Regulus himself we can say very little on the basis of 
these accounts. He was Greek and he obeyed a divine call to transfer 
some or all of the relics of St Andrew, of which he was custodian, to an 
undisclosed destination. This may have happened in the fourth century. 
He arrived in Kilrymont and, with royal patronage, established it as an 
important ecclesiastical and cult centre based upon the relics he had 
brought with him. He probably remained at Kilrymont, either as an abbot 
or as a bishop, and may have had a church built there in his honour.
The Aberdeen Breviary legend of St Regulus(37) does not really 
enhance our knowledge of the saint, although the Breviary does show that 
the thirteenth century legend in particular came to be accepted as the 
official account of the foundation of St Andrews. St Andrew, as 
Scotland’s apostolic patron, was held in particular reverence, and St 
Regulus, the means by which this patronage was obtained, was also the 
recipient of special devotion: "Quiquidam regulus in sancto andrea et
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per dloceslm eiusdem honoratur."(38)
The earliest reference in a Scottish calendar to St Regulus is in 
the calendar fragment from Holy Trinity Church, St Andrews, which dates
from the mid-fifteenth century. In this calendar, at 13 March, Regulus
is named as bishop and confessor. He occurs at his alternative feast of
17 October in the late fifteenth century "Calendar of Feme" as "Reguli
confessoris", whilst the Aberdeen Breviary calendar has St Regulus as an 
abbot. Thus the calendars of the Scottish Church bear out the confusion 
about this saint’s ecclesiastical status engendered by the legends.
One of only two definite Scottish dedications to St Regulus is the 
chapel or church of St Regulus at the base of the tall square tower 
which bears the saint’s name in its.anglicised form: St Rule's Tower,
St Andrews. This dominating structure was the predecessor of the later 
twelfth century cathedral in whose grounds it now stands. The other 
sure dedication is at Ecclesgrelg, now St Cyrus, in Angus. A charter of 
James III in 1471 refers to "... eccleslam de Eglisgreg, cum capella S. 
Reguli, terris ecclesiasticus viz. Eglisgrig et Egllsreul ..."(39)
There are several other saints with similar names to St Regulus or 
St Rule of Fife, and it has sometimes been considered that our Scottish 
saint may have been confused with one of these others. In Irish 
calendars, for example, we come across St Riaghail of Muicinis and 
others. French calendars have various saints with such names, including 
St Rieul, bishop of Senlis. In some calendars these different saints 
have similar feast dates. This can hardly be taken as evidence that 
they are one and the same person however, as it may have been the case 
that when Scottish clerics were compiling their calendars of saints they 
placed St Regulus at or near a feast of a saint of similar name whom 
they had seen in some other calendar. The French St Rieul, like the 
Scottish St Rule, is said to have originated in Greece, but this seems 
to be coincidental.(40)
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The few details we can discover about this obscure, supposedly 
fourth century, Greek holyman are hardly sufficient to identify an 
individual in history, particularly when we consider just how late the 
references we have are. St Regulus is important in that he seems to 
have been created to be incorporated in legends written to account for 
the foundation of St Andrews and to bolster the standing of the senior 
Scottish episcopal see. His association with the relics of St Andrew 
meant that he gained a significant position among Scottish saints, the 
most obvious and enduring evidence of which is St Rule’s Tower in St 
Andrews. I am inclined to suggest that as the Legend of St Andrew was 
written in the twelfth century the monastic hagiographer in looking for 
a name to give the bearer of St Andrew’s relics thought it might be 
appropriate, or even mildly amusing, to call him Holy Rule or St Regulus 
when the saint’s most obvious connection was with a large and imposing 
monastic cathedral.
One of the three virgins said to have accompanied St Regulus in 
bringing the relics of St Andrew to Scotland was St Triduana. The 
thirteenth century Legend of St Andrew says that Triduana, along with 
the virgins Potentia and Cineria, was buried in the church of St Aneglas 
in St Andrews. The Aberdeen Breviary refers to her as "Beata et 
gloriosa virgo triduana decolosia nata cum beato regulo ad partes 
Scotorum angelica ammonicione venit ..,’(41) The legend for her in the 
Breviary relates how she lived an eremitical life with two other virgins 
at Rescobie. It is further related that she plucked out her own eyes 
and gave them to a prince who was infatuated with her on account of the
beauty of her eyes. James III founded a church in honour of the Holy
I
Trinity, the Blessed Virgin Mary, St Jerome and St Triduana at Restalrig  ^| 
in 1487.(42) Restalrig was the resting place of her relics and Triduana j
I
became a popular Scottish saint, having her church enlarged successively 
by James IV and James V. Her association with St Andrews was iK>t |
forgotten, however, for a certain Sir James Braid, who had become |
I
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chaplain of the altar of St Fergus In the Town Church, St Andrews, in
1409, fostered her cult. According to the Rental of the Altar of St
Fergus(43) Braid persuaded James IV to provide a bone of St Triduana, 
presumably from Restalrig, for his altar and she became the joint patron 
of the altar*
"Insuper prefatus dominus Jacobus laboravit ad manus domini 
nostri Regis Jacobi quarti pro uno osse beate triduane Virginia 
quam docto altari dedit ..,"(44)
Moreover he brought an image of St Triduana from Flanders*
"Item ipse portavit de Flandria yomaginem beate triduane 
Virginia".(45)
We see, then, another saint with Scottish connections and with royal
patronage, being venerated in St Andrews, although St Triduana, like St
Regulus, owed her origins to the East.
If Regulus is to be seen as some sort of personification of one 
obedient to the monastic rule then St Servanus or Serf may be seen as 
the epitome of the Christian virtues of humility and servility. Like 
Regulus, our information about the life of St Servanus comes from 
legends much later than the saint’s supposed lifetime. Skene’s 
Chronicles of the Piets and Scots (46) has a life of St Servanus 
reproduced from a manuscript in Bishop Marsh’s Library in Dublin.(47) 
This legend says that the saint was the son of the King of Canaan, Obeth 
son of Eliud, and Alpia daughter of the King of Arabia. The reason why 
he was named Servanus is quite explicit;
"Servanus vero servando dicitur Deo ea quod opérande 
serviebat Domino nostro Jesu Christo in omni opere
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bono nocte dleque."(48)
He was baptised and named by Magonius, bishop of Alexandria. He studied 
in Alexandria for thirteen years, became a monk and then a priest before 
returning to Canaan where he became a bishop. Commanded by an angel to 
leave, he went to Jerusalem where he was patriarch for seven years. 
Servanus later went to Constantinople and then on to Rome where he was 
pope for seven years. Further supernatural instructions led him to 
England and then on to Scotland accompanied by seven thousand
companions. Adamnan, an abbot in Scotland, advised them to live in
Fife. Servanus settled at Culross, which in due course was given to him 
by King Brude of the Piets, and there he founded a church and cemetery. 
Later he founded a monastery on the island in Loch Leven which was later 
to bear his name. He spent seven years travelling about Fife and the 
region along the bottom of the Ochil Hills. He had an argument with the
devil in a cave at Dysart and killed a dragon in Stratherne, before
dying on 1 July(49) in an unspecified year at Dunning. His body was 
taken to Culross:
"Et ibi cum psalmis et ymnis et cant ids honorifice eum 
sepelierunt, ubi florent mérita et virtutes ejus meritorum 
usque in hodiernum diem, ad laudem et honorem omnipotentis 
Dei ..."(50)
W F Skene has identified a much earlier Irish source of this legend 
which he describes as follows:
"In the tract on the mothers of the saints, which is ascribed 
to Aengus the Culdee, in the ninth century, we are told that 
’Alma, the daughter of the King of the Cruithneoh’ or Piets,
’was the mother of Serb, or Serf, son of Proc, King of Canaan,
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of Egypt; and he is the venerable old man who possesses 
Cuilenros, in Stratherne, in the Comgells between the Ochil 
Hills and the sea of Guidan."(51)
We do not know the source of Oengus the Culdee’s work although he is 
generally accepted as being of an early date. It is certainly possible 
that some late eighth oentuy Irish monk with wanderlust visited Eastern 
Scotland, Returning to Tallaght he recounted a legend he heard of the 
"Apostle of the Ochils", to Oengus who incorporated it in his narrative. 
Thus was the saint’s name preserved along with his associations with 
Egypt, Culross, Stratherne and the Ochils. Some later writer, having 
been commissioned to write a legend accounting for the foundation of 
various churches in Fife and Perthshire, made use of Oengus’s work and 
making considerable embellishments produced the aforementioned Legend of 
St Serf. This is, of course, entirely dependent on the antiquity and 
authenticity of the tract which Skene cites. Much of the legend is 
blatant invention especially the early part with its exaggerated claims 
about the offices held by Serf and the continued use of the number seven 
- a number with particular m^ '-stical and Scriptural significance. (52)
The Latin Legend of St Serf is clearly the source for the story of 
the saint incorporated in the Orygynale Cronykil of Scotland(53) 
composed in Scots verse by Andrew of Wyntoun. The former Culdee house 
on the island in Loch Leven was granted to the Augustinian canons of St 
Andrews by David I in cl 150. Andrew of Wyntoun was prior of St Serf's, 
Loch Leven, by 1395. Of all the many legends he preserves in his 
Chronicle this story of St Serf must be the most important from the 
point of view of his own house. Broadly speaking the story is the same 
as that in the Latin legend eilthough there are additions. In some cases 
such alterations were necessitated by Wyntoun’s need to adhere to verse 
form but in some oases we learn new snippets of information about St 
Serf. One such is the reference to St Serf's connection with a major
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national Scottish saintt
"And thare he browcht wpe Saynt Mongowe,
That syne wes byschape off Glasgowe. "(54)
Moreover, Wyntoun's description of the lively debate between Serf and 
Satan contains some Interesting insights into the theology of the day 
and into Wyntoun’s own understanding of theological issues in connection 
with the Fall.
The story of St Serf’s connection with the young St Mungo or 
Kentigern is preserved in Jooelin of Furness’ Vita Kentigerni.(55) 
Kentigern was apparently born to St Thenew in a boat just off the coast 
of Fife. They came to land at Culross where the local holyman, St Serf, 
took it upon himself to educate and train Kentigern in the faith;
"Applicuit prenominata mulier super arenam prope locum 
vocabulo Culenros. Quo in loco illo Sanctus Servanus 
degens, sacras litteras plures docebat pueros, divino 
obsequio mancipandos."(56)
Most of what Jocelin writes about Kentigern’s early life with St Serf 
consists of miracle stories, including a miracle by which Kentigern 
brought back to life Serf’s pet robin. Serf is attributed with being 
the first to call Kentigern by his familiar name "Michohe" which becomes 
"Munghu"(57) and, later, Mungo. We learn little about Serf himself, 
however, as he was not the prime subject of the hagiography. All that 
we know for certain in that he was associated with some sort of 
community at Culross.
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It would seem safe to assume that the writer of the legend of St 
Serf in the Aberdeen Breviary(58) had come across all the aforementioned 
sources, as it incorporates most of the significant details contained in 
them. It does not go overboard however in its description of St Serf 
and his life. In fact at times the narrative inclines towards the bland 
and factual. One piece of information contained in the Breviary which 
adds something to our knowledge of St Serf is that he was some sort of 
suffragan bishop to St Palladlus.
The Martyrology of Aberdeen preserves early legends about St Serf 
whilst adding that there was some sort of shrine for the relics of St 
Serf at Culross by 1530;
"In Scocia Sancti Servani episcopi. Hie ex Cananiorum 
prosapia patre Obeth matre vero Alixa Arabie regis 
filia genitus reliota Chananeorum regions et 
cognacione sua alias regiones varias perlustrans 
et animarum salutem reqirens usque ad Scociam clara 
sanctorum comitatus caterua pervenit et apud Culros ubi 
sue requiescunt reliquie tanta vite solitudine et carnis 
abstinencie in partibus illis corporis lasciviam 
refrenabat ut preclare sua miracula posterum stupenda 
merito Servanum summe extolendum laudibus efferunt et sine 
fine in celestibus regnatarum insinuant."(59)
There is a reference in the Lord High Treasurer * s Account to James IV 
making a donation for St Serf’s feretory in October 1511:
"Item, offerit to Sanct Serfis fertur, xiiij. s."(60)
From this we can deduce that the saint did enjoy some royal support.
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Fifteenth century charters in the Register of the Priory of St
Andrews refer to "prloratus insule sanctl servani lacus de levyn".(61)
This monastic house was dedicated jointly to St Serf and the Blessed 
Virgin Mary as was the Cistercian monastery founded at Culross in 1217. 
There was a fair held in honour of the feast of St Serf at Auchtermuohty 
as early as 1517,(62) whilst there is a cave at Dysart which local 
tradition continues to associate with St Serf's confrontation with the 
devil. It has been suggested that the Fife churches of Dysart,
Newburn,(63) Creich,(64) Kirkton of Burntisland,(65) Auchterderran(66) 
and Kirkness(67) bore dedications to St Serf but I have failed to find 
evidence to support all these claims in pre-Reformation sources.
St Serf, like so many other local saints, seems to belong to the
category which consists of so much legendary material that it is
difficult to extract the factual. He is categorised as an Eastern saint
because that is where the legends place his origins. His position in 
history is hazy although he was clearly associated with Southern Fife
and the Hillfoots district of Perthshire. What is perhaps more
significant is that he seems to have enjoyed popularity as a cult 
figure, if only on a local scale, for many centuries. His association 
with St Kentigern must account for this, at least in part, although this 
association did not result in his being ranked as a saint of national 
importance, nor his shrine a centre for multitudes of pilgrims, as one 
might well have expected to happen. St Serf, the personification of the 
servility encouraged by Christ himself in His disciples, provides us 
with an interesting example of the local cult of a local saint, the 
scanty sources for which can only whet our appetite for further 
information; What did his shrine look like and how popular was it? Who 
started the cult and who fostered and extended it? The answers to such 
questions can only be arrived at through accumulating the evidence of 
similar cults and trying to see trends and common features through 
comparison and through contrast.
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The following remark made by Mr Alexander Boyle in hla article In 
the Innes Review for 1981, entitled "Notes on Scottish Saints", Is 
simply too provocative to Ignore: "Many (saints) have been excluded
where the evidence did not seem to justify special mention in a list 
like this. In this category come ... Adrian ..."(68) Undeniably he Is 
an obscure figure in the history of the early Scottish Church, and St
Adrian has been glanced over by mazQr In a similar fashion to Mr Boyle.
There Is Information to be found about him In a variety of sources,
however, and I believe something definite can and should be said about 
him. Dealing with such evidence as is available can make It difficult 
to reach positive conclusions. Nevertheless, I have no doubt that 
Adrian was an important local saint who had a persistant Mediaeval cult. 
Such a holyman should not be overlooked and I hope that what follows may 
be considered a worthwhile exercise in hagiology as the concluding 
remarks, made after a careful assessment of the evidence available, seem 
to show as complete a picture as one is going to be able to get of a 
local saint generally considered so obscure as to be expendable.
The surviving documentary sources which refer to St Adrian of Fife 
are, indeed, all rather late. Our earliest sources mentioning him were 
written in the later Middle Ages. There was undeniably a significant 
period of time from Adrian's supposed lifetime until any mention is made 
in written records; during which time it was perfectly possible for 
invention, corruption and exaggeration to creep in. All documentary
sources have the potential for supplying us with facts as well as with 
generalisations and subjective assessments and criticisms. In using 
such sources one needs to be critical and selective whilst not being too 
cynical or destructive. Blending a comparison of texts with an 
unavoidable personal assessment of the information gleaned from all 
possible sources, can, I believe, result in a credible hagiography of St 
Adrian of Fife and an history of the form and development of his 
cult(69) - which may stand as an example of the localised cults of so
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many obscure holy ones who found favour In the eyes of the Mediaeval 
Church.
The calendars of the Church Catholic tend to assign 4 March to St 
Adrian, although which particular Adrian is meant seems to be confused 
and varied. The pre-Reformation Dunkeld Litany refers to ”S. 
Hadrianach et omnes magionenses martyres" and the Kalendar of Arbuthnott 
refers to "S. Adrian! episcopi socius elus martyrus". Adam King's 
Kalendar of 1588 states, at 4 March, "S. Adrians blsch. of S. Andrew 
mart, in Scotl. be ye dannes under King Constantine ye 2 874." Whilst 
in the, admittedly rather late, Menologium Scoticum, at 4 March we read 
"In Maia insulo Adriani maximi Scotorum episcopi et martyris, qui a 
Danis irrimpentibus, cum multis utriusque ut sexus millibus et omnis 
ordinis caesus in coelum migravit." The Calendar of Saints in the 
Aberdeen Breviary mentions St "Adriani episcopi" and his companions at 4 
March. (70) According to Skene in his article in PSAS for 1862(71): "His
day is 4th March, and on the same day we find in the Irish calendars - 
St Magrido or Magrudo, episcopi et confessoris". This would indeed be a 
possible corruption of Adrian's name, but it is not clear which 
particular Irish calendars Skene was refering to. A whole host of 
saints called Adrian, or with similar names, occur in Irish and 
Continental calendars but there is no clear indication that any of these 
is the Fife saint. The St Adrian who endures in calendars is the saint 
of Nicomedia and it is presumably because of his name and feast of 4 
March that his Fife namesake found his place in some calendars at that 
date. Suggestions that Adrian of Fife is a saint from the Felire of 
Oengus are unfounded as this source, written o800, predates the Fife 
saint by at least half a century.
Probably the most interesting source for St Adrian is the legend 
for him contained in the Aberdeen Breviary. (72) Bishop Elphinstone's aim 
in producing the Breviary was to provide Scotland with a use which was
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different to the Sarum and Roman rites, and which was uniquely and 
unashamedly Scottish. Saints played an Important part in the 
development and assertion of national identity and, as Leslie Macfarlane 
has pointed out,(73) eighty-one Scottish saints are named in the 
Breviary's calendar, excluding those renowned Scottish saints 
commemorated in the contemporary edition of the Sarum Rite.
The entry at 4 March in the Aberdeen Breviary includes an account 
of the life of St Adrian of Fife and this is the most clear source for 
St Adrian and has, consequently, been used as the basis of almost 
everything written about him since, notably, in the modern period, the 
entry in the Bollandists' Acta Sanctorum. The story claims that Adrian 
was an Hungarian bishop from Pannonia who came to Pictland, along with
6606 companions, (of whom only Glodianus, Gayus, Monanus and Stobrandus 
are mentioned by name); of the others all we read is that: "Ceterorum
nomina in libre vite purpureo sanguine scribuntur". After spending an 
unspecified amount of time witnessing to the Christian faith amongst the 
Piets, these holy Hungarians decided to establish themselves in one base 
where they could pray and from where, presumably, they could go out on 
missionary tours of the district. For this purpose they chose the Isle 
of May in the Firth of Forth, It was there that they established a 
religious house, and it was here that the Danes were to find them in due 
course and put Adrian and his followers to death. The holy martyrs were 
buried on the island and were later venerated there as monastic 
religious activities continued for some time on the Isle of May.
We do not know for sure the source of this account, and although it 
may have been copied in revised form from some earlier liturgical work,
it is more likely to have been obtained by consulting the churches of 
Fife as to what their local traditions about local saints such as Adrian 
were. Much of the story smacks of legend, notably the excessive number 
of missionaries said to have accompanied Adrian and the origin of these
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saints In Hungary, which may have been chosen because of Its distance j 
from Fife which, being quite considerable, made Adrian appear more 
devoted, determined and obedient to God's call. Another explanation may 
be that Adrian was being likened to the popular Scottish saint Margaret 
and her links with Hungary; thus bringing Adrian, a saint of mere local 
importance, into some spiritually parallel connection with a national 
saint.
In including Adrian and other such local saints in his Breviary 
Bishop Elphinstone was acknowledging the importance of these early 
missionaries, martyrs and holymen to the local Church, and he was 
encouraging the continued, and possibly increased, devotion to them at
national as well as local level, thus engendering an awareness of the
importance of historical links with the early Church, the theology of 
the cult of saints, and the importance of the regional Church in the 
wider context of an independent national Scottish Church.
As prior of St Serf's, Loch Leven, Wyntoun was concerned about
perpetuating the cult of saints and, moreover, he probably had 
information in the form of written sources and verbal legends at his 
disposal. Written as it was around the end of the fourteenth or 
beginning of the fifteenth century, Wyntoun's Chronicle is a useful, 
reasonably early, source for the study of local Scottish Church history.
His legend of St Adrian predated the Aberdeen Breviary legend by about a 
century and the relevent passage is as follows:
"This Constantyne than regnand 
Cure the Scottis in Scotland,
Saynt Adrians wyth hys company 
Come off the land off Hyrkany,
And arrywyd in to Fyffe,
Quhare that thai che^d to led thar lyff.
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At the Kyog than askyd thal 
Leve to preche the Crystyn fay#
That he grantyed wyth gud will,
And (lelf) to duell In to his land,
Quhare thal couth ohes It mayst plesand.
Than Adrians wyth hys cumpany 
Togydder come tyl Caplawchy.
Thare sum In to the lie off May 
Che^d to by de to thare enday#
And sum off thame chesyd be norths 
In steddls sere the Wattyr off Forth.
In Invery Saynet ïfonane,
Chesyd hym sa nere the se 
Till lede kys lyff: thare endyt he.
Hwb, Haldane, and Hyngare 
Off Denmark this tyme cummyn ware 
In Scotland wyth gret multitude,
And wyth thare powere In oure-yhude.
In Lethynnes all lyvyd thal;
And in dispyte off Chrystyn fay
I
In to the land thal slwe mony, I
Î
And put to dede by martyry. j
And Apon Haly Thurysday 
Saynt Adrians thal slwe In May 
Wyth mor^ y off hys cumpany ;
In to that haly lie thal ly."(74)
In placing Adrian's arrival In Fife In the reign of King Constantine, 
son of Kenneth, who reigned from 863 to 876, Wyntoun may be seen as the 
source for the later writers who give the date of Adrian's martyrdom as 
875* Wyntoun also gives Hungary, (Hyrkany), as the place of his origin
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and states that his aim In coming to Fife was to evangelise# This be 
did with royal approval, according to this chronicler, and this Is our 
only explicit evidence of royal Involvement In the mission# We are told 
that Adrian and his companions went to a place which has been Identified 
as Calplle,(75) but we are not told what they did there. Some of these 
missionaries settled on the Isle of May where they were later killed by 
the Danes who are named by Wyntoun as Hwb, Haldane and Hyngare* The day 
of the martyrdom Is given as Holy (I.e. Maundy) Thursday# Moreover, as 
In the later Aberdeen Breviary legend, the Fife saint Monan Is named as 
an associate of St Adrian# Although he was restricted by writing In 
verse and although we do not know his sources, by putting the 
information supplied by Wyntoun Into context with what others have
written we can count this a useful source In our quest to establish the
Identity of the saint and the form of his cult.
The suggested date of Adrian's martyrdom In 875 by the Danes may be 
corroborated by an entry in the Plctlsh Chronicle for 875 which states 
that:
"Paulo post ab eo bello In xllll. ejus facto 
in Dolalr Inter Danarlos et Scottos, occisl 
sunt Scot! CO Aohochlam. Normannl annum 
integrum degerunt In Plotavia."(76)
So there was a conflict In Pictland at that time, between the Plots and
the Danes. Defenceless clerics on an undefended island would, 
doubtless, have been easy prey.(77) It Is, of course, possible that the 
compilers of the 'legend' of St Adrian knew of this date and of the 
battle associated with it and used It to suit their needs in finding a 
suitable place In history where Adrian might be placed as a martyr, 
where no-one could produce contrary evidence#
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Charter-writers seem somewhat reticent about mentioning St Adrian 
by name in those places with which he is supposed to have been 
associated. Thus, I have been unable to find any mention of St Adrian 
in connection with Abdie, Flisk or Exmagirdle, in the charters; although 
a place called Mukedrum, (Mugdrum), is mentioned in a charter of William 
I, dated between 1189 and 1195,(78) which may be of some significance if 
Mukedrum and Mugdrum are both placenames incorporating a corrupt form of 
the saint's name. We have quite a number of surviving charters that 
relate to the priory of the Isle of May, and these do shed a certain 
amount of light on the progress of Adrian's cult. The scribes are still 
reticent about naming the patron saint of this house, but occasionally 
clues are given away. Usually, when any reference is made to the 
dedication at May, reference is to the saints of the church of May, as 
in the charter of Malcolm IV, (dated cl 153x1162),:"sanctis de Mai",(79) 
and that of William I, (dated 1195x1199),:"ecclesie Sanctorum de 
Mai",(80) It may be that these are simply ill-informed general 
references tc saints honoured by the monks of May, or it may be that the 
writers were refering specifically to those saints who were martyred on 
the Isle of May and who continued to be venerated by the church there. 
Moreover, there are charters of King David in 1150(81) and of King 
William I, produced in the 1l60s(82) which refer to "ecclesia cmmium 
sanctorum de Mai", which may imply a dedication to "All Saints" or, 
again more specifically, suggest a knowledge of the history of the 
priory and of those martyrs attributed with its foundation. There are, 
however, two more specific references to the dedicatory saint of May. 
One of these, dated 1140x1153 by A A M Duncan, records the granting of a 
toft of land by Earl Gospatrick of Dunbar, to "Sancto Ytherninc de Mai 
et fratribus ibidem Deo servientibus ..."(83) The other is a late 
thirteenth century^  charter of Alexander Comyn, Earl of Buchan, whose 
grant includes the following:
"...Deo et sancte Marie et ad luminarium
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sanotl Ethlmlnl de insula de May et 
monachls ibidem Deo et sanoto Ethirnini 
servientibus ..."(84)
These two are quite unequivocal references to St Adrian in one of his 
guises.
Mr Alexander Boyle in his "Notes on Scottish Saints"(85) makes 
mention of St Ethernan, refered to in the Aberdeen Breviary as 
"Ethernani episcopi" at the beginning of December in the Church's 
calendar. Boyle provides a useful summary of surviving evidence which 
may be linked with St Ethernan. Ythernbuthib, father of Thalarg, was 
witness to the donation of land to St Regulus made by Oengus King of 
Piets, and, may be the same person as Ethernan. The 668 entry in the 
Annals of Ulster records that " ... Itarnan and Corindu died among the 
Piets"(86) The Aberdeen Breviary describes him as "Sancti Ethernani 
episcopi et confessoris." All these snippets of information imply that 
Ethernan was either a Plot or that he worked extensively amopg the 
Northern Piets, presumably as a missionary bishop.
A A M Duncan, in his article in PSAS 1956-7,(87) is quite adamant 
that Ethernan and Adrian of May are one and the same:
"It is now certain that St Adrian, the subject of 
a late Medieval cult on the Island, (ie May), 
is to be identified with St Ethernan, who had 
his cell there in the C9th."(88)
As his evidence, Duncan cites the aforementioned charter of a grant made 
by Earl Gospatrick of Dunbar to Sanoto Ythernino de Mai, in 1140x1159. 
In this case of the name Ethernan we seem to have, as occurs elsewhere, 
a confusion of identities stemming from the fact that there was more
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than one saint of that name. After all, as Hippolyte Delehaye has said, 
one should "not expect the populace to distinguish between namesakes. 
Great man are so iwel What likelihood is there that there should have 
lived two of the same name? "(89) In the case of Ethernan there seem to 
have been several candidates. One was probably a Pictish bishop in 
seventh century Buchan, recorded in the Ulster Annals, and supported by 
dedications in Northern Pictland. There are further Ethernans, or 
saints of similar names, probably of Irish origin. Finally there was
the Ethernan of the Isle of May who is refered to in the legends as
Adrian.
To make matters worse there seem to have been other suggestions as
to the identity of this Fife martyr, based on philology. Skene has
suggested, (90) and some others have followed, that the Fife saint, 
Adrian, is in fact the Irish name Odhran, (or Oran, Odran, Otteran). He 
bases this idea on the possibility that the dedications to "Macgidrin" 
in Fife are in fact to a St Odhran, the name having been corrupted and 
prefixed by the honorific "ma". Although this would seem a possible 
explanation it appears to be an excessive and unlikely corruption of the 
Irish name.
Another of Skene's suggestions is that the church of Exmagirdle 
which is said to have been dedicated to St Adrian, in the corrupt form 
of his name "Magridin", was in fact dedicated to another saint called 
Grill or Grillan sometimes listed as Grellan in the Irish martyrologies. 
There is no evidence that this saint had any connection with Fife and 
any connections suggested with St Adrian are based on untrustworthy 
individualistic interpretations of dedication-names, and they are best 
ignored in connection with St Adrian of Fife. Arguments about a saint's 
cult based purely on etymology are generally unconvincing and I only 
repeat the essence of them to shew my awareness of them rather than my 
faith in them.
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Antiquarians have frequently stated that the ohuroh at Abdie, 
dedicated by Bishop David de Bernham on 5 September 1242, and the ohuroh 
of Flisk, dedicated two days later, and both situated in North Fife, 
were dedicated to St Magridin or Adrian. The flyleaf of the Pontificale 
on which the names of these churches and the dates of the dedication are 
recorded(91) has no reference to the saint or saints under whose 
patronage they were placed. Moreover, there is no reference in any 
surviving Ifediaeval document to the dedicatory saint of the churches of 
Abdie and Flisk, At the foot of Glenearn Hill, (just in Perthshire), in 
the parish of Dron, is the chapel of Exmagirdle. Once again it is
antiquarians who have interpreted the name of the place to mean St 
Adrian's Church, by way of "Ecclesia-Magirdle". Once again the
interpretation is rash and somewhat far-fetched, finding no support in 
tfediaeval sources. There is an estate on the outskirts of Newburgh, 
Fife, which is called Mugdrum. The earliest reference to it is in a
charter of Laurence, son of Orm of Abernethy, dated between 1189 and
1199.(92) This place has also been seen by some as being a corrupt form 
of Adrian’s name prefixed by the honorific "ma". Unless, however, one 
is prepared to use doubtful etymological conjecture as evidence of a 
cult this suggestion must also be rejected.
The only firm dedication to St Adrian is the Isle of May where he 
is said to have been martyred in 875. Religious activity was revived on 
the island when a priory was founded there in the first half of the 
twelfth century by King David 1.(93) The priory was bestowed on the 
Benedictine Abbey of Reading and the island’s earlier occupant was 
evidently acknowledged by them for we read in a charter of Alexander 
Comyn, Earl of Buchan, who died in 1289:
" ... nos dedisse, concessisse, et hac carta nostra 
confirmasse pro nobis et heredibus nostris et 
pro salute .,. deo et Sante Marie et ad
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'* v' f
luminarium Sanotl Ethlmlnl de Insula de May, 
et nonaohls Ibidem deo et Sancto Ethernlno 
servientibus ..."(94)
In more recent times St Adrian's associations with the Isle of May and 
the vicinity have been preserved. The ruined church on the island Is 
known as St Adrian's Chapel, whilst the church of Anstruther-Wester la 
known as St Adrian's. The burgh seal of Plttenweem, adopted In the 
1670s, has a picture of St Adrian standing in a boat. An incised slab 
which rests against the tower of the church of Anstruther-Wester has 
aroused some speculation and the local tradition is that it is part of 
St Adrian's sarcophagus which floated over from the Isle of May and came 
to rest at Anstruther.
To complete the picture of places in Fife which are said to have 
had some connection with St Adrian I shall turn finally to some of the 
most dubious of all: Macduff Cross, Mugdrum Cross, St Muggin’s Seat and 
the Caiplie Caves, The Macduff Cross which once stood on the outskirts 
of Abernethy was thought to have been a "girth cross" marking the 
boundary of an area providing the right of sanctuary. The only evidence 
we have for the cross ever having existed is the writing of antiquarians 
from Sir James Balfour in the seventeenth century onwards who claim to 
have seen the cross and to have transcribed the inscription upon it. 
Balfour's transcription includes the line:
"Propter ffagridin et hoc oblatum"(95)
whilst that reported by Alexander Laing in 1876 has
"Propter Maogidrum, et hoc oblatum accipe semel".(96)
Both transcriptions smack of invention and neither adds anything useful
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to our knowledge of Adrian and his oult. The Mugdrum Cross by Newbm*{^, 
unlike the Macduff Cross, survives. It is a Pictish cross with carvings 
of men and animals adorning it. There is no Inscription upon it 
however, and it has only been linked with St Adrian by fanciful 
antiquarians who have seen the name of the cross, like that of the 
estate on which it stands, as a corruption of Magridin. An even further 
supposed corruption of Adrian's name survives in the name of a group of 
stones situated on Fliskmillan Hill, on Norman's Law, in the parish of 
Flisk, which is called St Muggin's Seat. The wistful have supposed this 
to have been where the saint based his mission, preached, or took time 
for his rest and contemplation. I have not come across any early 
attribution of this memorial to the saint and presume it to have been 
the fanciful idea of some early antiquarian.
According to Wyntoun;
"Adriane wyth hys cumpany 
Togydder came tyl Caplawchy ...**(97)
and indeed the Caiplie caves, on the Fife coast between Crail and 
Celardyke, continue to be associated with Adrian. As in caves in other 
parts of Scotland, there are small crosses and other symbols incised in 
the walls, which have been assumed to be the work of the local saint. A 
more likely explanation is that they are the work of pilgrims who 
visited the cave out of respect for the local saint. If this is the 
case, the Caiplie caves are interesting evidence of a thriving local 
cult, although at what date it would be difficult, if not impossible, to 
say.
In the quest to establish the authenticity of St Adrian of Fife it 
has been necessary to call quite a variety of sources into play 
including the Aberdeen Breviary, Scottish calendars, Irish
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martyrologies, the Pictish Chronicle, Wyntoun's Orygynale Cronykil of 
Scotland, charters and archaeology. Even having surveyed the evidence 
gleaned from such sources we are left with little which can be
considered reliable evidence of Adrian's identity, or even of his
existance,
Clearly St Odhran and St Grillan had nothing to do with St Adrian 
of Fife; th^ were completely separate individuals who became caught up 
in the struggle to find Adrian because their names might be construed to 
have bom some similarity to the name Adrian, or one of its corrupted 
forms. Similarly, I think we can dispense with the name Magridin in its 
variety of forms, and along with it the supposed association of Adrian 
with Abdie, Flisk, Exmagirdle, St Muggin's Seat, Macduff Cross and 
Mugdrum and its cross. There is no extant Mediaeval material linking 
the saint with these places and etymology alone is not sure enough 
grounds for establishing a dedication.
The feast of St Adrian on 4 March cannot have been the obit of the
Fife saint who was martyred on Holy Thursday 875 because Holy Thursday
in that year fell on 24 March. This really confirms that the Fife saint 
was inserted in Scottish calendars at that date because that is the 
feast more widely attributed to St Adrian of Nicomedia.
The name Ethernan had been associated, by charters, with religious 
activity on the Isle of May for about two and a half centuries before 
the first legend was written about St Adrian of the Isle of May, who is 
evidently the same saint with a changed, although reasonably similar, 
name. The stories preserved in Wyntoun's Chronicle and in the Aberdeen 
Breviary may be factual or fictional or a blend of the two. The general 
idea, however, is that Adrian, an itinerant bishop without a set 
diocese, came to preach to the Piets in Fife, although probably not from 
as far away as Hungary. He settled on the Isle of May with a large 
number of companions and used it as the base for his missionary
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activities in Fife. Adrian and many of his co-workers were put to death 
on the Isle of May by the Danes in 875.
The Aberdeen Breviary legend of St Adrian names a certain St Monan 
who, along with St Gayus, was a white-robed confessor and a companion of 
St Adrian. Of all Adrian’s co-workers St Monan is the least hazy figure 
although his identity appears to have been somewhat confused. Wyntoun
says that he was a companion of St Adrian but that he chose to live at
Inverie - the place on the Fife coast now known as St Monans - where he 
also died. (98) He has his own legend in the Aberdeen Breviary(99) which 
follows Wyntoun’s account of his having come across from Hungary with St 
Adrian. His feast is given as 1 March and this is where some confusion 
may be noted. The early Irish martyrologies have a saint called 
Moinend, Moenan or Moenu, a bishop and companion of St Brendan of 
Clonfert, at 1 March. That there were two saints, one in Ireland and 
one in Scotland with such similar names and who both happened to have 
their feasts on 1 March is too remarkable a coincidence. What actually 
seems to have happened is that the name and feast of the sixth century
Irish saint were adopted for the legend of a Scottish saint.
Alternatively, although without historical authority, the relics of the 
Irish saint may have been brought to Inverey and consequently the name 
of Monan had a long association with the place and the identity only 
became confused when Wyntoun was writing his Chronicle. Either 
explanation would account for the establishment of a popular cult in 
Fife.
The Scottish legend concentrates more on the posthumous work of St 
Monan. The Aberdeen Breviary tells of how he preached the Gospel on 
mainland Fife and particularly at Inverey. It is recorded how his 
relics were preserved at Inverey and were the cause of many miraculous 
cures. King David II founded a church of St Monan in recognition of the 
cures he himself had received from the saint. Pilgrims visited his
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shrine and he was particularly renowned for curing barren women. The 
centre of his cultus seems to have enjoyed quite considerable 
popularity.
David II was so impressed with his miraculous recovery that he 
endowed a church of St Monan and the charter survives;
"David Dei gracia rex Scottorum omnibus probis 
hominibus totius terre sue salutem. Sciatis nos 
pro salute anime nostre et anlmarum omnium 
antecessorum et successorum nostrorum regum 
Scocie dedisse concessisse et hac presenti carta 
nostra confirmasse Deo et Beata Marie Virgini 
et Beato Monano ac capellanis in capella nostra 
Beati Monani, quam de novo fundavimus,
divina celebrantibus et in perpetuum celebraturis ..."(100)
Further evidence of the widespread popularity of the cult of St !fonan is 
to be found in the Breviarium Bothanum, (101 ) the text of which is 
thought to date from the second half of the fifteenth century. Nine 
lessons are appointed to be read on the feast of St Monan and they are 
recorded in the Breviary's "Commune Sanctorum" under the heading "In 
natali sancti Monani confessoris non pontificis". The readings relate 
how St Monan was a companion of St Adrian, who was martyred on the Isle 
of May, and how he settled at Inverey. A collect for St Monan is also 
recorded in the Proprium Sanctorum.(102) Such emphasis is not placed 
upon the other Scottish saints in the Breviarium Bothanum which suggests 
either that it was produced at Inverey or that St Monan was a 
particularly popular Scottish saint in the fifteenth century.
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The other white-robed confessor who Is said to have accompanied St 
Adrian is St Gaius. It has been suggested ( 103) that the Fife placename 
Kilmegage near Loch Leven, recorded in the Fife Retours,(104) may 
include his name as an element but this is conjecture. The name is more 
likely to have been chosen as there was an early Roman martyr of that 
name.(105)
Another saint from the Roman Calendar who has a namesake associated 
with Fife is St Damian.(106) He is only named in the thirteenth century 
Legend of St Andrew as "Sanctus Damianus presbyter" (107) who along with 
his brother Merinachus was among those who accompanied St Regulus in 
bringing the relics of St Andrew to Scotland. The Legend also states 
that the fifth of the seven churches built in Kilrymont was in honour of 
this supposedly Eastern saint; "Sancti Damiani".
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CHAPTER 5 CONTINENTAL SAINTS
The position of such places as St Andrews on the East coast of
Scotland rendered them open to a whole variety of influences from
seafaring peoples. Pilgrims, soldiers and merchants frcm many countries 
played their part in bringing stories or relics of saints which often 
resulted in churches being dedicated and cults established in honour of 
saints from overseas.
It is perhaps surprising, in view of the aforesaid, that there is 
only one reference to a dedication to a Norse saint in any church in 
Mediaeval Fife. An altar in the collegiate church of St Salvator was 
dedicated jointly to St John the Evangelist and the Norse King and 
Martyr St Olaf, whose feast is on 29 July, in 1475.(1)
In this thesis I have deliberately set out to write a regional 
study of the cult of saints in the context of Mediaeval Fife. It would
be wrong to forget the wider context of the cult of so many of these
saints, however, notably those of Irish and of Continental origin. Much 
has been written about the cult of saints in general and about the cult 
of certain saints who enjoyed particularly widespread popularity at 
least in Western Christendom. I am seeking to compliment the work of 
those who have made detailed studies of individual saints and their 
cults, and rather than encroaching on their territory I am seeking to 
put these saints in the context of localised veneration in part of 
Eastern Scotland. Just one such saint about whom much has been written 
is St Martin of Tours.(2) The technical arguments on his cult are well 
rehearsed and I am inclined to follow what Clare Stancliffe has said in 
her recent work on St Martin. When one considers the Importance of St 
Martin of Tours as the "Father of Western Monasticism", and when one 
thinks of the large number of monastic houses in Mediaeval Fife, it is 
quite remarkable that he did not enjoy a widespread cult in the area.
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As the first non-martyred saint in Western Europe to gain widespread 
popularity he did have many dedications throughout Britain although not 
in Fife. He had an altar in Holy Trinity Church, St Andrews, and his 
name is preserved in the placename "Strathmiglo", otherwise known as 
"Eglismartene",(3) although we do not know whether or not the sixteenth 
century collegiate church there was dedicated to him. In 1436 the king 
moved the St Martin’s Fair held at Martinmas in Strathmiglo to Cupar.(4) 
It must be assumed that other monastic saints in Fife detracted from the 
prominence given to St Martin elsewhere.
St Brice, (5) the successor of St Martin to the see of Tours, has 
been associated by MaoKinlay(6) and others with the church of Kirkcaldy. 
Although the name "St Brycedale" is used for Kirkcaldy in the Modern 
period there is no surviving pre-Reformation source which suggests that 
the church there, dedicated by Bishop de Bernham in 1244,(7) was under 
his patronage.
Bishop Forbes,(8) J M MaoKinlay,(9) and others have found evidence 
of the cult of St Agilus,(10) the seventh century disciple of St 
Columbanus and St Eustasius, in Fife. The saint is said to occur in 
Fife dedications as St Ay le or corruptions thereof. (11) A charter in the 
Balmerino Chartularv. dated 8 April 1435, has the following:
"... in capella sancti All infra terras suas situata unum 
fontem baptismalem sive baptisterium in qua capella omnia 
sacramenta ecclesiastica necessaria et voluntaria 
servitoribus ..."(12)
This suggests that there was a chapel at Balmerino in honour of this 
saint which was functioning rather as a parish church. I have failed to 
find the reference to a further chapel of St Ayle in Anstruther in 1504 
which is cited by James Campbell,(13) although tradition continues to
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associate him with that place,(14) Such glimpses are hardly satisfactory 
support for a claim of a thriving cult of St Ayle in Fife, although it 
is indeed an unusual dedication to find at Balmerino.(15)
The placename suffix "kil-" means "church" and this has led to much 
speculation about the dedicatory saints of a number of places. In such 
cases as "Kilmartin" the dedication is clearly to a known saint. It is 
not always such a simple matter however and in some cases we simply have 
to admit that we cannot identify the saint in such placenames. At 
Kilrenry in Fife there have been various suggestions as to the church's 
patron, including Ethernan, Benny and Irnie. The most frequently cited 
explanation,(16) however, is that Kilrenpy was the church of St 
Irenaeus, the second century Father of the Church who died at Lyons. It 
must be stressed that this remains a suggestion as there is no 
corroboratory evidence.
There is further speculation about one of the two supposed 
dedications in Fife to St Denis, or Dionysius,(17) patron of France. 
Easson(l8) is unconvinced about the presence of a Dominican house at 
Dysart and the chapel of St Denis(19) which is supposed to belong to the 
Dominicans at Dysart is similarly called into question. Alexander Laing 
quotes an Instrument of Sasine which refers to:
"Sir John Malcumson, chaplain of the altar of St Dionysius
founded within the monastery of Londoris ..."(20)
This is the only reference to an altar of St Dionysius in Lindores Abbey 
which I have encountered.
The legend of St Leonard tells how the holy man left the army to 
become a soldier of Christ. He is said to have been a hermit in sixth 
century Gaul. He cured many people including the wife of King 
Theodebert. He founded a church called Noblac where many, including
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lepers, came to be healed. His feast day, which was presumably his 
obit, is given as 6 November in most calendars. In the ninth century 
his relics were housed in a church built specifically for them although 
there were later translations. Many pilgrims went to his shrine and he 
became a popular patron of churches and of hospitals.(21) There are 
churches dedicated to him throughout Europe partly, no doubt, as a 
consequence of his popularity among the crusaders.(22) He is remembered 
as patron of prisoners and is depicted holding fetters in one hand in 
artistic representations.
A careful study of the documents relating to St Leonard's College 
in St Andrews was prepared by John Herkless and Robert Kerr Hannay and 
was published in 1905.(23) This book recounts the legend of St Leonard 
and provides a detailed study of documents associated with the College 
and former hospital of St Leonard in St Andrews. The hospital in St 
Andrews is first named as St Leonard's in a bull of Pope Innocent IV, 
dated 1248.(24) An undated charter of Adam, son of Odo, which also names 
St Leonard’s hospital, may be as early as 1233.(25) There was, however, 
a culdee hospital on the site of St Leonard's much earlier than this and 
it is referred to as early as the first half of the twelfth century.(26) 
It seems to have served as a hospital and hospice for poor pilgrims 
visiting the shrine of St Andrew. It later became an almshouse for old 
women and poor men. In 1512 the College of St Leonard was created out 
of the former hospital and church by Archbishop Alexander Stewart of St 
Andrews for the education of poor clerks.
Stewart's college was endowed by the prior of St Andrews and the 
foundation charter was confirmed by James IV(27) and, later, by Cardinal 
David Beaton who was acting as papal legate.(28) The original foundation 
was for a Principal Master, who was to be a canon of the cathedral, four 
chaplains and twenty-six poor clerks.(29) St Leonard's College, which 
was established as a seat of orthodoxy became a hotbed of reform and an
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Integral part of the University of St Andrews.(30)
There was probably a hospital and ohapel of St Leonard on the coast 
of Fife at Kinghorn(31) where the saint was considered patron and where 
he appears on the burgh seal.(32)
At Dunfermline there was a hospital of St Leonard at least as early 
as 1184 as it is named in a bull of that date in the Dunfermline 
Register,(33)The Dunfermline hospital is also referred to in a charter 
of 1227.(34) In both cases it is not certain that the hospital of St 
Leonard in Dunfermline is intended however. In the first reference the 
location of St Leonard's hospital is not stated, whilst in the second 
the dedication to St Leonard is not recorded. As Easson has written:
"There is little doubt that this was a medieval foundation, but specific 
references to it seem only to be found after the Reformation ..."(35)
As I have said, St Leonard was a popular patron in many countries 
of Europe. His popularity in Fife seaports may be attributed to 
pilgrims arriving from the continent to visit the shrine of St Andrew. 
Alternatively the legend of St Leonard and his miraculous cures may have 
been narrated by crusaders having returned from the Holy Land through 
Gaul. Whoever was responsible, it is clear that within about two 
centuries of the legend of St Leonard having been composed (36) he was a 
popular patron in Fife.
It was common practice, probably from the fifteenth century, for 
particular trades and crafts to sponsor an altar in one of the important 
churches of the burgh. The consequence of this practice in St Andrews 
was that by the time of the Reformation there was a proliferation of 
altars in the Town Kirk of the Holy Trinity, most of which were founded, 
endowed and supported by particular trade guilds. The baxters or bakers 
in St Andrews had an altar in the Town Kirk dedicated to St Aubert,(37) 
the early eighth century bishop of Avranches. The Baxter Books of St j
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Andrews, which record transactions of the Incorporation of Bakers of St 
Andrews between 3 June 1548 and 15 November 1861, survive and have been 
edited.(38) We read, in an entry for 16 June 1552, of "ye chaplane of 
sant cobert alter ..."(39) and on 20 June 1552 we read:
" ... Ita est magister petrus capellanus altaris sancti 
coberti et notarius publicus."(40)
The corruption of the French saint's name is quite clear as the word 
"sant" or "sanct" has formed an elision with "Aubert" and "cobert" has 
resulted.
The Hammermen of St Andrews had their altar in the Town Kirk 
dedicated to the patron of their craft, St Eligius or Eloy. St Eligius 
was a coiner in the seventh century who was appointed bishop of Noyon 
and Tournai by Dagobert I. Although no charters survive from this altar 
in St Andrews we read in the Treasurer's Account for May 1497 of:
"Item, that samyn day, to the Kingis offerand 
to sanct Eloyis bred ...ix s."(41)
In the St Andrews Formulare a "Charter of an annual rent gifted to the 
chaplain choristers of St Andrews" refers to "capellanie altaris S 
Eligii",(42) whilst an "Instrument of Sasine following on the foregoing 
charter" has "altari et capellanie S Eligii episcopi".(43) There is no 
surviving evidence of what sort of services went on at an altar such as 
that of St Eligius but I assume that a special votive mass, attended by 
the Hammermen of the burgh, would have been offered on his feast of 1 
December.(44)
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The chapel and well at Leuchars which are said in the Old 
Statistical Account(45) to have been dedicated to St Bernard of 
Clairvaux are not referred to elsewhere. It is to be assumed that the 
Account is in error.(46)
The third century Roman martyr, St Lawrence,(47) whose birth 
legends place him in Spain, is often pointed to as the "classic martyr
figure". He was venerated on mainland Europe from as early as the
fourth century and had at least four dedications in Mediaeval Fife, 
although they all seem to date from the later Middle Ages. Although we 
do not know who the patron of the church at Collessie was we do know 
that it had an altar of St Lawrence for we read, in the Exchequer Rolls, 
of " ... capellano celebrant! In ecclesia de Culessy ad altare Sancti
Laurencii ... ".(48) Also in the Exchequer Rolls in an entry for 1473
we read that there was a chaplainry of St Lawrence in Old Lindores: "
... et domino Johanni Smyth, capellano sancti Laurencii in Aldlundoris
..."(49) There was an earlier dedication to St Lawrence to be found in a
chaplainry in Holy Trinity Church, St Andrews, founded by Robert Dryden, 
Rector of Kinettles at the altar of St Lawrence. Further saints were 
associated with this altar in the sixteenth century including St 
Margaret, St Barbara and SS Peter and Paul.(50) The most flourishing 
cult of St Lawrence in a Fife church seems to have been that at 
Dunfermline. In the abbey there was an altar of St Lawrence and in the 
town there was a croft, a yard and an altar bearing his name. A charter 
in the Dunfermline Register from the reign of James II, and dated 1455, 
refers to "crofta beati laurencii", "ortum beati laurencii" and "altari 
sancti laurencii infra ecclesiar: nostram",(51) This altar was evidently 
well endowed with lands to supply the needs of the clergy who served it. 
It is never explicitly stated that the St Lawrence intended in these 
Fife dedications is the early Church martyr, and some writers, including 
Forbes,(52) have suggested that some of the Scottish dedications to St 
Lawrence are in fact to the bishop and confessor of that name who was
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the successor to St Augustine at Canterbury. This suggestion seems to 
be without real foundation however, and as there are no other 
dedications to Lawrence of Canterbury elsewhere in Britain I think it is 
safe to assume that the archetypal martyr is the intended patron.
Although St Augustine of Hippo is said to have featured on the 
priory seal of Pittenweem(53) this cannot be taken as evidence of any 
particular cult of that saint in the area. The priory was dedicated to 
the Blessed Virgin Mary and the figure on the seal is obviously a mark 
of respect for the patron of the Augustinian Canons who were serving 
Pittenweem Priory by 1318.
Two final saints to be mentioned, if only in passing, in this 
chapter are the early martyr St Sebastian who may have had an altar in 
Holy Trinity Church, St Andrews, and the desert hermit St Anthony who 
also had an altar in that saiæ church. No further information survives 
about their cults in Fife although J M MaoKinlay does refer to other 
dedications to them in Scotland in the "Non-Scriptural Dedications" 
volume of his work.
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CHAPTER 6 ENGLISH SAINTS
Considering the friotion which existed between Scotland and 
England, in matters of Church and State, and in view of the strong sense 
of national ecclesiastical and liturgical Independence felt by Scotland 
before and after the Reformation, we might not expect to find much 
support for the cult of essentially English saints North of the border. 
Surviving evidence bears out this suspicion on the whole, but there are 
a few outstanding exceptions. The international and cosmopolitan nature 
of Mediaeval Scottish life and, in particular, of seaports and pilgrim 
centres, resulted in just a few signs of support for English saints 
slipping through. In Fife, which may be seen as the centre of the 
Scottish Church life, there is evidence of the cult of four particular 
English saints: Cuthbert, Botolph, Edward the Confessor and Godric.
Of these four the least surprising to have a dedication in 
Mediaeval Scotland is St Cuthbert, whose feast is on 20 March.(1) The 
Northumbrian St Cuthbert was trained under Eata at the monastery of 
Melrose and is said to have travelled in various parts of Scotland 
preaching the Gospel. He is primarily associated with Lindisfarne 
however, and, with the later rise of his cult, with the cathedral church 
of Durham. He has a few dedications in Scotland, one of which was an 
altar in Dunfermline Abbey and a garden associated with it.(2)
Although a saint with as Anglo-Saxon a name as Botolph would not 
seem to be a likely candidate for a dedication in Mediaeval Fife, he did 
have an altar dedicated to him in the Town Kirk of the Holy Trinity, St 
Andrews. This seventh century abbot who is generally associated with 
Lincolnshire, is not named as a dedicatory patron in W E R Rankin’s 
otherwise careful study of The Parish Church of the Holy Trinity. St 
Andrews.(3) The saint is clearly named, however, in a charter of James 
III dated 12 August 1471. This document in the Register of the Great
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Seal refers to: "eoolesiam S Trlnltas ctm vicarla ejusdem ad usus
prioris et canonlcorum, cum capella S Botulphl et aliis capellls
...".(4) Who founded this chapel we simply do not know but, as with the
altar of St Cuthbert at Dunfermline, I assume the story of this English 
saint was brought to Fife by some pilgrim or merchant from England, or 
perhaps by some local cleric who had visited Durham or some such
place.(5)
The third Scottish dedication to an English saint is at Balmerino 
where the abbey was jointly dedicated to the Blessed Virgin Mary and to 
the English king and saint Edward the Confessor. The charters of this 
royally founded house refer most frequently to the popular Cistercian 
dedication to the Virgin, but nevertheless there are at least twelve 
references to "Sancto Edwardo de Balmurinach".(6) Moreover the abbey’s 
seal has a figure of St Edward with the inscription "S ABBIS. SCI. 
EDWARDI IN SC0CIA".(7) With the exception of a possible dedication to
the Confessor in St John’s Church, Perth, this dedication is unique in 
Scotland. It is difficult to account for this use of an English patron 
and Forbes went so far as to suggest that Edward the Confessor was not 
the Balmerino saint, but rather a Bishop Edward of Aberdeen was 
intended.(8) More likely than this is the possibility that word of the 
efficacy of his invocation and popularity of his cures had reached 
Scotland by the time Balmerino was founded in 1229.
It would be wrong to suggest that there was a thriving cult in
Mediaeval Fife of a fourth English saint, but I think that it would be 
equally wrong to ignore St Godric of Finchale’s association with St
Andrews in the context of the cult of saints in Mediaeval Fife. Godric
was a merchant and holyman who became a hermit at Finchale in the
twelfth century. He also had a particular fondness for travel which was 
appeased by his trading expeditions and pilgrimages. His biographer, 
Reginald of Durham, records how Godric travelled to the shrines at
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Compostella, Rome, Jerusalem and St Andrews*
" ... deinde prius ad Sanctum Andream In Scotia, 
exinde vero prima vice Romam profectus est.
Rediens vero, cum denique quorumdam juvenum 
mercandi negotiis avidius insistentium contuberniis 
familiaris existerteret, coepit et audacioris 
animi formam sumere, et terras aliénas 
circumquaque positas discurrendo per maria, 
lucrandi gratia, saepius circuire ..."(9)
It is particularly interesting to note that Godric visited St Andrews 
expressly as a shrine of the apostle and a pilgrim centre; such was the 
popularity of St Andrews for pilgrims by the twelfth century that Godric 
deemed it as worthy of a visit as the most famous shrines of Europe:
"Denique per longi itineris dispendia, per cerulea 
aequora saepius vadens et rediens, plurimorum 
sanctorum locorum invisere meruit habitacula; 
cognita prudentius perquirens, et amplius quotidie 
peregrine quaeque dinoscens. Inter quae quam 
maxime famosum illud domicilium Sancti Apostoli 
Andreae, quod in primitivis constat esse finibus 
Scotiae, saepius solebat invisere, et vota 
devotioniis suae placabilia Domino frequenter 
offerre ..."(10)
This account of the visit of Godric to St Andrews is also recorded in 
the Chronica Majora of Matthew Paris, who bases his story on that 
preserved by Reginald of Durham.(11) Although it is just a glimpse, this 
account does give us some indication of the esteem in which St Andrews
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and its shrine were held in another country in the twelfth century.
The few examples which survive of the cult of English saints in 
Mediaeval Fife do not indicate any particular fondness for them, but it 
is clear that this area of Scotland was open to influence from all 
quarters, including its often hostile Southern neighbour.
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CHAPTER I IRISH SAINTS
Considering the geographical proximity of Ireland to the West coast 
of Scotland and bearing in mind the wanderlust of Mediaeval Irish 
holymen and women, it is not surprising that the influence of Irish 
saints on Western Scottish churches, witnessed by foundations,
dedications and cults, was so widespread. What is perhaps more 
remarkable is the evidence of Irish saints in the more distant East of 
Scotland. The round towers of Brechin and Abernethy are examples of a 
tower type which is very common in Ireland and their presence in 
Scotland must be taken as a clear indication of Irish influence.(1) 
Several saints normally considered archetypal Scottish patrons did in 
fact owe their origins to Ireland. Columba, Palladius, Fillan and 
Maelrubha were all Irish saints rather than Scottish nationals. The 
influence of these saints, and others of Irish origin, on plaoenames, 
church dedications, hagiography and the cult of saints as a whole in 
Mediaeval Scotland should not be underestimated. About a dozen such 
Irish saints, men and women, made some sort of Impact on the Church in 
Fife, and it is to them that I shall now turn my attention.
Perhaps the most celebrated of all "Scottish" saints is Columba of 
Iona whose feast is in the calendars at 9 June and who had a specific 
cult in Fife. Having left Ireland in 563 Columba travelled to the 
island of Iona, off the coast of Mull, and there he established a 
religious house which resulted in the evangelisation of much of Scotland 
and of Northern England. Missionaries went out from Iona to preach the 
Gospel in Europe, and Columba’s foundation was the model for many other 
churches. The sanctity of the man himself was recognised early by his 
biographer, Adamnan, (2) abbot of Iona, and the subsequent cult of St 
Columba was on a national scale. He was held in high esteem by the 
kings of Scotland who treated Columba as a national patron(3) and
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churches were placed under his patronage before and after the 
Reformation.
In Fife, and in the East of Scotland as a whole, the mainstay of
the cult of St Columba was on the island of Inchcolm or Aemonia, in the
Firth of Forth off the coast from Aberdour. It is said that the island 
was first occupied by a hermit who had his cell there. (4) In 1123 
Alexander I was stormbound on the island and enjoyed the hospitality of 
the resident hermit who held St Columba as his particular patron. King 
Alexander invoked St Columba and as a thank-offering for his survival 
from the storm he founded a monastery of Augustinian Canons on the 
island. The details of the foundation are unclear however and the 
earliest charter reference to the monastery on Inchcolm is in a charter, 
dated cl 162-69 by Easson and Macdonald,(5) which refers to " 
Ecclesie Sancti Columbe de Insula et canonicis ibidem Deo servientibus 
...".(6) Columba was not simply remembered by his name alone however, 
for there is evidence of a thriving cult of the saint on Inchcolm. we
read the following, for example, about a donation made by Richard,
Bishop of Dunkeld, in a charter of 1256:
"Noveritis nos de communi concensu et assensu 
nostro concessisse et hac carta nostra 
confirmasse Deo et Sancto Columbe de Insula 
Emonia et canonicis ibidem Deo servientibus 
illam donationem viginti solidorum quos 
venerabilis pater noster Ricardus Dunkeldensis 
episoopus eis dedit in ecclesia de Caramuncle 
Singulis annis percipiendos per manus ministrantis 
in eadem ad sustentâtionem viginti cereorum 
ardentium coram magno altarl in predicts 
Insula vigilia et die Sancti Columbe annuatim."(7)
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The popularity of St Columba as patron and protector is further 
witnessed by the royal favour shown to the church at Inchcolm: 
"prosingulari favore quern gessit erga dictum monasterium et 8 Columbam 
patronum ejusdem ...".(8) An expression of the respect which James IV 
had for St Columba is seen in his granting Aberdour an annual fair on 
the feast and octave of St Columba.(9)
As Dunkeld was the resting place of Columba’s relics it is hardly 
surprising that he was held in particular reverence by the church there. 
It is, moreover, fitting that the altar of St Columba and St Brigit in 
the Town Kirk of St Andrews was founded in 1494 by David Mel drum a canon 
of Dunkeld.(10)
It would be interesting to know how highly St Columba was rated in 
churches throughout Fife, particularly when compared with a whole host 
of popular local saints. Although Inchcolm cannot be said to match Iona 
or Dunkeld in importance as regards the cult of Scotland’s Irish patron, 
it is good to know that there was a thriving cult of St Columba in
Fife.(11)
The tradition linking the Irish saint Cainnech of Aohadh Bo with St
Andrews goes back quite a way. In the Felire of Oengus the saint is
named at 11 October and we read that he went from Ireland to "Cill 
Rig-Monaidh i nAlbain". (12) This clearly suggests that the saint 
established himself in Scotland at what was later to be known as St 
Andrews but formerly as "Kilrymont”. It is interesting to speculate 
that Cainnech may have established the culdee community at the Church of 
St Mary on the Rook which was probably the earliest church site in that 
place. Evidently the role of St Cainnech was played down when the
diocese chose to stress its apostolic link. Thus the sixth century
Irish saint is seen to play second fiddle to St Regulus and, of course,
St Andrew in the history of the Church at St Andrews. His name is
thought to be preserved in various Fife placenames including
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Kennoway(13) where, according to the Aberdeen Breviary, he was also 
patron of the church:
"Sancti caynici abbatis qui in Kennoquhy in diocesi sancti
andree pro patrona habetur."(14)
This early Irish saint is better remembered as the companion of St 
Columba, recorded by Adomnan(15) and who confronted Brude of the 
Piets*(16) Consequently his name does occur in Scottish calendars at 11 
October.
Such evidence as does survive of the cult of St Brendan, founder 
and abbot of Clonfert in Galway,(17) in Fife may be attributed to the 
devotion of Irish pilgims to the saint. The tenth century account of 
the voyagings of this sixth century holyman(l8) is mostly fictitious and 
it is most unlikely that the saint himself came to Fife in his seven 
year quest to find the Earthly Paradise. Holywells at Abernethy(19) and 
Kennoway(20) bear his name in a somewhat altered form but there is no 
Mediaeval reference to either of these. According to the Rental of the 
Altar of St Fergus that altar in Holy Trinity Church, St Andrews, had 
been furnished by James Braid with "ymaginem sancti brandanis 
abbatis",(21) brought from Flanders along with a statue of St Triduana.
In Thomas Dempster’s Menologium Scoticum at the entry for 19 
December we read:
"Brandani abbatis, qui a Mooch invitatus, septentrionis
Insulas circumivit, et pietate imbuit."(22)
Whether this friend of Brendan is the saint, known as Moak or Moanus, to 
whcan the church of Portmoak in Fife is dedicated is unclear. In the 
list of the names of holy abbots in the Dunkeld Litany, amongst other
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Celtic saints we read "S. Moach. Ora pro nobis", (23) The only clear 
reference to the saint in Fife is in the Register of the Priory of St 
Andrews where we read that the church of Portmoak, dedicated by Bishop 
David de Bernham, was jointly dedicated to St Stephen and St Moanus;
"...ecclesia sancti stephani, martyr, et sancti Moani
confessoris de pormuoch ab eodem episcopo."(24)
Although this patron may be the same friend of St Brendan recorded by 
Dempster the connection remains unclear and his Identity hazy.
Forbes,(25) MaoKinlay,(26) and William Lockhart(27) all record that 
the church of Kirkcaldy, commonly associated with St Bryce, was in fact 
dedicated to St Patrick. There is, however, no evidence in any extant 
pre-Reformation source that Ireland's national patron enjoyed any
particular cult following in Fife.(28)
It is recorded by Prosper of Acquitaine that Pope Celestine I sent 
Palladius to counteract the influence of Pelagianism among the "Scotti", 
who are generally assumed to have been the inhabitants of Ireland. The 
Aberdeen Breviary, in a seemingly fanciful and groundless legend, says 
that St Palladius visited Culross where he ordained St Servanus and made 
him a patron.(29) A post-Reformation account says that Archbishop 
William Schevez of St Andrews(30) went to Fordoun, where according to
legend St Palladius was buried, and found the relics of the saint which 
he enshrined in a reliquary.(31) Indeed if this was so it would explain 
how Stephen Mortimer of Fordoun obtained a relic of St Palladius for the
altar of St James in the Town Kirk, St Andrews, when he founded a
chaplainry in honour of St Palladius at that altar in 1480.(32)
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The cult of St Brigit or Bride in the British Isles is unmatched in 
its popularity by any female saint with the exception of the Blessed 
Virgin herself. The elements of her saintliness lie in three particular 
offices; Virgin, Abbess and Bishop. St Brigit is said to have taken a 
vow of perpetual virginity, to have been consecrated bishop by Bishop
Mel - by some Divinely-inspired accident - and to have founded the
double house of Kildare and been Its first abbess. In addition to these 
things, sundry stories have been associated with her, attributing her 
with supernatural gifts of purity, generosity, preaching and healing.
Our sources for the life of St Brigit comprise an assortment of lives
and lymns, all originating, not surprisingly, in Ireland. Some are 
late, and all appear to have been compiled from oral traditions with 
scarcely any attention paid to historical accuracy.(33) There is no
indication of Brigit*s links with Scotland in these Irish sources.
Bride was a popular patroness on the West coast of Scotland and we 
find her name in such places as "Kilbride" and "Kirkbride", It is more 
surprising to find this Irish patroness linked with the East of Scotland 
and with Abernethy in particular. Wyntoun states in his Chronicle that;
"Saynot Bryd that tyme in Scotland
Wes in hyr flowrys than lywand.
All Frawns that tyme tuk Crystyn fay
And that trowth held thare-efftyre ay."(34)
The reference here may well be to St Brigit’s missionary work in the
land of the Scots, that is to say Ireland, rather than in what we now
know as Scotland. Wyntoun is, however, very specific in his dating of
the foundation of Abernethy in honour of St Brigit;
"Fyve hundyre fywe and sexty yhere
Efftyre the byrth off oure Lorde Dere,
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Quhen Justyne the yhcwnge wes Empryoure,
And had ellewyn yhere fra this Brude wes Kyng,
And tuk the Pechtys in governyng.
Garnak-Makdownach neyst hym yne 
Wes kyng, and fowndyde Abyrnethyne 
In (to) stratherne, in the tyde 
In till the honours off Sanct Bryde.
The fyrst tyme may be notyd here 
Conwertyde quhen the Pechtys were."(35)
Wyntoun probably used Martinus Polonus, whom he calls Frere Martyne, as 
one of his sources of information.(36) Martinus states;
"Saynt Bryd. Anno a Christo nata 492 Eodem 
tempore in perii lustini beata virgo Brigida 
Obiit in Scotia."(37)
Wyntoun also reproduces a legend in some of the Irish lives that Brigit 
was buried together with the two other great Irish saints Patrick and 
Columba:
"Off Saynt Patryk, Saynt Colme, and off Saynt Bryde,
The Bodyis ware fundyn in that tyde."(38)
It is, however, the aforementioned dedication of Abernethy to St Brigit 
recorded by Wyntoun which furnishes us with a clear sign of the cult of 
St Brigit in Mediaeval Fife.
The Pictish Chronicle(39) relates that Nechtan, King of Piets, 
visited Brigit at Kildare and asked her to restore his authority over 
the Piets. Once recognised as king over all the provinces of the Piets, 
Nechtan expressed his gratitude to Brigit by granting the land at
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Abernethy for the establishment of a church in honour of God and St
Brigit. In the sixth century the church at Abernethy was refounded at
Abernethy by King Gamald who also dedicated it to St Brigit and
furnished it with religious. Apparently John of Fordun read "a certain 
chronicle of the church of Abernithy" which is no longer extant but 
which supported the Pictish Chronicle’s reference to the early 
foundation of the place.(40) It seems unlikely that King Nechtan
Morbet(41) and St Brigit(42) did actually meet at Kildare. What is 
possible is that Nechtan, having heard of Brigit’s saintliness, implored 
the dedicatory saint of Kildare to intercede for him and, on finding' her 
prayers to be efficacious he founded a church in her honour. The facts 
of these events are not, however, as important as the thinking behind 
them. What is interesting is that Nechtan chose to beseech an Irish 
saint for support - and a female saint at that. In having his wish 
granted he expressed his gratitude, if the tenth century Pictish 
Chronicle is to be believed, by founding Abernethy to the glory of God 
and in honour of St Brigit. Whether or not this actually happened, we 
can be sure that the Scottish chroniclers acknowledged the Irish 
influence on the story of Garnald’s refoundation of Abernethy in 
Brigit*s honour(43) and, what is more, this tradition of a link between 
Brigit and Abernethy persisted, for the counter-seal of Abernethy in 
1557 is described thus by Laing;
"A figure of St Bridget with the nimbus, holding 
a crozier in her right hand. At her feet on the 
right side is a cow. The background prettily 
ornated with foliage."(44)
As I have already stated, the early Irish sources do not make reference 
to Brigit’s links with Scotland. The story of Brigit and Abernethy is 
only recorded by Scottish writers.
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St Andrews, far more than Abernethy, holds a position of undisputed 
importance in the history of the Mediaeval Scottish Church. It was a 
cult centre, it became the primatial see and it incorporated a large 
number of churches - disproportionate with its size as a town, but 
nonetheless an important expression of the piety of patrons and an 
expression of the considerable variety of devotional settings for 
pilgrims. The Legend of St Andrew states that the sixth of the seven 
churches built in St Andrews was in honour of "Sanctae Brigldae 
Virginis".(45) This represents considerable respect being shown for St 
Brigit in a major Scottish ecclesiastical centre. What is more the cult 
of St Brigit persisted in St Andrews for there was an altar dedicated 
jointly to St Columba and St Brigit in the Town Kirk of the Holy 
Trinity. This altar, which has already been mentioned in association 
with St Columba, was founded by David Mel drum, canon of Dunkeld, in 
1494.(46)
The well dedicated to St Bride, known as St Bridie’s Well, at the 
now ruined Cistercian house of Balmerino is refered to in passing by G A 
F Knight(47) and by J Russel Walker. (48) I have found no early 
references to this dedication however.
Another tradition of a dedication in Fife to St Brigit is that the 
church of Dalgety was under her patronage. No early document makes any 
reference to such a dedication however, including the charters of 
Inchcolm Abbey to which Dalgety Church belonged.
W J N Liddall in The Plaoenames of Fife and Kinross refers to a 
place called Pitlumbertie, which name he surmises to mean "portion of 
the church of St Bride" (Pette+lann+Brigit).(49) He is followed in this 
by G A F Knight, (50) but both appear to be in error as there is no 
record of any such placename, or similar, in Fife or Kinross. What 
seems to have happened is that Liddall misread the name of a small farm 
called Pitlunkertie which is over the border in Perthshire,(51) and he
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has consequently misconstrued the meaning of the name.
One further connection between St Brigit and Fife is the evidence
of archaeology in the form of the round towers of Abernethy and
Kildare.(52) The two towers are not utterly dissimilar and may be seen
as possible evidence of a relationship between the churches of Kildare
and Abernethy.
The Irish, especially Irish religious, were fond of travel - it
broadened their knowledge, provided opportunities for evangelism, and 
was highly regarded as a form of obedience and discipline. It is highly 
likely that Irish religious travelled to Abernethy and St Andrews as
they did to other centres of ecclesiastical importance. St Andrews, of 
course, had the added attraction of an apostle’s relics. Irish monks, 
journeying to the Continent may well have passed through Fife. When 
they stopped at such places as Abernethy and St Andrews they told 
stories of St Brigit and their other favourite national saints, and 
encouraged the local clerics to foster their cults.
The cult of St Brigit of Kildare reached various parts of Europe in 
the form of church dedications, placenames and, according to Mould, " 
there is an office of St Brigit in more than 200 MS 
breviaries."(53) On her feast day, 1 February, the eve of Candlemas, the 
Aberdeen Breviary appoints nine lessons to be read.(54) The scanty 
evidence we have shows that an Irish female saint, of dubious origins
but of considerable consequence in Ireland, gained a reputation in the 
East of Scotland. The cult did not really endure, however, but lapsed 
as more local saints enjoyed greater popularity as representatives and 
champions of Scottish national Identity.
Although there are a few supposed dedications in Fife, and several 
elsewhere in Scotland, to St Fillan the actual identity of this saint 
remains a mystery. There is no reason to believe that the saint of this
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name, who had his feast in the Martyrology of Donegal at 20 June,(55) is 
the saint associated with Fife. A more likely candidate is the St 
Fillan who occurs in Irish martyrologies at 9 January and whose legend 
is recorded in the Aberdeen Breviary at that date.(56) Little is known 
about his life(57) and work, but his name and the fact that he is named 
in early Irish martyrologies suggests that Ireland was his home.(58) In 
Scotland he is generally linked with Strathfillan and Glendochart in 
Perthshire, following the Aberdeen Breviary account. He is thought to 
have been an abbot who laboured in evangelising parts of Perthshire 
whez^ there is still a village bearing his name. Many miracles of 
healing were attributed to his invocation and to holywells and suchlike 
associated with him. St Fillan’s bell and crozier are relics which 
survive to this day in the custody of hereditary keepers known as 
dewars.(59) The saint is perhaps best remembered in Scotland because the 
abbot of Inchaffray carried a relic of St Fillan into the Battle of 
Bannockburn and the Scottish victory was attributed to the intercession 
of St Fillan.
In Fife the dedications to St Fillan are unimpressive and somewhat 
dubious. The church of Forgan, later dedicated to St Andrew, is said to 
have been dedicated to St Fillan in the Middle Ages.(60) The church of 
Aberdour may also have come under his patronage. (61) The cave at 
Pittenweem(62) said to contain the oratory and well of St Fillan 
continues to be a place of pilgrimage although there is no surviving 
Mediaeval record linking the cave with this saint. The most certain of 
the Fife dedications to St Fillan is the altar(63) in Holy Trinity 
Church, St Andrews, which was one of the oldest in the church being 
recorded as early as 1450.(64) There is no apparent explanation for such 
a dedication nor, indeed, for any association of the saint with Fife. 
It may, of course, be the case that some legend of a St Fillan's 
activities in Fife was current in the Mediaeval period but does not 
survive for us to read.
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Like St Fillan, we find our earliest reference to St Maelrubha in 
such Irish martyrologies as the Felire of Oengus. Moreover, like
Fillan, Maelrubha's identity is apparently somewhat confused and his 
dedications in Fife are questionable. St Maelrubha was a decendant of 
Niall Noigiallach, (65) who left the monastic community of Bangor in 
Ireland to evangelise parts of North-West Scotland. His feast is at 21 
April in Irish calendars but, inexplicably, at 27 August in the
Martyrology and Breviary of Aberdeen. (66) His name has been seen in a
large number of corrupted forms(67) and it is, of course, possible that 
there was more than one saint of that name. His legend in the Aberdeen 
Breviary is unhelpful in that it provides little that we can support 
with other evidence except that Maelrubha’s church base was at 
Apercrossan or Applecross in Ross-shire. The confusion which may arise 
when there are different saints with similar names is particularly 
apparent when the Breviary uses three lessons of St Rufus of Capua for 
St Maelrubha of Applecross. There is indeed some similarity in the 
names and this may account for St Maelrubha featuring in the Aberdeen 
Breviary at 27 August, the feast of St Rufus, rather than at 21 April as 
in the Irish sources. It has been suggested(68) that there was a priory 
and chapel in the castle at Grail both of which were dedicated to St 
Rufus or St Maelrubha, but there is little evidence to support this. At 
Pitlessie in Fife St Maelrubha’s Fair was held on 27 August from 1541 if 
not earlier.(69) These glimpses are hardly signs of any thriving cult of 
St Maelrubha in Fife but this should not surprise us considering the 
distance from the region where he laboured.(70)
One final Irish saint who may have had some sort of a cult in
i
Mediaeval Fife is Gonleatus or Conlaedh, a contemporary of St Brigit, j
I
whose name may be an element of the Fife placename Kilconquhar. \
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CHAPTER 8 SCOTTISH SAINTS
It should now be clear that many of those saints commonly thought 
of as Scottish do originate somewhere other than Scotland. Most notably 
certain saints associated with Mediaeval Fife seem to have had their 
roots in Eastern Europe(l) or in Ireland to the West.(2) It remains for 
me to identify and discuss two further categories of saints who had saae 
form of cult in Fife in the Middle Ages. There are, first, those saints 
who we can be reasonably sure were native Scottish saints. Seme of 
these are historically reliable figures in Scotland, others are linked 
with Scotland by legend alone, but all play some part in the history of 
the Church in Fife. The final category of saints consists of those 
about whcxn so little is known that it is not possible to state where 
their geographical origins were.
Writers of the late Mediaeval period and, indeed, of much mere 
recent times, have been prone to make claims of great antiquity about 
saints for whom very little was known. In some cases, of course, oral 
tradition and written records linking saints with Scotland's Celtic 
Christian past may have been forgotten and lost. In some cases, 
however, stories told clearly smack of invention. Into this category 
comes a saint who is net known, in surviving documents at least, outside 
late Mediaeval Fife. More specifically one can pin down this St Bonac 
to Leuchars and St Andrews. For some unexplained reason the name Bunnow 
is supposed to be a version of Bonoc,(3) If this is the case, though I 
can see no good reason for believing it simply because the two words 
have some letters in common, then the placename Bunnow's Hill which was 
used as early as 1470(h) %%ay be derived from this saint's name. !-k>re 
certain evidence of Sc Bonoc comes in a reference in the Rental of the 
Altar of St Fergus of 152: which says that:
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"Demum aoqulsivit a domino David Rynd curate 
ecclesie parochialis de Luchqueris unam partem 
ginginarium Sancti Bonoci episcopi."(5).
From this reference we know that there were relics of a bishop called St 
Bonoc at Leuchars and that his jawbone was taken to the altar of St 
Fergus in the Parish Church, St Andrews. We do not have any record of a 
bishop called Bonoc in the Scottish Church which means that he was 
either a bishop of the early Scottish type, (without a see), about whom 
we hear nothing before this reference or, and I think more likely, he 
was the creation of some Fife cleric who also produced relics for him. 
In 1539 James V granted permission for a fair to be held at Leuchars 
"die Sancti Bonoci et per octavos ejusdem tenendi".(6) We do not know 
when St Bonoc ’ s feast was celebrated as his name does not feature in any 
surviving Scottish calendar. There are references to a chapel and 
chaplain of St Bonoc at Leuchars in post-Reformation charters so we know 
that he had some sort of cult at least through to the sixteenth
century,(7) although we know nothing more about his identity.
A saint of even greater dubiety than St Bonoc is a certain Scottish 
saint called St Colm. This saint is only known to us through such
placenames as "Pitcolm" by Auchtertool in Fife(8) and the monastic
island of "Inchcolm". Nothing is known about any saint by the name of 
"Colm" and the most obvious explanation for these placenames is that
they were associated with the popular Scottish patron, Columba.
However, some writers from Camerarius(9) on have supposed that St Colm 
was the founder of the hermit’s cell on the island of Aemonia, and that 
the hermit found there by Alexander was observing the Rule of St Colm 
rather than that of St Columba. (10) These suggestions seem to add 
unneccessary confusion to the story. I am, therefore, simply recording 
that some people have believed there to have been a Scottish St Colm in 
Mediaeval Fife, whilst I myself prefer to attribute the placenames to St
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Columba who had such widespread popularity in Scotland in the Middle 
Ages, and understandably so.
According to the Memoranda in the Register of the Priory of St 
Andrews :
"Item eodem anno xiiij. kl. augusti dedicate est
ecclesia sancti Johannis baptists, et sancti
modrusti confessoris de Marchinche ab eodem episoopo".(11)
This refers to the dedication of the church at Markinch jointly to St 
John the Baptist and St Modhrust by Bishop David de Bernham of St 
Andrews on 19 July 1243. It is generally thought that St Modhrust is St 
Drostan proceeded by the honorific "ino"(12) and this seems a credible 
explanation. The identity of St Drostan is something of a mystery. 
According to the Aberdeen Breviary(13) St Drostan was the nephew of St 
Columba. The Book of Deer says that Drostan and Columba founded the 
monastery of Deer. These stories are not recorded by Adomnan in his 
Life of Columba and it remains a mystery why a saint associated with 
Buchan came to be so honoured in Fife.
Another Northern Scottish saint who was honoured in Fife was St 
Duthac.(l4) This saint is associated with Tain in Ross although his 
death is recorded in the Annals of Ulster as having occured in Armagh in 
1065.(15) James IV supported the cult of St Duthac and visited his 
shrine periodically. The king visited Duthac's shrine at Tain before 
the Battle of Fiodden in 1513 and this royal favour was undoubtedly the 
cause of the spread of the cult of St Duthac. His feast is in the 
Aberdeen Breviary at 8 March.(16) There was an altar dedicated to St 
Duthac in Holy Trinity Church, St Andrews, by 1487.(17) The former 
chapel of St Katherine at Newburgh was refounded in 1508 with St Mary 
Magdalene and St Duthac as additional patrons, as is recorded in an
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Instrument of Saslne dated 5 April 1508:
" ... the new kirk to be built in the said burgh, 
for increase of the worship of God, and in honour 
of Saints Duthac, Katrine and St Mary Magdalene 
for ever ..."(18)
One might suppose that a place such as Kilrenny must have gained 
its name from a local church dedicated to a saint called Benny or some 
variant of that name. No saint of such a name is known however, and it 
seems more likely that St Irenaeus or even St Ethernan was the patron of 
the locality. Bishop Forbes, however, preserves a local tradition that 
a distinctly Scottish saint called Irnie was responsible for the church 
and placename at Kilrenny:
"The fishermen call the steeple of Kilrenny church, one 
of their landmarks, by the name of S Irnie. There is 
also S Irnie's Well. The estate close to the church is 
called Irnie Hill ..."(19)
As far as I know there are no pre-Reformation churches in Scotland 
dedicated to Glasgow’s patron, St Kentigern.(20) Rather, such churches 
where he is patron have his pet-name, St Mungo. Even so, there are no 
dedications to this important national saint in Mediaeval Fife. This is 
somewhat surprising when one realises that St Kentigern is intimately 
linked with the history of the Church in Fife. The Life of St 
Kentigern(21 ) by Jocelin of Furness relates how Kentigern was born at 
Culross on the coast of Fife, where he was duly educated by St Serf, who 
was responsible for giving him the name Mungo. The saint’s later 
association with Glasgow is usually given far greater prominence than
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his early life in Fife. Indeed his later life has rather eclipsed his 
early years although his teacher, the aged Serf, has an enduring cult in 
Southern Fife. The reason for Serf’s popularity must surely be related
to his links with St Kentigern although it remains rather mysterious
that there were no Fife dedications to Kentigern himself.
The identity of St Fergus is not entirely clear although he is
thought to have been a Pictish missionary bishop in the seventh or
eighth century who, according to the Aberdeen Breviary,(22) laboured in 
Stratheam and North-East Scotland. Most of his relics were preserved 
at Glamis and he enjoyed a popular cult in Northern Scotland. His head, 
which was enshrined in a silver case at the expense of James IV,(23) was 
kept at Scone. It was a vicar of Glamis, William Cairns, who founded
the altar of St Fergus in Holy Trinity Church, St Andrews, in 1430-1.
This altar seems to have been a significant part of the national cultus 
of St Fergus and is the only Fife dedication to this saint. We are 
fortunate in having a surviving Inventory of the Altar of St Fergus, 
dated 1525,(24) which lists the various possessions of the altar. It 
seems to have been well endowed with lands and suitably equipped with a
variety of relics and liturgical objects including a relic of St Fergus
and an image of the saint.
This is clearly a case of a cleric endowing an altar in the Parish 
Church of Scotland’s ecclesiastical capital in honour of his local 
patron saint. Had it not been for this personal act of devotion the 
cultus of St Fergus would probably have been unknown in Mediaeval Fife. 
As it was there was a popular and thriving cult of the saint in St 
Andrews.(25)
Although there is no early record of them, the Blessed Macdonald 
Maidens have been associated with Abemethy in later legends. At 18 
July in the Aberdeen Breviary we read of "sanctarum novem virginum", (26 ) 
although no further information is provided. The entry for 15 July in
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Adam King’s Kalendar refers to "The 9 virglnes doohters of S donewalde 
under king eugenius ye 7. In Scotland.(27) The truth about these nine 
virgin saints is lost in legend. It has been suggested, however, that 
when their father, St Donevald or St Donald died, they settled at
Abernethy where King Garnald of the Piets gave them a place to live and
worship. They have given their name, usually as the Nine Maidens, to
various topographical features and some churches,(28) although, despite 
their supposed link with Abernethy, none is in Fife and their very
existence seems to be questionable.
In my writing so far I have had cause to mention many churches in 
North-East Fife and the saints and cults associated with them. In 
particular it has become clear that the town of St Andrews was of 
peculiar and unsurpassed importance in the history of the Scottish 
Church. St Andrews was pre-eminent among the Scottish sees and, as a 
city, it was renowned for the number and variety of its churches. I
hope that it has become apparent that St Andrews was also notable
because of the number of saints who were venerated there. Most
important of all was St Andrew the Apostle who was responsible for 
making the town a flourishing pilgrim centre. The number of pilgrims 
who visited the shrine of Scotland’s national patron and the clerics who 
maintained his cult made St Andrews a cult and pilgrimage centre of
international standing probably unequalled anywhere else in England,
Wales, Ireland or Scotland. It should not be forgotten, however, that
Scotland also bad a national patroness. St Margaret, Queen and 
Confessor, like St Andrew, had her cult centred on Fife. The shrine of 
St Margaret at Dunfermline in the South of Fife was the focus of the 
cult of Scotland’s second patron saint.
Unlike many of the saints venerated in Scotland, Margaret’s
historicity is not called into question. Margaret was born cl045,(29)
probably in exile in Hungary. Having been brought to England in 1057
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she found refuge in Scotland after the Norman Conquest. Margaret became 
Queen of Scotland when she married Malcolm 111(30) in cl070. Her 
biography was written by someone called "T", who is usually thought to 
have been her confessor, Turgot. Margaret is remembered for her 
personal piety, her charitable acts and religious foundations, and for 
having produced two daughters and six sons including her particularly 
saintly successor, David.(31) Margaret and Malcolm Canroore founded 
Dunfermline Abbey with Benedictine monks cl070, and there they were both 
buried in 1093.
St Margaret is probably the best attested of all Scottish saints 
and much has been written about her. Her cultus appears to have taken 
off immediately on her death although it does not seem to have reached 
its full potential until her formal canonisation and her subsequent 
translation in 1250. We read in Roger of Hoveden’s Chronicle bow King 
William the Lion, whilst at the feretory of St Margaret in Dunfermline 
in 1199, was warned by a vision not to invade England.(32) A Bull of 
Pope Innocent IV of 1244, preserved in the Dunfermline Register,(33) 
addresses the bishops of St Andrews, Dunblane and Dunkeld to the matter 
of investigating the miracles of St Margaret so as to assess her 
worthiness for formal canonisation. Innocent IV wrote again in 1245, 
this time to the bishops of St Andrews and Glasgow, stating that he 
cannot agree to the king's request, (presumably to canonise Margaret), 
unless further details about Margaret’s miracles are supplied.(34) In 
1249, however, the pope is satisfied by his cardinal’s enquiry into the 
cause of blessed Margaret, and he sends a bull to the abbot of 
Dunfermline acknowledging Margaret as a saint.(35) A further bull 
confirms indulgences for those who visit the shrine of St Margaret at 
the Benedictine monastery of Dunfermline.(36) The Dunfermline Register 
records that in 1250 the Earl of Fife did homage to the Abbot of 
Dunfermline for his lands of Cluny on the day of Margaret’s Translation 
in Dunfermline Abbey, before King Alexander 111, seven bishops and seven
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Scottish earls:
" ,,, illo die quo translata fuit beata margata Regina 
apud Dunfennelyn in presencia domini Alexandri Regum 
Scottorum. s. Alexandri tercii, Septem Episcopum et 
Septem Comitum Scocie. Dominus malcolmus tunc Comes 
de Fif fecit homagium dompnc Roberto de Kaldelech 
tunc Abbati de Dunfermelyn coram magno altaris ante 
magnam missam pro terra de Clony ..."(37)
Later writers make much of the ceremony of the Translation of St
Margaret's relics in 1250 and these accounts furnish us with many 
insights into the cult of a major Scottish saint. It must be said that 
such insights are often into what the writer considered important in 
conjunction with a saint's Translation. Wyntoun, for example, adapts
his story to suit the requirements of writing a verse chronicle and be
must be credited with poetic licence more than historical accuracy when 
he wi-’ites:
"Saynt Margretys body a hundyr yhere 
Lay befor the Rv;d awtere,
In to the Kyrk off Dunfermelyne;
Bot scbo was translatyd syne
In to the qwere, quhare scho now lyis,
Hyr spyryt in till Paradys 
And off that translatyowne,
Made wyth weneratyowne.
The fest ynit is haldyne ay 
Befor Mydswmyr the fyft day."(38)
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John of Fordun, in his Gesta Annalia Gentis Sootorum, describes the 
exhumation of Margaret’s relics and their deposition in a costly shrine 
of gold and precious jewels:
"Anno quoque secundo regis Alexandri tertii, xiii Kalendas 
Julii, convenerunt apud Dunfermlyn idem rex et regina 
mater ejus, cum episcopis et abbatibus, comitibus, et 
baronibus, et aliis viris honestis, tarn clericis quam 
laicis, in magna multitudine, et ossa beatae Margaretae,
Sootorum quondam reginae, de monumento lapideo, in quo 
per multa annorum curricula quieverunt, honorifice 
levaverunt et in scrinio abiegeno, auro gemmisque 
preciosis redimito, cum summa devotione collocaverunt, 
anno Domini MCCL."(39)
A miracle is recorded in connection with the translation ceremony 
whereby the bearers of Margaret’s relics found the bier to become so 
heavy that they could not carry it further until it was realised that 
the saint’s husband was also to be buried with due honour. Andrew of 
Wyntoun tells the story thus:
"That yhere, wyth weneratyown,
Wes made the transiatyown
Off Saynt Margret, the haly Qwene.
A fayre nyrakill thare wes sene;
The thryd Alysandyre bodyly,
Thare wes wyth a gret cumpany 
Off erlys, byschapys, and barownys.
And mony famows gret persownys;
Off Saynt Andrewys thare wes be name.
The Byschape Davy of Barnhame;
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Robert off Kyldeleth syne 
That Abbot wes off Dunfermlyne,
Powere had thal than at fulle 
Grawntyd be the Papys bulle 
To mak that translatyown;
And that to do thal mad thame bowne,
And fayndyt to gere the body 
Translatyd be of that Lady.
Wyth all thare powere and thare slycht, 
Her body to rays thal had na nyoht,
Na lyffe hyr anys owt of that plas, 
Quhare scho that tyme lyand was.
For all thare devotyownys,
Prayerys, and gret orysownys,
That the persownys gadryd there 
Dyd on devot manere:
Quhyll fyrst thal tuk wpe the body 
Off hyr lord, that lay thare-by.
And bare it bene into the qwere,
Lychtly syne on fayre manere 
Hyr cors thai tuk up and bare ben.
And thame enteryd togydder then.
Swa, trowyd thai all than gadryd thare 
Quhat honours till hyr lord scho bare. 
Swa, this myrakill to record 
Notis gret reverens dwne till hyr lord; 
As scho oysyd in (til) hyr lyff,
Quhen scho wes hys spowsyd wyff.
Off this solempne translatyowne 
Befor thare is mad mentyown;
Bot thare is noucht notyd the yhere,
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That suld noucht have bene foryhet 
For the honour off Saynt Margret."(40)
The Legend for St Margaret in the Aberdeen Breviary, on her feast
of 16 November,(41) records the one particular miracle associated with 
her which was her miraculous recovery of a Gospel-Book from the bottom 
of a stream. Also in the Aberdeen Breviary are the readings for the 
feast of the Translation of St Margaret at 19 June. Here we read of:
" ... quin beate reliquie Sanete Margarets regine de
humili sub terraneo loco ad veneracionem mairem 
transferrarentur et de tumba lapidea in ecclesia 
eiusdem de dunfermlyng. ubi per annos centum 
sexaginta septem requieverant extraherent ..."(42)
This entry in the Aberdeen Breviary goes on to give considerable 
information about the ceremony of the Translation of the relics of St 
Margaret and the accompanying liturgical rites and trappings. The 
service, according to the Breviary account, was very elaborate and I 
shall discuss the details further when I come to discuss the forms of 
saints’ cults in greater depth.
From 1250 the charters contained in the Dunfermline Register refer 
to the church of Dunfermline being under the patronage of the Holy
Trinity and of St Margaret.(43) The cult of St Margaret flourished in 
Dunfermline from the time of the translation of her relics and the
establishment of her new shrine. The town became a very popular centre 
for pilgrimage and we know that on 8 October 1290 Pope Nicholas IV 
agreed that those pilgrims who visited her shrine on the feast on St 
Margaret would benefit by an indulgence of a year and forty days
penance.(44)
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There is evidence of the persistance of the cult of Scotland’s 
patroness up until the time of the Reformation and her name is 
attributed to various places and objects. There was, not surprisingly, 
a St Margaret's altar in Dunfermline Abbey which, in the later fifteenth 
century, was patronised by the burgh magistrates.(45) There are frequent 
references in the Dunfermline Register to the lights at'her shrine and 
in 1468 Richard of Bothwell, abbot of Dunfermline, made provision in his 
will for a candle of one pound of wax to be kept burning during Divine 
office at the high altar near the picture of St Margaret.(46) These same 
records have references to St Margaret’s Bell.(47) Margaret, Queen and 
Saint, is represented on the seals of the burgh, chapter and abbot of 
Dunfermline,(48) and her name is linked with various topographical 
features such as St Margaret’s Stone, St Margaret’s Oratory or Cave, St 
Margaret’s Well, St Margaret’s Hope(49) and the placenames North and 
South Queensferry. All these are in the vicinity of Dunfermline where 
there was also a Fair of St Margaret. Far from being restricted to 
South Fife however, there are indications that the cult of St Margaret 
was fostered throughout pre-Reformation Scotland. There was a joint 
dedication to the Blessed Virgin Mary in the chapel at Balcaskie by 
Abercrombie(50) and it comes as no surprise to learn that there is 
evidence of her cult in the North of Fife. There was a chaplainry
founded by Margaret Durham in honour of her personal patron in 1481 at
the altar of St James in Holy Trinity Church,(51) St Andrews.(52)
Although she may not owe her natal origins to Scotland, having been 
its queen, St Margaret is the Scottish saint par excellence. We are 
fortunate in that we are able to knew so much about her as a person and 
it is so much more satisfying that we are able to trace the later 
history of her persistant cult. She was the object of particular 
devotion both for the people of Fife and for pilgrims from much further
afield. It is fitting that her shrine and the centre of her cultus were
in the abbey church which was her foundation. Dunfermline in some ways
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mirrors St Andrews as an ecclesiastical and pilgrimage centre at the 
opposite side of Fife. With these two great cult centres for Scotland’s 
apostolic patron and the national patroness it is small wonder that Fife 
should be considered a centre of national importance in terms of the 
cult of saints.
Unfortunately it is not possible to write with such certainty about 
the cults, or even the identities, of most Scottish saints. A case in 
point is St Merino or St Merinus. Rather than seeing part of the root 
of the Fife placename "Balmerino" as being linked with "marine" as it is 
a harbour on the Firth of Tay, some people have identified the name of a 
St Merino and persist in stressing the second syllable of "Balmerino". 
The Aberdeen Breviary has a feast of St Merini, bishop and confessor of 
Bangor, in September,(53) but no link with the Fife placename may be
inferred from this reference and one can be sure that if any such
association was current when the Breviary was compiled it would have 
been included. Bishop Forbes did however suggest this connection.(54) 
If a saint’s name is to be found in "Balmerino" I would suggest that 
Merinach(55) the brother of Damian and companion of Regulus is a more 
likely candidate. It seems very strange, however, that if a local saint 
was preserved in this placename there is no record of his cult in
connection with Balmerino Abbey, where he was definitely not the 
dedicatory saint.(56)
The identity of St Muren, a holy virgin, is similarly hazy. We
read in the Legend of St Andrew that one of the seven churches built in 
St Andrews was in honour of St bkiren. In that church resided fifty 
veiled royal virgins, dedicated to God, who were later buried in the 
Eastern part of the church:
" ... septimam in honorem Muren cujusdam virginis, et in ilia
ecclesia fuerunt 50 virgines, de semine regio procreatae,
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omnes Deo dedloatae, et velatae undecim annls, et sepultae 
sunt omnes in orientali parte ipsius ecclesiae."(57)
Although we cannot be certain of the Identity of St Muren from such a 
brief reference in history, it has been suggested(58) that she was the 
daughter of Hungus, King of Piets, and his queen, Finchen, whose name 
was Mouren. This is, of course, a possibility but in the face of so 
little evidence it would be rash to make anything more of this 
connection.
St Ninian,(59) the Apostle of Galloway who established his church 
at Candida Casa(60) in the fourth century, is said by Bede to have been 
responsible for the conversion of the Southern Piets. Bede describes 
him as "Bishop Ninian, a most revered and holy man of British race". (61) 
In view of his apostolic role amongst the Piets one might expect St 
Ninian to have had a particularly elevated position in Mediaeval Fife. 
He had an altar in the church at Abdie.(62) He is thought to be the St 
Rynnanis who had a chapel and an altar in Dunfermline.(63) According to 
the St Mary’s Writs there was an altar of St Ninian in the Town Church 
of the Holy Trinity, St Andrews, by 1439,(64) and there were 
post-Reformation dedications to the saint at Kinghorn,(65) Falkland(66) 
and Ceres.(67) These few signs of a cult of St Ninian in Fife are hardly 
adequate evidence of a particularly thriving cult. We have no real 
evidence that St Ninian evangelised Fife and there are indications that 
others were responsible for this work. Although an important Scottish 
saint, therefore, St Ninian’s fame in Fife was limited in comparison 
with other local and national saints.(68)
One final Scottish saint whom I shall mention in this section is 
simply remembered because she was the mother of the aforementioned St 
Kentigern, one of Scotland’s foremost saints. St Thenew did not have a 
particular cult in Fife, nor were any churches dedicated to her. The
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Aberdeen Breviary, which describes her as "Sanete Thenew matrone, beate 
Kentigerni episcopi matris",(69) does, however, have a full series of 
nine lessons for St Thenew at her feast on 18 July. The Breviary bases 
its account on the Life of St Kentigern (70) and in doing so it recounts 
the story of how St Thenew gave birth to St Kentigern at Culross, thus 
making this prominent Scottish saint a native of Fife.
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CHAPTER a ONXDENTIFJED SAINTS
It has been convenient to compartmentalise the saints of Fife 
according to their geographical region of origin or, in one or two
cases, according to a region with which they had a particularly strong
association. Evidently much remains speculative, nonetheless I believe 
that something worthwhile has come out of this study. In some cases one 
simply has to admit that one cannot identify a particular saint or place 
him in any real context, geographical or otherwise. Usually such saints 
receive one dedication, and only a passing reference to that in some 
document or other. Into this category fall the following saints: 
Aneglas, Carden, Cerotus, Coill and Memma.
In the Legend of St Andrew we read of a deacon called Aneglas in 
whose church Triduana, Potentia and Cineria, the three virgin companions 
of St Regulus, were buried:
" ... et très virgines de Collossia, scilicet, Triduana,
Potentia, Cineria. Hae virgines sepultae sunt ad
ecclesiam Sancti A^aglas."(1)
We read that the second of the seven churches of St Andrews was 
dedicated to "Sancti Aneglas diaconi."(2)
There was a Carden's Well at Monimail in Fife(3) which may be a
sign of some cult of the saint whom Forbes has said was patron of
Kilmalie and Loth.(4)
According to a charter of 1 May 1511 James IV granted James 
Henrison the barony of Fordell in Fife "cum advocations et donations 
capelle S Theoroti".(5) This chapel is referred to later, in the Fife 
Retours, thus: "Fordell cum advocatione capellae Sancti Theoroti et
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décima parte terrarum et baroniae de Fordell".(6) The identity of this 
St Theorotus, sometimes known as Cerotus, is unknown.
MacKinlay states (7) that Hay Fleming drew his attention to a St 
Coill refered to in a charter of 1547 as the joint dedicatory saint of 
an altar of St John in St Salvator's College Chapel, St Andrews. This 
saint is not known elsewhere however, and this altar is not alluded to 
in Cant's T M  College M  ^  Salvator.(8)
The Memoranda in the Register of the Priory of St Andrews states 
that David de Bernham, Bishop of St Andrews, dedicated the church of 
Scoonie in South Fife to "sancte Memma virginis"(9) in 1243. Bishop 
Forbes suggested(IO) that this might be St Modwena, (11) but there is no 
obvious reason for supposing this. Considering the presence in Fife of 
so many dedications to Irish saints the "Mema" commemorated at 24 
January in the Martyrology of Tallaght(12) would seem a more likely
candidate, but we cannot identify this saint with any certainty.
It is now safe to say that there is no further information to be
had about the identity or cults of the aforementioned five saints in
pre-Reformation Fife.
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CHAPTER 10 THE CULT OF SAINTS
It remains to discuss the cult of particular saints in Fife before 
the time of the Scottish Reformation, Now that we have some idea of who 
these saints were, where they came from and in what places they were 
venerated, we must ask certain questions about the formation, 
composition and promotion of their cults. When did the populace 
acknowledge a particular missionary or martyr as a saint? What form did 
a cult take in Mediaeval Fife? What can we identify as the necessary 
ingredients of a successful cult? Who promulgated particular cults, and 
in what way and with what motive? Although our surviving sources dc 
provide us with some insights into the operation of the cult of saints, 
alas, definite answers do not come easily. Broadly speaking, the saints 
venerated in Fife had cults which seem to fall into four categories: 
those of national importance, those with cults widespread in Fife, more 
localised cults and, finally, cults which were not really established in 
Fife on any noteworthy scale. This fourth category is by far the 
biggest, although this may reflect a lack of source material rather than 
a lack of enthusiasm among the people.
The mother of God has always held a position of pre-eminence in the 
Communion of Saints. The particular veneration due to her on account of 
her outstanding saintliness is termed "Hyperdulia" in order that her 
cult should be exhalted above the "Dulia" or honour given to the other 
saints. We know of more than twenty dedications to the Blessed Virgin 
Mary in Mediaeval Fife.
This gives us some idea of the popularity of her cult. At least 
three altars,(1) three churches or chapels,(2) three hospitals,(3) four 
collegiate churches(4) and seven monasteries(5) bear her name. The 
monastic fondness for her patronage is notable and it seems likely that 
it was the monies who, by their preaching and through their servicing of
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other churches, encouraged devotion to St Mary. Having said that, we 
cannot say what form the particular cult of St Mary took in Mediaeval 
Fife, There is no record of Marian shrines or statues and we have no 
allusion to uncoinmon liturgical practices. On her feasts the liturgy 
would have been especially elaborate, but the cult of the Virgin was 
also sustained in more simple acts of devotion such as the endoiment of 
candles to be burned on her altar. We must assume that, as elsewhere, 
appropriate prayers were said, processions performed and masses 
celebrated.
In adopting St Andrew as national patron the Scottish Church 
hierarchy was doing more than asserting ecclesiastical and liturgical 
superiority. After all, St Andrew was the brother of St Peter, the 
Prince of the Apostles and the Rock on which the Church was founded. 
Although the bishops of St Andrews could r&ot challenge the authority of 
the bishops of Rome, the two sees do seen to have had a rather special 
relationship. In fostering the cult of St Andrew the see of St Andrews 
was being established as a good contender for second place in the 
diocesan hierarchy.
The cult of St Andrew flourished in Fife and in Scotland as a whole 
from the foundation of the Priory of Augustinian Canons in 1144 and the 
subsequent establishment of the cathedral in 1160. We cannot be sure of 
the historical origins of the relics of St Andrew, or of when they were 
enshrined, but we do know that they were responsible for the rise of St 
Andrews to a position of ecclesiastical superiority in Scotland. The 
very size of the cathedral at St Andrev:s indicates the popularity of the 
cult. Whilst the presence of hostels, hospitals and other churches 
indicates that provision was made for the physical and spiritual welfare 
of those who flocked to the city in the hope of being blessed and cured 
at the shrine of St Andrew. The expansion and development of the city 
suggests that the cult was popular winh the local faithful and with
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travellers(6) as well as with pilgrims. These pilgrims were responsible 
for increased trade and the subsequent rise of St Andrews to a position 
of importance as a mercantile centre may be seen as a further offshoot 
from the cult of St Andrew. Such things as lists of visitors to the 
shrine or accounts of miraculous cures do not survive, but they are not 
needed for the grandeur and size of St Andrews speaks volumes about the 
success of the cult of St Andrew.
Simple Mediaeval faith in the efficacy of the prayers of St Andrew 
and in the beneficial properties of his bones must have made the scene 
at Scotland's national shrine somewhat like that at the shrine of 
Lourdes today, even down to the souvenir tokens taken home by contented 
pilgrims.(7) The rubrics for the services on the feast of St Andrew on 
30 November, as laid down in the Aberdeen Breviary, (8) give us some idea 
of what would have occurred at such a major national festival. In the 
instructions for the procession to the altar of St Andrew, for example, 
we read that the priest was to be preceded by acolytes, thurifer and a 
boy carrying the Bible, and he was to be followed by a robed choir. If 
this was part of the liturgy for St Andrew to be celebrated in churches 
throughout Scotland, how much greater would the ceremony have been in St 
Andrews itself! The processions would have been lengthy and grand,
within and without the cathedral. Scores of priests and religious must 
have led the faithful in procession to the shrine. Relics and sacred
books must have been carried with great honour and accompanied by
lights, incense and glorious music. Although the Breviary contains the 
words it cannot convey the sense of the liturgy. In Fife the cult of St 
Andrew enhanced the standing of the city which bore his name, gave 
Scotland a focus for its national identity and met the needs of the
credulous faithful. It is lamentable that we cannot know precisely how 
the cult was operated in the city of St Andrews itself.
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Fife did not only boast the shrine of Scotland’s national patron 
however, but also that of St Margaret, Queen and Patroness of Scotland. 
Margaret was seen as a mother figure and as an intercessor for the Scots 
people rather than simply as a distant pious patron. The collect for 
the feast of the Translation of St Margret on 19 June in the Aberdeen 
Breviary is as follows:
"Deus qui translacionem beate margarete regine 
pia recolimus mente preclaris potencie tue 
miraculis illustratam: concede propicius ipsius 
meritis et intercessions a labore ad requiem ab 
ecilio ad patriam nos transferri celestem."(9)
Her cultus seems to have become popular soon after her death although it 
does not reach its climax until the time of her formal canonisation and 
the translation of her relics in 1250. I have already referred to this 
translation and the Aberdeen Breviary makes much of this Important 
occasion:
" ... eorumque transiacionum dies a clero et populo venerari: 
verum devotorum exempli fidelium devocio scocie non fuit 
contenta: quin beata reliquie sancte margarete regine de 
humili sub terraneo loco ad veneracionem mairem transferarentur 
et de tumba lapidea in ecclesia eiusdem de dunfermlyng ..."
When her bones were to be transferred from her first grave to the new 
shrine in Dunfermline there was a great gathering of people:
" ... Clericis et laicis devocionis et peregrinacionis causa 
ad ecclesiam de dunfermlyng conveniebant ...".
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The Breviary describes the liturgical trappings of the ceremony of the 
translation in quite some detail:
" ... clericorum cum verillis, crucibus, thuribulis, tedis 
ardentibus et ceroferariis decentissimus processionem 
solemnit constituerunt cum campanarum sonitu et 
organorum melodia ac cantu .
As the early sixteenth century writer of this account is unlikely to 
have had such a precise record of a ceremopy which took place two 
hundred and fifty years earlier we may assume that most of what he wrote 
was based on tradition. Furthermore, his description of the ceremony 
probably reflects in part what would have happened at a contemporary 
ceremony of Translation. The position of the relics and of the feretory 
is outlined and the tomb is described as being of stone:
" ... ad sepulcri locum ubi beate reliquie in profato 
lapideo monumento ...".
This entry in the Aberdeen Breviary is particularly important because of 
the careful description of what the writer thought would have occurred 
at the translation of such an important saint's relics, as well as 
giving some indication of the special respect which was reserved for St 
Margaret. Presumably the cleric whom Bishop Elphinstone appointed to 
compile the data for the Breviary's lections for St Margaret would have 
obtained his information from the clergy of Dunfermline Abbey where the 
cult of St Margaret flourished until the time of the Reformation. There 
are frequent references in the Dunfermline Register and in the Regality 
of Dunfermline Court Book to the lights which were kept burning at her 
shrine from 1250 until 1560. E Henderson records that there was a 
richly ornamented feretory containing the relics of St Margaret:
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" ... which consisted of her skull, with 'the auburn 
flowing golden hair still on it, along with certain bones.' 
Particularly on her festival day, St Margret's day, 
these relics were exposed to the view of admiring 
pilgrims and other devotees, who had come to humble 
themselves and make their adorations before the shrine."(10)
Accounts of the monastic seals from Dunfermline would seem to indicate 
that we may be able to gain some impression of what the shrine was like, 
at least to the extent of visualising some fom of canopy supported by 
six columns and with a tall candle burning on either side.(11) The 
churches and topographical features associated with St Margaret in Fife 
and elsewhere in Scotland are evidence of the enduring popularity of her 
cult which, although based in Dunfermline, received national, and indeed 
international, support.
Margaret's royal connections doubtless played an important role in 
her rise in popularity as a patroness. Her cult, however, like that of 
the Blessed Virgin and that of St Andrew in Fife, was largely maintained 
and espoused by monks. Royal support was also given to all these cults 
however, as well as to that of St Triduana. This virgin saint was 
supposed to have accompanied St Regulus in bringing the relics of St
Andrew to Scotland. Her church and shrine at Restalrig(IZ) was founded
by James III in 1487, and was subsequently enlarged by James IV and 
James V. St Andrews had its part to play in the cult of this
royally-favoured virgin. One James Braid obtained one of her bones from 
Restalrig by persuading James IV to give such permission as was
necessary. The relic was preserved at the altar of St Fergus in the 
Town Kirk of the Holy Trinity. (13) A Flemish statue of St Triduana was 
also there (14) indicating that there was quite an Important cult of this 
saint in Fife by the fifteenth century. Moreover, in view of the 
support which the cult of St Triduana received from three Scottish
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kings, I think this too may be seen as a cult of national importance.
It is perhaps surprising that the cult of St Regulus did not
receive more widespread support. This may be an indication that he was 
widely known to be a legendary creation, simply epitomising monastic
virtue in obedience to the Holy Rule. Nevertheless it does seem strange 
that the only actual dedication we know of to St Regulus is the square 
tower in St Andrews which is over one hundred feet high. We do not know 
what happened to the relics of this celebrated custodian of relics. One 
has to see these things in perspective, however, and the cult of St 
Andrew was bound from its inception to overshadow all rivals. What 
chance did a humble, probably ficticious, Greek monk stand?
Margaret was the only Scottish saint to have received any
widespread devotion in Fife. If Bede(15) is right in saying that the 
native Scottish St Ninian evangelised the Southern Piets then we would 
not be surprised to find a popular cult of the saint in Pictland. As I 
have already said, however, we do not know that Ninian evangelised the 
Plots of Fife. If this is so then it is no great surprise that his 
dedications in Fife were so few and so late. There is no firm evidence 
of an early or enduring cult of St Ninian in Fife. The most important 
cults in Mediaeval Fife, apart from those mentioned above, would appear 
to be those of Irish, Continental and Eastern saints.
The cult of the Irish missionary Columba was widespread in
Scotland. The island which is thought to bear his name in the Firth of 
Forth was the centre of his cult in the East of Scotland. A hermit 
fostered his cult on Inchcolm from the early twelfth century at least. 
The royally founded priory of Augustinian Canons on the island shows the 
next stage in the progress of his cult. In the thirteenth century a 
bishop of Duhkeld endowed the high altar of Inchcolm with twenty candles 
to be burnt on the eve and feast of St Columba.(16) Both James III and 
James IV supported the cult of St Columba on Inchcolm, which became a
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pilgrimage and cult centre in its way. The hospital at Aberdour which 
was founded by James, Earl of Korton, in 1474 was in the charge of a 
canon of Inchcolm, Presumably the intention was to make this a hostel 
for visiting pilgrims. We do not know the volume of pilgrims visiting 
but one may assume that at the time of St Columba’s feast on 9 June this 
would have been the focus for all devotees of the saint in Eastern 
Scotland,
The altar of St Columba in Holy Trinity Church, St Andrews, was 
jointly dedicated to St Brigit. This Irish virgin saint had a 
widespread and enduring cult in the West of Scotland. Both Wyntoun and 
the writer of the Pictish Chronicle, however, record St Brigit's 
association with the East of Scotland and with Abernethy in particular. 
If the legends are accepted as at least an indication of contemporary 
belief, it seems likely that soce cult of St Brigit flourished in 
Mediaeval Fife and, conceivably, from an early date. This early 
association of the saint with Fife may also be preserved in the
dedication of one of the early seven churches of St Andrews to St
Brigit, as recorded In the Legend of St Andrew.(17) The later
dedications at Holy Trinity, St Andrews, and also, possibly, at Dalgety 
and Balmerino indicate the enduring popularity of the cult of st Brigit 
in Fife although we are unable to know the details of the operation of 
this cult.
There is a number of supposed dedications in Fife to one St Fillan, 
but the precise identity of the saint is uncertain. He would appear to 
have been an early Irish saint and is commonly attributed with the 
evangelisation of part of Perthshire. That one of his relics was
carried into the Battle of Bannockburn shows that his cult bad continued 
support in Central Scotland in the early fourteenth century. Tradition 
alone, however, names St Fillan as the resident and patron of the cave 
and holy well at Pittenween which today bear his name. There are no
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Mediaeval references to pilgrims visiting this cave shrine, although 
pilgrims did visit other caves along the coast of the East Neuk of Fife. 
That the cave was reconsecrated as a shrine by an Episcopal bishop In 
recent times Indicates the persistance of a modern tradition. This 
legendary association along with some late and dubious dedications to St 
Fillan In Fife cannot, however, be treated as reliable evidence of a 
thriving cult of the saint In pre-ReformatIon Fife.
St Leonard became a popular patron In Fife at a relatively early 
stage In the development of his cult. In fact, within two centuries of 
the composition of his legend he was established as a patron of Fife 
seaports. As a particular patron of hospitals he had a dedication at 
Dunfermline by 1184, at St Andrews by 1248 and at Klnghorn In the 
fifteenth century, as well as the sixteenth century College of St 
Leonard In St Andrews. It may be that his cult was made popular by 
returning crusaders. Alternatively pilgrims visiting the shrines of
Fife may have recounted his legend. This would account for his 
particular association with hostels or hospitals for we do not encounter 
St Leonard as a church patron In pre-Ref ormat Ion Fife.
Another Eastern saint who seems to have been an Important saint In 
Fife associated with seaports In particular Is St Nicholas. There was a 
leper hospital functioning on the outskirts of St Andrews by 1127 and 
this was dedicated to St Nicholas. In 1529 It was united with the St 
Andrews house of the Blackfrlars and It was In the sixteenth century 
that the cult seems to have thrived particularly, although for no easily 
accountable reason. The spurt of enthusiasm for the cult of St Nicholas 
In sixteenth century Fife was manifested In the dedications of 
Dunfermline, Grail, Anstruther, St Andrews and Newburgh. one 
consequence of such dedications Is that St Nicholas Is considered, 
amongst other attributes, to be the saint of sailors and of merchants.
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The virtuous St Katherine was another saint who was popular as a 
patron throughout Europe. In Fife she was well liked with as many as 
eight dedications in pre-Refonnation times. As an important saint in 
the Roman Calendar and as an exemplar of particular virtues St Katherine 
is not a surprising choice as a patroness. At Dunfermline she was the 
dedicatory saint of the hostel catering for pilgrims at the shrine of St 
Margaret, but elsewhere we know nothing of why she was especially 
esteemed.
The reason why the Eastern St Serf had such an important cult in 
Mediaeval Fife is rather more obvious. With as many as nine dedications 
in various parts of Fife, St Serf ranks as one of the most popular
patrons in the area. Not only did he spend most of his exemplary life 
at Culross but he was also the teacher of St Kentigern, one of
Scotland’s most important Mediaeval saints. We know frustratingly 
little about the posthumous workings of St Serf or about his subsequent 
cult in Fife. Although various churches throughout Fife bore his name, 
the most important dedication was the Augustinian priory of St Serf on 
the island in Lock Leven which was under his patronage. It was here and 
at the Cistercian abbey of St Serf at Culross that the cult of St Serf 
was probably fostered in particular. Little evidence survives of the 
form or scale of his cult but we do knoif that he had a shrine which was 
supported by James IV.
The twelfth century hospital of St Thomas at Portmoaic and the early 
thirteenth centui-y hospital dedicated to St Mary at what was later known 
as Scotlandwell, both situated by Lock Leven, probably provided the 
necessary facilities for pilgrims visiting the island in Loch Leven. 
Evidently the invocation of St Serf was found to be efficacious as 
dedications suggest that his cult was popular in Fife. Three 
ingredients which may be indicative of how a cult became popular are the
receipt of royal support, the support of a monastic community and the
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presence of a shrine with relics of the saint. Although St Serf was not 
popular on a national scale, these three Ingredients must have been all 
that was necessary to sustain a thriving cult of a saint who was really 
little more than a local saint.
A Scottish saint who had royal support for his cult, and whose cult 
at St Andrews was centred on a relic, was St Fergus. James IV had paid 
for the bead of St Fergus to be enshrined In silver, and he had a 
popular cult In Northern Scotland where his cult was centred on Glamls. 
The altar of St Fergus In the Town Church, St Andrews, was founded by 
William Calms, a vicar of Glamls. In 1430-1. The Inventory of the 
Altar of St Fergus, dated 1525, survives In the Manuscript Collection of 
St Andrews University Library.(18) From this document we are able to 
learn a good deal about the trappings and endowments of the cult of one 
Scottish saint who had an altar In the parish church of Scotland’s
premier ecclesiastical city. The founder donated a parchment missal and 
a large parchment breviary which was chained to the altar, a chalice 
weighing fourteen ounces and a stone statue of St Fergus. Cairns also 
donated two brass candlesticks on the altar, a star-shaped brass oil 
lamp(19) which may have been some sort of sanctuary lamp, a desk for 
storing vestments which Included two chasubles, a dalmatic, a corporal, 
two linen altar cloths and two cloths for the front of the altar. Thus
we see that the altar was quite well equipped for the celebration of the
Divine offices although one might have expected to find more In the way 
of communion vessels. The Image of St Fergus must have provided the 
focus for this localised cult of the saint. The second great benefactor 
of this altar was the altar’s third chaplain. Sir James Braid. In
addition to generous donations of land Braid provided further fittings 
for the altar. He destroyed Calms’ vestment desk and remade It to 
Incorporate a seat. Presumably to replace the desk. Braid built a 
vestment cupboard(20) hanging on the West gable, gave a small vestment 
cupboard near the altar and a small stool in front of the altar. Braid
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then proceeded to destroy the altar itself and then to rebuild it with 
spaces to store the chalices and relics. The new altar was then 
surmounted by a suitably blessed and consecrated marble slab. Moreover 
Braid made a painted tabernacle for the altar and, having destroyed the 
old silver chalice he remade it into a heavier chalice of silver gilt. 
Braid was also a collector of relics for he supplied the altar of St 
Fergus with a bone of St Triduana which he had extracted from James IV, 
two relics of St Fergus from Glamls and part of the jaw of St Bonoc from 
Leuohars. He built a silver reliquary weighing fifteen ounces to house 
these relics, which would then have been kept in one of the 
aforementioned recesses in the altar itself. The altar was further 
supplied with six more cloths and three tin cruets. Braid wrote certain 
sequences and the Canon of the Mass into the missal, which he also bound 
and covered. A book of services and lessons of the saints written in 
his own hand was chained to the altar. There was also a small missal 
written in his own hand on Lombardy paper. A blue chasuble and three 
corporals with two cases were also supplied, along with three painted 
altar frontal cloths. Braid was also responsible for the construction 
of a wooden screen round the altar, and some sort of iron construction 
over the altar on which stood seven brass candlesticks.(21) He acquired 
a statue of St Triduana from Flanders, a statue of St Brendan and a 
painted linen cloth to cover them in Lent. He gave a pix to keep the 
hosts in, two flasks, one of tin and one of glass, and something to 
contain the wine. He supplied a bell which he had made to hang before 
the altar, four handtowels for the altar, a lectern each for the missal 
and the breviary, an extinguisher for the candles,(22) an iron 
candlestick for three candles in winter and a coloured patten.
Through the generosity of its third chaplain therefore, the altar 
of St Fergus became very well equipped. Braid altered and extended the 
original endowments of the altar to provide It with all that was 
necessary for the celebration of the eucharist and the recitation of the
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offices. Moreover he obviously had a particular fondness for the cult 
of saints. Not only were masses said in their honour but specific 
services and lessons of the saints were to be read. Relics were 
obtained and housed within the altar. The statues of Fergus, Triduana 
and, for some unknown reason Brendan not Bonoc, must have been the focus 
of the devotions of the faithful. There is no record of any cross or 
crucifix but it is interesting to note that the statues were to be 
covered during Lent when all attention is supposed to be directed to 
Christ’s passion and death. We are fortunate that this Inventory 
survives for it gives us a good idea of the splendour associated with 
the cult of St Fergus and others in St Andrews from the fourteenth 
century. If this is a representative picture of all such altars we have 
a glimpse here of how important the cult of saints was and how this was 
expressed in all its glory and complexity in the Church of the Holy 
Trinity, St Andrews.
The cult of St Athernaise in Fife is an unusual one because there 
are only two known dedications to a saint of this name and both of these 
are in Fife. The churches of Leuohars and Lathrisk may possibly, 
therefore, have been fostering the cult of an otherwise unknown Celtic 
saint. A more likely explanation, however, would seem to be, as I have 
suggested earlier, that this cult was of the Eastern saint and doctor of 
the Church, St Athanasius.
Two further saints who owed their origins to the East, St Adrian 
and St Monan, also had important, if localised, cults in Mediaeval Fife. 
The cult cf St Adrian of Fife was centred on the site associated with 
his martyrdom: the Isle of May. The burghs of Pittenweem and
Anstruther also had connections with the cult, which was probably 
maintained by the monastic house at Pittenweem which was the successor 
to the priory on the Isle of May. Precisely what form the cult took we 
do not know although the light which was kept burning in honour of St
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Adrian on the May Isle did receive royal support. Wyntoun and later 
traditions associate St Adrian with the Caiplie Caves on the coast 
between Crail and Cellardyke. As the very existance of St Adrian has 
been called into question it would be rash to assert that Adrian and his 
companions passed their time praying and planning in this weather-beaten 
cove. A more plausible explanation is that some time after Wyntoun 
wrote of Adrian's association with Caiplie the cave became a shrine and 
possibly the focus of the cult of St Adrian. The cave known today as 
Chapel Cave probably became the site of his shrine and the crosses 
incised in the walls of the caves may have been made by pilgrims.(23) 
Rather than seeing these crosses as the work of Adrian himself it is 
more likely that these are the enduring signs of individual acts of 
devotion and respect paid to St Adrian by later generations of pilgrims.
The second Eastern saint to have had an important local cult in 
Fife was the white-robed confessor and companion of St Adrian named in 
the Aberdeen Breviary as St Monan. According to the account in the 
Breviary the cult of St Monan flourished at Inverey where his relics 
were said to be responsible for miraculous cures. The Breviary relates 
how many people sought to be healed at the shrine of St Monan. The most 
important of these pilgrims was David II who founded and endowed the 
church of St Monan in recognition of cures he himself had received. 
This royal patronage may well account for the later popularity of the 
saint's cult which resulted in lengthy entries for St Monan in the 
Aberdeen Breviary and, more significantly, in the Breviarium 
Bothanum.(24)
It is difficult to say anything at all about the cults of the many 
other saints who were venerated in Mediaeval Fife as our surviving 
sources give no further indications. We know of no further shrines or 
relics. We know of no further saints who received particular royal or 
monastic support. This does not mean that other cults did not flourish
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in Fife, however, simply that our extant sources do not furnish us with
adequate evidence. Those saints. Scriptural and non-Scriptural, whose
feasts were registered in the Church's calendars will have received 
particular veneration on their festival days. Those with altars or 
churches under their patronage would also have received special 
veneration, perhaps even on the scale of cult of St Fergus in St 
Andrews. Saints associated with Fife by legend or by traditions may 
even have had shrines of which we know nothing today. The cosmopolitan 
nature of much of Mediaeval Fife resulted in a whole assortment of 
saints, of various origins, being acknowledged in the churches of Fife. 
In some cases a saint may have received widespread support, in most
cases, however, legends would have been transmitted and dedications made 
at the instance of individuals, lay and religious, who had the necessary 
wealth and the desire to support a personal patron. In these cases no 
real cult would have been established.
One aspect of the cult of saints in Fife, and in Scotland as a 
whole, is that the devotion to national and local saints was closely 
linked with nationalist sentiments. This is probably best seen as a 
reaction against Edward I's attempts at supressing the veneration of
Scottish saints and the use of Scottish liturgies, and his attempt to 
replace them with English alternatives. As David McRoberts has pointed 
out "Apart from perhaps three Scottish shrines, St Ninian's at Whithorn, 
St Margaret's at Dunfermline and the Relics of the Apostle at St
Andrews, Scottish shrines seem to have had a very restricted influence 
and attracted only local devotion."(25) This situation was to change, 
however, and in the fifteenth century altars and churches were dedicated 
to national and local saints. There were royal visits to shrines such
as those of St Serf and of St Adrian. The shrine of St Triduana was
restored at Restalrig by James III and St Andrews was raised to the full 
status of an archdiocese and metropolitan see. At the end of the 
fifteenth century the Martyrology of Aberdeen was produced and in
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1509/10 we see the culmination of this spate of patriotic reaction and 
liturgical nationalism in Elphinstone*s production of the Aberdeen 
Breviary with its particular emphasis on Scottish national and local 
saints. Other calendars of saints produced in Scotland in the second 
half of the fifteenth century and the first half of the sixteenth 
century show the clear rise in popularity of Scottish saints joining and 
supplanting those of the Sarum Rite. This work was indisputably 
Scottish and clearly a work of nationalist propaganda. For these
reasons it is not always clear when exaggeration is creeping in and when 
stories and saints are being created to enhance Scotland’s spiritual 
splendour. The legacy of the fervour of this Scottish devotional 
nationalism may be the preservation of important historical traditions, 
but may also prove to be misleading invention.
The cult of saints is not only to be associated with national pride 
however, but we can also observe signs of more regional and localised 
pride and prejudice in conjunction with the cult of saints. In 
particular the possession of a saint's relics would greatly enhance the 
standing of not only the church where they were enshrined but also the 
locality. The cult of St Adrian and of St Monan in North-East Fife and 
of St Serf in the South of Fife bear witness to this. The influence of
such cults on localities is seen on church dedications, placenames,
fairs, hospitals, the patronage of churches or of altars, and the
development of shrines as centres for the devotion of pilgrims
The influence of local saints is also to be seen, of course, in 
such liturgical books as survive from Mediaeval Scotland. Saints who 
achieved a certain popularity and notoriety would be allotted feast 
dates, prayers and legends which were incorporated in Scottish calendars 
and breviaries. The Aberdeen Breviary is the prime example although the 
Breviarium Bothanum seems to have definite Fife associations. The role 
of local saints in the development of the Scottish national liturgy is
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seen in the rubrics for the ceremonies of the Church and in accounts of 
the translation of relics.
As small communities became important cult centres through the
increased awareness of their association with local saints their whole 
form and nature woud be altered. To cope with the increase in
pilgrim-visitors, churches, hostels and hospitals were founded. These 
cult centres also became bastions of commercial and mercantile activity.
The very topographical structure of such communities was transformed.
One has to try to visualise what various places would have been like at 
the time of the Reformation if there had been no cult of saints: the
Isle of May, Pittenweem, Anstruther, Inverey, Culross, Loch Leven, and 
on a larger and more national scale, St Andrews and Dunfermline. In
short, the cult of saints in Mediaeval Fife altered the structure of
local communities not only in ecclesiastical terms but also frcm the
point of view of the economy, the social structure, the architecture and
the geography. Moreover, it is clear that, through land and its
importance in the maintenance of a saint's cult, politics too entered
into ecclesiastical affairs. In some situations the royal promotion of 
a saint's cult probably involved the manipulation of a saint for 
political ends.
With or without the patronage of the king a cult needed a community
1
to support it if it was to thrive. In fact the picture that we get of j
the cult of saints in Mediaeval Fife is that each saint's cult was |
centred on a specific religious house. In most cases the saint would be 
supported by monks or regular canons. The cult of St Andrew was |
maintained by the Augustinian Canons, that of St Margaret by the |
Benedictines, the Cistercians fostered the cult of St Serf at Culross, I
the Dominicans had that of St Monan at Inverie and the Benedictines at ]
Pittenweem were probably responsible for maintaining the cult of St |
i
Adrian. Presumably there was some competition between various shrines ij
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and we can Imagine the monks encouraging the presence of the sick and
infirm at their shrine in order that they might compete in miracles of
healing with rival saints' shrines. In encouraging the presence of 
pilgrims it is clear in the case of saints* cults in Mediaeval Fife that 
the situation of monasteries with shrines by harbours on the coast of
Fife was an Indication of the importance of travel by sea. In the case 
of the major cults, notably those of St Andrew and St Margaret, a great 
boost was the arrangement of a particularly elaborate translation of
relics and the provision of the most splendid buildings in conjunction
with a saint's cult. The Importance of the monastic role in the cult of
saints cannot be over-stressed. Monks were responsible for the
establishment and the maintenance of cults and of the liturgies
associated with them. Monks were further responsible for the written 
records which preserved stories of the saints, and for the dissemination 
of information about the efficacy of the prayers of particular saints. 
In Fife saints were an important monastic product which, with monastic 
marketing brought indispensible monastic profits. Whilst not wishing to 
undermine the personal devotion of some ecclesiastics to the cult of 
saints, it would be wrong to pretend that a more materialistic side did 
not exist.
Although I have no doubt that financial gain was frequently the 
motive behind the promotion of a saint's cult, the cult of saints could 
not have thrived if there was nothing more to it. Sometimes the laity 
may have supported cults out of a superstitious fear of what might
happen if they failed to do so. In some circumstances, however, a
national or local saint provided a focus for the nation or the locality 
which seemed to produce a sense of unity, loyalty and purpose. In many 
oases, however, the cult of a saint seems to have been sustained as a
result of the genuine faith and devotion of individuals and communities,
of the laity and of the clergy. I think that we can see this in terms 
of the development of the cult of a saint. I am not claiming that each
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cult developed along the same lines precisely, but that in most cases we 
can see some sort of a pattern. During a saint's lifetime he earns some 
notoriety and some respect. If a saint did not actually exist but was 
invented, he may be seen to personify particular saintly virtues which 
are similarly respected. When a saint dies and miracles are attributed 
to him, or to his Invocation, the saint's reputation is enhanced. As 
the reputation is enlarged the saint probably becomes a patronal figure 
and churches are dedicated to him. A biography of a saint is recorded 
or, more frequently, a legend is concocted and written down. The 
written record of a saint ensures that he will continue to be remembered 
in future generations. The saint's name is entered in the calendar of 
saints, prayers are written and recited, and services in honour of
particular saints develop. Such liturgical developments encourage the 
invocation of saints. In most cases that is as much as we can know 
about the cult of certain saints. When relics survive or can be 
produced, however, there is far more scope. Relics become housed in 
shrines, relics can be carried in procession and relics attract
pilgrims. Relics can be attributed with further miracles, particularly 
of healing. Relics can be translated and translations greatly enhance 
the standing of the saint, the cult and the church. Relics resulted in
the veneration of saints. Sometimes the material received the
veneration owed to the spiritual; a further abuse of the cult of
saints. Veneration is at the centre of the issue however. With the
veneration of a saint you have the cult of a saint, without it the
saint's reputation is lost and so is the identity of the saint. Whoever 
these saints were, and whether or not we believe they actually existed, 
to the Mediaeval mind these saints did exist, these miracles did happen, 
there would be rewards for those who honoured these saints, and the cult 
of saints was, without a doubt, well worth preserving.
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FOOTNOTES
1. St Andrews, Crail, Dunfermline.
2. Gateside, Abercrombie, Dairsie.
3. Aberdour(x2), Loch Leven.
4. St Andrews(x2), Abernethy, Crail.
5. Balmerino, Culross, St Andrews(x2), Cupar, Pittenweem, Lindores.
5. Such as merchants and soldiers who passed through the place.
7. These are generally termed "pilgrim tokens".
8. Pars Hyemails.
9. Pars Estivalis.
10. Annals of Dunfermline. p87.
11. Ibid. p88.
12. By Edinburgh.
13. St Andrews University MS 36281. fol 11v.
14. Ibid. fol 12v.
15. m  111:4.
16. Inchcolm Charters. p138.
17. Skene's CPS, pl87.
18. m  36281.
19. "Item unam stellam eream ad oleum imponendum pro lumine".
20. "unam armoriolum",
21. "unum le herss ex ferro super altare et desuper imposuit septem 
candelabra erea.". A "herss" is a special kind of chandelier 
used at funerals.
22. "unum le roid pro candelis accendendis et extinguendis cum cornu".
23. Similar markings are to be found in Constantine's Cave at Fife 
Ness.
24. Which may, as I have suggested earlier, have been produced at 
Inverey.
25. D McRoberts, "The Scottish Church and Nationalism in the Fifteenth 
Century", IR 19 (1968), p8.
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CHAPTER 11 CONCLUSION
No method of categorising saints can be perfect but the system 
employed by J M MacKinlay, which, broadly speaking, I have followed, 
would appear to be as good as any. That is to say, grouping together 
those saints who have a particularly strong link, usually by birth or by 
origin, with a specific geographical area. Having discussed the 
fourteen Biblical saints who had some sort of cult in Fife it became 
clear that there were two remarkable gaps. St Peter, Prince of the 
Apostles, is very badly represented in Mediaeval Fife, as is the apostle 
Paul. I am convinced that the explanation for this is that, at least 
from the twelfth century, the cult of St Andrew was so important that it 
would have seemed unthinkable to rival his position as apostolic patron.
St Andrew was to Scotland, and to Fife in particular, what St Peter was 
to Rome and St James was to Compostella.
The twelve Eastern and twelve Continental saints represent a
mixture of popular saints from the Roman calendar, more local saints and 
purely legendary figures. Some of these saints were doubtless 
attributed such a distant provenance to make their journeyings to
Scotland seem all the more Impressive. Considering the proximity of 
England one might have expected more than four English saints to have 
been represented in Fife. The rise of the cult of saints in Scotland
came at a time, however, when national identity and liturgical 
independence were matters of particular importance. This may make it
less surprising that ten of the saints particularly venerated in Fife 
were of Irish origin. Moreover, some of these Irish saints are those 
frequently considered "Scottish" national saints. Having identified the 
origins of all these as best we are able, and leaving aside the five who ;
i
are unidentifiable, we are left with only about a dozen Scottish |
national saints, of whom Margaret alone had a particularly flourishing
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oult before the time of the Reformation.
There are, therefore, about seventy saints, male and female, for 
whom one can establish some particular association with Mediaeval Fife. 
These seventy represent a complete cross section of the communion of 
saints; kings and martyrs, queens and virgins, bishops and abbots, 
hermits and confessors. What is even more notable is the diversity of 
their geographical origins. As the ecclesiastical centre of Scotland St 
Andrews must have drawn a wide variety of influences from a cosmopolitan 
assortment of churchmen. Moreover, Fife as a whole seems to have been a 
meeting-plaoe for an international assortment of merchants and traders, 
soldiers and envoys. The complex array of people, of traditions and of 
hagiographical preferences has left Mediaeval Fife with a whole tapestry 
of saintly figures.
In Chapter 2 I discussed the wide variety of source material for 
this study of saints, dedications and cults in Mediaeval Fife. 
Liturgical books, charters, annals and histories, records of both Church 
and State, all had something to yield. Fife was not the centre of 
liturgical developments or book production in Scotland. The Church of 
Aberdeen fulfilled that particular role and, consequently, we sometimes 
get an outsider’s view of Fife saints. This helps us to see Fife in the 
wider context of the whole Scottish Church. In particular, the Aberdeen 
Breviary has been an invaluable aid although, as with all hagiographical 
writing, the intention was to enhance the image of saints and to aid the 
people in their devotion rather than to inform the historian. 
Hagiographies and liturgies were not written as history and their 
writers, like the writers of our other sources, were not writing with 
twentieth century historians in mind. Such sources as do survive from 
pre-Ref ormatlon Scotland must be seen in the context of their 
authorship, their audience and their age.
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We do not know when the practice of naming saints as patrons or 
guardians began, but Fife is unremarkable in the antiquity of its 
dedications, which are no earlier than the twelfth century. Saints may 
have been associated with particular churches prior to this but we 
cannot prove it from surviving sources. The traditional association of 
a saint with a particular place almost certainly pre-dates surviving 
records of dedications, but we cannot be more specific.
The wide variety of saints used as patrons in Fife's many churches 
has been discussed in detail. Saints were, however, more than patrons 
and protectors, for they often provided a church with a link with the 
past ecclesiastical history of the area. One cannot quantify veneration 
and although dedications are evidence of veneration, the lack of 
dedications to particular saints in Fife cannot be construed as evidence 
of any lack of their veneration in the worship of the local Church.
Biblical saints are well represented in Fife church dedications. 
Saints attributed with Eastern origins were also popular although, to 
all intents and purposes, they were often Scottish saints attributed 
with more distant origins. Considering the academic and commercial 
links which flourished between Scotland and mainland Europe it is 
surprising that dedications to Continental saints were not more 
widespread. This deficiency was more than compensated for, however, by 
the widespread veneration of Irish saints. The Instances of supposedly 
local Fife saints' names, such as Monan, Athernaise and Ethernan, being 
similar to Irish saints' names are too frequent to be coincidental. The 
popularity of "Scottish" national saints, whatever their actual origin, 
is epitomised in the cult of saints in Mediaeval Fife.
Beyond what has already been suggested about changing preferences 
for different categories of saints it is difficult to produce a 
chronology showing how support for different individuals or groups of 
saints developed. The following sketct^ chronology is, therefore, put
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forward only tentatively* The early Church in Mediaeval Fife honoured 
its own missionary saints, whether they were martyrs or confessors and 
whether they owed their origins to East or to West. Twelfth century 
dedications reflect such preferences although Scriptural and Continental 
saints were also recognised. Margaret's policy of anglicanising the 
Scottish Church led to the introduction of a few English saints but it 
failed to displace the deep-rooted fondness for the Celtic saints. 
Scottish saints enjoyed continued support despite attempts at supression 
and, with the rising popularity of endowing altars within churches in 
the later Middle Ages, these saints experienced a considerable revival. 
This restatement of support for Scottish saints climaxed with the 
production of the Aberdeen Breviary and was sustained until the 
mid-sixteenth century reformation of the Kirk.
With the shrines of Scotland's national patrons at St Andrews and 
Dunfemline, and with the widespread veneration of dozens of other 
saints, Fife became the focus for a cosmopolitan assortment of pilgrims. 
In terms of religious activity and as a cult centre St Andrews could 
match shrines across Europe in its splendour and popularity, and in view 
of this is worthy of far greater attention and respect than is commonly 
accorded in the wider context of the history of the Western European 
Church as a whole.
Saints are the personification and embodiment of Christian virtues 
and, as such, their prime function is as exemplars. This makes it 
difficult to assess their influence on the lives of individuals. This 
study of the cult of saints in Mediaeval Fife does, however, present 
indisputable evidence of the widespread influence exerted by those men 
and women who, by their life and by their witness, proved to be both 
God-focussed and yet accessible to the whole Church.
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APPENDIX I
THE ALTARS Ifi THE PARISH CHURCH QF THE HOLY TRINITY. OT ANDREWS
Here follows a list of the altars which were to be found in the Parish 
Church of the Holy Trinity before the Reformation. There was a 
prodigious number and this list may not be exhaustive. Most of the 
information has been gleaned from Rankin’s Holv Trinity.
All Saints
Blessed Virgin Mary (2)
Holy Blood 
Holy Cross/Rood 
Holy Trinity 
St Andrew 
St Ann 
St Anthony 
St Aubert
St Barbara (chaplainry)
St Bartholomew 
St Botolph (chaplainry)
St Columba and St Bride 
St Duthac 
St Eloy 
St Fergus 
St Fillan
St James j
St John the Baptist j
?St John the Evangelist |
St Katherine 
St Lawrence
St Margaret (chaplainry)
St Martin 
St Mary Magdalene 
St Matthew (chaplainry)
St Michael 
St Nicholas 
St Ninian
St Peter (with chaplainry of 88 Simon, Jude, Blaise and Giles)
88 Peter and Paul 
?St Sebastian 
St Stephen
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APPENDIX II
THE IMAGES OF SAINTS ON THE MEDIAEVAL MACES OF TgE UNIVERSITY OF ^  
ANDREWS
The University of St Andrews* collection of maces is not only very 
beautiful but also quite unique. Moreover they incorporate in their 
design images of various saints which may be of passing interest. They 
have ben described by Dr Cant in his book The University of ^  Andrews.
The six images on the Mace of the Faculty of Canon Law are as 
follows : St Michael the Archangel has what looks like a sail with a
cross upon it. The female figure kneeling in prayer may be St Margaret 
of Antioch trampling upon a satanic beast. St John the Baptist is seen 
with the Agnus Dei. The Blessed Virgin Mary is with the Child Jesus. 
St Andrew has the cross saltire and a book. The figure of a bishop with 
a mitre and crozier is undoubtedly St Leonard as he carries the fetters 
which are his symbol in iconography. There is no reason to believe that 
this last figure may be, as Cant earlier suggested, St Ninian.
The Faculty of Arts Mace, which was fashioned before 1457, has the 
following saints* The bearded St Andrew is with book and saltire. His 
brother, the bearded figure of St Peter has the keys of the Kingdom of 
Heaven. The episcopal figure with a fish is St Mungo. St John the 
Baptist features once again with the Agnus Dei.
Although the Mace of St Salvator's College is very interesting in 
its design it does not incorporate ima^s of saints, but rather 
concentrates on the Passion of Christ the patron of the College and on 
the burgh of St Andrews.
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